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Abstract 

Since the emergence of hip-hop fashion in the late 1970s in New York, it has become both a 

multi-billion dollar global industry and a conduit for marginalised populations worldwide to 

perform resistant identities. While scholars have explored hip-hop fashion in its (African 

American) origin communities as a version of Black style, how it is adapted outside of the 

United States requires further scholarly attention. This thesis explores how and why hip-hop 

fashion is used by artists in Tāmaki Makaurau (Auckland) – including Māori and Pasifika 

rappers and dancers, and an African-Kiwi rapper – to perform their identities. A qualitative and 

visual analysis of fashion imagery across music videos, live performances, still images, social 

media, and journalism has revealed how these artists evoke themes related to identity such as 

gentrification and community representation, entrepreneurship and class marginality, racism, 

feminism, queerness, and African-Kiwi culture. The diversity across these themes and 

identities makes Tāmaki Makaurau’s hip-hop fashion diverse as well: no singular look typifies 

Tāmaki Makaurau presently. I argue that this is because the fashion observed in this research 

displays “global-local” tendencies. Tāmaki Makaurau hip-hop fashion manifests the 

multiculturalness and transnational qualities of the city’s twenty-first century demographics. It 

is specific to local cultures and experiences – especially to Moana cultural sensibilities which 

guided “old-school” Aotearoa hip-hop – yet is simultaneously situated in global economic and 

cultural flows of fashion, popular culture, and people (diasporas). Black and Brown (African-

Kiwi, Māori, and Pasifika) performers construct distinct versions of localised authenticity in 

the genre, yet are connected through their shared dissension against global White-supremacist, 

colonial power structures. These artists leverage positions inside the global capitalist fashion 

and music industries to uplift and celebrate marginalised communities and identities, 

performing ambivalent class identities that both embrace and resist consumerism. Furthermore, 

these artists confront normative gender expectations in hip-hop, and western society at large, 
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by wearing fashion that ‘queers’ and exposes the fallacy of White-supremacist, colonial, 

patriarchal, heteronormative conventions and stereotypes. This research ultimately 

demonstrates how diverse communities define their individual and collective identities by 

conforming, diverging, challenging and “remixing” pre-existing hip-hop genre conventions.  
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INTRODUCTION 
 

The purpose of this thesis is to discuss the nature of hip-hop fashion specific to Tāmaki 

Makaurau, by exploring how hip-hop fashion constructs the identities of current performing 

artists from the city.1 Because popular music is now visually disseminated as much as it is 

heard aurally (Railton and Watson 2011), fashion is essential to the careers of professional 

performers as a medium with which they perform musical ‘personae’ and social identities. 

Fashion is an extension of performance craft that, as an embodied social practice, materially 

performs artists’ identities (Entwistle 2000). For performers, as Tāmaki Makaurau rapper 

Melodownz states, “how you dress or present yourself can be a visual representation of your 

creative expression” (Gessler 2021:33). Developing a distinct identity is also how performers 

make money and promote themselves in today’s entertainment industry, for example through 

paid partnerships with fashion brands (Strähle and Kriegel 2018). The hip-hop genre 

exemplifies the ways that fashion and music interrelate as cultural and commercial arenas in 

which identities are performed, which has been established by prior research based on the genre 

in its United States origins amongst predominantly African American performers (Miller 2011; 

Romero 2012). This thesis seeks to remedy that hip-hop fashion worn by communities outside 

the US have not yet been thoroughly researched. This introduction will briefly explain the 

background and context of hip-hop fashion and hip-hop culture in Tāmaki Makaurau, followed 

by a discussion introducing the research’s objectives and arguments, scope and researcher 

positionality, and lastly an outline of the thesis’ chapters. 

 

 
1 I refer to Tāmaki Makaurau (Auckland) and Aotearoa (New Zealand) by their Māori names throughout this 
thesis to acknowledge mana whenua and their unceded tino rangatiratanga (sovereignty) over the whenua (land) 
the city lies on. 
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Context 

Hip-hop fashion is a core constitutive element of hip-hop culture alongside other musical and 

artistic forms such as rapping, breakdancing, and graffiti. Fashion demonstrates hip-hop’s 

aesthetic techniques of layering elements of ‘high’ and ‘low’ culture (like mixing luxury 

clothes with sportswear), and sampling and appropriating mainstream culture in subversive 

ways by remixing pre-existing casual garments (Flinker 1986; Jenkins 2015).2 Hip-hop culture 

connects to Black aesthetics, cultural traditions, and politics, situated in the socio-economic 

conditions of post-industrial urban America in the 1970s (specifically in the Bronx, New York) 

that lead to “experiences of marginalization and brutally truncated opportunity and oppression” 

(Basu and Werbner 2001:244; Rose 1994).3 In this way, hip-hop fashion is positioned within 

African-diasporic Black style: sartorial demonstrations of agency that enact “political-aesthetic 

resistance” (Saucier 2011:56) through subversive “self-telling” in defiance of hegemonic 

White oppression (Tulloch 2016).4 While hip-hop fashion is now “a multibillion-dollar cultural 

industry packaged and marketed on a global scale” (Lewis 2004:214), practitioners use its 

commodities to perform identities which appropriate and “claim the cultural terrain” of 

mainstream capitalist contexts (Rose 1994:36).  

Hip-hop is Black culture, through which Black (especially African American) people 

have gained representation and political expression (Perry 2004). However, hip-hop’s 

“polycultural” (Prashad 2008), diasporic aesthetics allow marginalised populations around the 

 
2 ‘Sampling’ borrows pre-existing elements e.g. of a song for a new creation. To ‘remix’ is to re-combine or 
transform something pre-existing – adding, subtracting, or altering elements – to create a new version of it. Both 
are common hip-hop musical and aesthetic terminology. 
3 ‘Black’ refers to peoples and cultures of Africa and its diaspora. This thesis capitalises racial identities –Black, 
White, and Brown – to continually note race as a social identity (rather than biological fact). I also acknowledge 
arguments that Black specifically should be capitalised to denote the agency, histories, cultures, communities, 
and identities of Black people, opposed to ‘black’ as a systemically-oppressed and White-imposed designation 
(Gordon 2022). 
4 ‘White’ refers to social, political, and economic systems of domination, stemming from European colonisation 
and global capitalist imperialism, that favour Eurocentric ideas and European-descended people (and thus White 
is also a racial designation) (Lugones 2007). The term ‘Pākehā’ (and occasionally ‘Palagi’ as the Pasifika term) 
connotes Whiteness specific to the settler-colonial state of Aotearoa. 
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world, including in Tāmaki Makaurau, to identify with the experiences of its originators, and 

to adapt hip-hop culture (such as its fashion) to their own cultural and political milieus 

(Osumare 2001). Despite being arguably the second-most “profitable and recognised” form of 

hip-hop culture after rap music (Fleetwood 2005:326), hip-hop fashion has received little 

attention in scholarship on the globalisation of hip-hop culture. This thesis is inspired by 

intriguing yet brief observations that there are diverse hip-hop fashion cultures in non-US 

locations that adapt rather than simply imitate American fashions (Perry 2008; Saucier 2011). 

These observations suggest that hip-hop fashion’s properties of editing, sampling, and 

bricolage “[create] new fashions” (Lewis 2004:215) in new locations, prompting the need for 

further research to comprehend hip-hop’s adaptability for new communities.5 For instance, in 

the 1980s and 1990s in Tāmaki Makaurau, rangatahi (young people) adapted hip-hop fashion 

aesthetics, remixing Black style with Māori and Pasifika style (Bennett 2002; Zemke-White 

2000).6 Existing research provides a substantial foundation (explored in Chapters Two and 

Three), but only partially contextualises how and why hip-hop fashion is used to perform more 

diverse cultural, racial, ethnic, and gender identities in Tāmaki Makaurau today.  

 

Research objectives and arguments 

This research uses a case study approach to explore the fashion of contemporary hip-hop 

rappers and dancers from Tāmaki Makaurau (focusing on artists who have debuted post-2010). 

The objectives of this research focus on these key areas: 

 
5 Bricolage refers to a method (common in hip-hop’s strategy of remixing) by which multiple and/or diverse 
pre-existing elements (for example, of fashion) are “radically adapted, subverted and extended”, transforming 
their original symbolic “connotations” with a logic specific to a new subcultural formation of identity (Hebdige 
1979:104).  
6 Māori are the Indigenous people of Aotearoa. ‘Pasifika’ refers to people with Pacific Islander heritage. It 
theoretically refers to the breadth of Pacific cultures, nations, and ethnicities, however in Aotearoa tends to be 
used to refer to “Polynesian” heritage – a colonially-constructed grouping including Pacific nations such as 
Sāmoa, Tonga, Hawai’i, Niue, and Aotearoa (such as the Pasifika artists mentioned in this study). This thesis 
refers to Māori and Pasifika collectively as ‘Moana’ to refer to their Oceanic Indigeneity/Indigenous cultural 
worlds (replacing the outdated colonial term “Polynesian”) (Tecun, Fehoko, and Hafoka 2021:221). These 
relationships are addressed again in Chapter Two. 
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1. how and why hip-hop fashion is used by these artists to perform their identities  

2. the relationships between US-originated hip-hop genre conventions (such as race, class, 

gender, and their relation to authenticity) and Tāmaki Makaurau’s hip-hop fashion 

3. how contemporary artists acknowledge and expand existing ‘old-school’ hip-hop 

culture (and fashion) in Tāmaki Makaurau7 

4. how these artists perceive and negotiate the impact of commercial contexts on their 

performances of identity through hip-hop fashion 

 

Identity in this thesis is considered to be a process of becoming, the result of embodied acts 

(such as wearing clothes) which result in recognisable and intersecting yet unstable social 

categories (Butler 1990; Kaiser 2013). I consider fashion and identity as inseparable and co-

constitutive, and am guided by concepts of intersectionality and transnational/diasporic 

experiences which emphasise multiplicity, further explained in Chapter One (Entwistle 2000). 

All identities are the result of performances, but this thesis examines the public construction of 

these artists’ identities or public ‘personae’ through fashion. In hip-hop, there is an expectation 

that there will be minimal distance between one’s ‘real’ self, and the self that one performs in 

music/dance (Ogbar 2007). 

Through qualitative and visual analysis of fashion imagery across music videos, live 

performances, still images, social media, and journalism, this thesis has found that these artists 

in Tāmaki Makaurau perform diverse racial, ethnic, and gender identities with their fashion. 

The contemporary artists included in this thesis’ case studies demonstrate continuities and 

divergences from Aotearoa hip-hop’s past. They are grouped to reflect development from those 

 
7 Considering artists from the previous era in Aotearoa (prior to 2010) are still working today, I adhere to the hip-
hop terminology of ‘old-school’, that which is regarded as ‘classic’ and revered, to distinguish the contemporary 
fashion I focus on from that of previous decades.  
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who share the clearest whakapapa (genealogical relationships) with ‘old-school’ Tāmaki 

Makaurau hip-hop (Chapter Four’s analysis of Māori and Pasifika men rappers), to those who 

represent the growing ethnic, racial, and gender diversity of local hip-hop culture (Chapter 

Five’s analysis of Parris Goebel and the Royal Family dance crew, and Chapter Six’s 

exploration of African-Kiwi queer rapper JessB). I argue that hip-hop fashion in Tāmaki 

Makaurau is not typified by one common aesthetic (although there are some common localised 

sensibilities across the artists). It is a tapestry containing multiple cultural threads, including 

(by chapter) Hawaiian shirts, dreadlocks, novelty socks, sports jerseys, and hoodies; red 

lipstick, mesh shirts, feathery neck ruffs, wigs, and shaved heads; XL tees, gold gowns, and 

durags. I argue that the increasing heterogeneity and multiculturalness of the demographics of 

the city and Aotearoa are reflected in the diversity of Tāmaki Makaurau hip-hop fashion. 

Tāmaki Makaurau artists are now “more comfortable” (according to the title’s quote from artist 

Diggy Dupé [Te Haara 2020]) with displaying bold assertions of their specific (and diasporic) 

cultural identities through hip-hop fashion that samples from and remixes US hip-hop culture. 

The fashion performs bricolages of diverse global and local influences, which results in the 

identities constructed by this fashion demonstrating “global-local” (Osumare 2005:266), 

transnational, and diasporic paradigms. These fashioned identities are specific to Tāmaki 

Makaurau. However, they also have multidirectional relationships with global hip-hop cultures 

and fashion industries due to social media, revealing that individual locations are therefore not 

necessarily discrete, singular, or fixed (Bennett 1999).  

Furthermore, in this research, these “global-local” connections are evident from a 

commercial point-of-view in the artists’ brand partnerships on social media, advertising 

imagery, and evident in their performance outfits. These artists’ performances of class 

marginality – as a core part of local and international hip-hop ‘authenticity’ (Ogbar 2007) – 

employ local and global second-hand, mainstream, and designer versions of hip-hop fashion. 
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This benefits both a thriving Aotearoa hip-hop fashion industry through which their 

communities prosper, and the multinational corporations represented by brands like Nike or 

Adidas. I argue that this ambivalent push-and-pull between oppositional and complicitous 

stances regarding consumption, reveals the possibility for anti-hegemonic action to be 

performed from within hegemonic capitalist structures. These artists negotiate complex 

contradictions when harnessing the capitalist fashion and music industries that have co-opted 

and commodified hip-hop (and profited from racial stereotypes), to uplift and represent the 

struggles, successes, and inventiveness of marginalised (such as Black and Indigenous) 

communities in Aotearoa.  

I also argue that prevailing narratives about race, gender, class, place, and authenticity 

in US hip-hop genre conventions underlie but are altered or remixed in Tāmaki Makaurau hip-

hop fashion. This further demonstrates its diverse and global-local sensibilities, and reveals the 

global transformations of hip-hop’s conventions. ‘Genre conventions’ are normative elements 

regarded as the most ‘authentic’ or ‘real’ in performances of hip-hop persona (Auslander 2006). 

Hip-hop media presents lower-class urban Black (American) young men as its “quintessential” 

model (Fleetwood 2005:327). I am influenced by Perry’s (2008:637) question of “how the 

black racial significance of hip hop is received, interpreted, and redeployed transnationally” by 

artists “as a means of signifying their own subjective conditions of marginality”. I demonstrate 

how Black people in Aotearoa (African-Kiwis) connect to hip-hop as members of the global 

African diaspora, and perform locally-contingent Black identities through hip-hop fashion’s 

Black style. Alternatively, Māori and Pasifika have for decades re-formulated urban-

Indigenous (Brown) identities by remixing Black cultural styles with Moana cultural aesthetics 

and meanings. I contend that these diverse communities in Tāmaki Makaurau perform multiple 

‘authentic’ constructions of their identities with hip-hop fashion while sampling and remixing 

Black style. However, these performances are connected through their shared dissension 
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against global White-supremacist, colonial power structures. This resistance is likewise visible 

in these artists’ performances of gender, which I approach through an intersectional lens that 

considers the power structures of what hooks (2004:xi) calls “imperialist white supremacist 

capitalist patriarchy” (outlined in Chapter Three). The artists in this thesis confront the 

(corporate-powered) heteronormative and masculinist gender dynamics in commercial US hip-

hop (Gunn 2019), such as gangsta masculinity, the objectification of women, and the exclusion 

of queer identities, which stem from the dehumanisation and ‘ungendering’ of Black people 

(hooks 2004; Rose 2008; Ziyad 2016). Tāmaki Makaurau artists wear fashion that performs 

gender ambiguities and inconsistencies, often working from US precedents of alternative hip-

hop gender performances, and ‘queer’ these norms (Smalls 2018).8 They challenge western 

gender norms at large by performing counter to normative, racialised conventions of 

masculinity and femininity in locally contingent ways, for instance exposing the fallacy of 

colonial stereotypes of Moana peoples. 

 

Scope and positionality 

This thesis aims to generate research about how hip-hop fashion is adapted by specific artists 

in one location, based on a period of observation conducted from August 2021–March 2022 

(including the artists’ creative output prior to this period). Firstly, these artists are based in 

Tāmaki Makaurau, and/or claim to be ‘from’ the city. This acknowledges the importance of 

themes of place to hip-hop culture and identity (Forman 2012). Tāmaki Makaurau is significant 

as the centre of Aotearoa’s music and fashion industries, especially hip-hop. Secondly, the 

artists I have chosen reflect a ‘new’ generation of hip-hop in Tāmaki Makaurau, as they have 

debuted and achieved some level of commercial success and exposure mostly in the last 5 years 

 
8 ‘Queer’ (and ‘queered’/’queering’) refers to the disruption of western hegemonic gender conventions of 
heteronormative and hierarchical binaries (see Gunn 2019; Smalls 2018).  
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(with Parris Goebel as an exception as she has been active internationally since 2010). Thirdly, 

these artists represent a range of combinations of genders, sexualities, ethnicities, and 

transnationalities (or diasporic experiences), demonstrating the growing diversity of the current 

local hip-hop industry. This study finds new narratives in Māori and Pasifika hip-hop, and 

between this and other hip-hop communities in Tāmaki Makaurau such as African communities 

(African-Kiwis). Focusing on this diversity in one location reinforces that hip-hop’s already-

diasporic sensibilities lend themselves to being adapted to represent shifting and multiple 

aesthetic and cultural realities. 

I do not claim an ‘insider’ status to my research subjects, despite that I am of their 

generation and from the same city. I acknowledge myself as a Pākehā researcher with a racial 

and cultural position different to the Black cultural context of hip-hop, and to the 

predominantly non-White performers whose fashion, as creative expression of their identities, 

is the subject of this study. I have not experienced White-supremacist structural or systemic 

racism. Therefore, my methods centralise the words (expressed in lyrics and media interviews) 

and performances of the artists themselves who are the key knowledge-holders or interlocutors 

guiding my engagement with their fashion. The theoretical bibliography with which I analyse 

this data prioritises the situated knowledges expressed by people of colour – here, Black and 

Moana peoples (Bilge 2013). To describe the identities of these people in hip-hop in Tāmaki 

Makaurau is to, with anti-racist intent, put the race relations of Tāmaki Makaurau and Aotearoa 

at large at the forefront, particularly exposing colonial legacies of power in the White-

dominated settler-colonial nation.  

 

Chapter overviews 

The first three chapters of this thesis operate as an extended review of the “interdisciplinary, 

multidisciplinary, cross-disciplinary and transdisciplinary” literature that forms the theoretical 
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discussion around hip-hop (Harris 2019:67–8). I introduce the theories and methodologies 

embedded in the contexts and histories of hip-hop fashion, and through which I will analyse 

the case study artists’ fashion. Chapter One contains a theoretical exploration of how popular 

music and fashion are intertwined as cultural and commercial arenas, and participate in the 

embodied construction of intersectional (and diasporic) identities. It further outlines the 

methods used to gather data across multiple sites of media observation where performances of 

artists’ identities through fashion are evident. Chapter Two investigates what hip-hop fashion 

is, why it is referred to as Black style, and how and why its Black cultural forms were 

appropriated and localised with Indigenous paradigms in Aotearoa from the 1980s to 2000s 

(Bennett 2002). Chapter Three considers how heteronormative gender performances and 

patriarchal politics in hip-hop are propelled by White hegemonic ideas about Black gender. US 

performers nonetheless find opportunities to ‘queer’ hegemonic norms in hip-hop and society. 

I also explore the implications of US hip-hop gender dynamics for transnational hip-hop gender 

politics such as in Aotearoa. 

The next three chapters report and discuss observational data about the artists’ fashion. 

These case studies are split up thematically. Chapter Four includes three rap acts (SWIDT, 

Melodownz, and Diggy Dupé) who fall under the broad category of Māori and Pasifika men. 

Their fashion represents present-day experiences of urban Indigenous identity in Tāmaki 

Makaurau, such as gentrification, community empowerment, entrepreneurship, and challenges 

to ‘gangsta’ masculinities. Chapter Five focuses on the predominantly Māori and Pasifika 

dancers in the Royal Family mega-crew, and their choreographer Parris Goebel. I explore the 

dancers’ diverse gender performances created through movement and clothing that challenge 

norms in hip-hop and colonial gender stereotypes. Goebel herself enacts this in her own public 

persona, especially through her commercial activities in the fashion (and dance) industries. 

Chapter Six focuses on JessB, a mixed-race queer Black woman rapper. I situate her 
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experiences and articulations of African-Kiwi identity within the experiences of Blackness 

specific to Aotearoa, and within her references to Black queer women’s identities in hip-hop. 

Chapter Seven closes the thesis with a discussion of its most significant conclusions, revisiting 

and expanding on the research objectives and arguments introduced above through a 

comparison of the case studies. 
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1 FASHION, MUSIC, AND IDENTITY –  

THEORY AND METHODOLOGY 
 

This chapter outlines key theory and methodologies guiding this study, and the specific 

methods used for data collection. Firstly, I outline approaches to fashion that are influenced by 

materiality and embodiment theories, which examine fashion’s role in the social construction 

of identity (Entwistle 2000; Craik 1994). These approaches are framed by concepts such as 

intersectionality and diaspora, which reflect fashion’s relationship to structures of power 

(Kaiser 2013). I explain the terminology of ‘fashion’ followed in this thesis. This discussion of 

fashion and identity is then combined with theories of how popular music and fashion relate as 

cultural and commercial industries (Miller 2011). Popular music performers use fashion to craft 

their identities and/or ‘personae’ (Auslander 2006). Hebdige’s (1979) concept of subcultural 

style continues to be relevant, especially in hip-hop, as artists perform ‘resistant’ identities 

using ‘mainstream’ culture. I then outline my methods which combine visual and qualitative 

analysis of music videos, live performances, social media, and pre-existing interviews to 

collect data with which to approach my research objectives. 

 

Fashion, music, and identity 

Fashion and identity 

For Craik (1994:4), invoking Pierre Bourdieu, clothing is meaningful as social practice, as part 

of the habits and dispositions that comprise one’s ‘habitus’, orienting and indoctrinating the 

body towards “a way of being in the world” within their specific social and cultural 

environment. Entwistle (2000) is influenced by phenomenological theory to state that fashion 

is a “situated bodily practice” (4), wherein “dress, the body, and the self” are realised 

“simultaneously, as a totality” (10). Clothing’s materiality (its physical existence), bodies, and 
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social concepts of identity are thus indelibly entangled and co-constitutive. According to Judith 

Butler (1990), identities are performative; they do not necessarily exist as essential “substance” 

– for instance, gender is not tied to a concrete bodily reality – but are performed through 

repetitive “acts” that have cultural signification, such as wearing clothes. These repetitions 

create socially-coherent categories and norms over time. However, performativity allows for 

one’s identity to be conceived of as a process of constant re-formation, and thus is never fixed 

(Butler 1990). To summarise, an individual’s sustained engagement with fashion constitutes 

their social identities, and the situated or contextual nature of this performance is reflected 

within the material-social-embodied process of fashion. 

 Fashion binds individuals into social relations and structures of power, including 

hierarchies that impact the agency of the “lived body” (Entwistle 2000:39). The theory of 

intersectionality helps us to further comprehend that performed categories of identity such as 

race, gender, or class “operate not as unitary, mutually exclusive entities, but as reciprocally 

constructing phenomena” creating intersections and multiplicities that are constantly shifting 

how such categories are performed (Collins 2015:3). Significantly, to centralise the Black 

feminist and critical race theory context of the term (Bilge 2013), intersectionality recognises 

the power hierarchies that impact intersecting social categories of identity and create “complex 

social inequalities”, particularly within western capitalist and White hegemonic culture 

(Collins 2015:3). For instance, the concept of intersectionality theorises different experiences 

of gender oppression between Black and White women. Seeing identities and categories as 

socially constructed signifies as a “political move” that questions or de-essentialises power 

hierarchies (Kondo 1997:7). Clothes perform and even are what gender is, or becomes, on the 

body (Butler 1990). Race, likewise a social and political construct rather than a meaningful 

biological category, continues to have impact as ideology that produces “real structural and 

interactional effects on people’s lived experiences” including their performances of identity 
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(Wakefield 2021:11).9 Butler (1990) tells us that “subversive” performances defy social norms 

and dispel essentialist myths around hegemonic social categories, and therefore have the 

potential to deconstruct normalised power hierarchies. Subversive identity performances may 

deconstruct hierarchical norms like heteronormative gender – the “notion of a ‘natural’ 

gendered self” conforming to structurally-reinforced binary opposites of man and woman 

(Gunn 2019:15) –  or stereotypes of racial inferiority compared to White superiority. 

Additionally, Kaiser (2013) suggests that the constitution of identity through fashion is 

an interplay of change and continuity. This is key to the nature of diasporic identity 

construction through fashion which takes prominence in this thesis. Diaspora identity concerns 

the effects of geographical and temporal displacement from ancestral homelands, cultures, and 

worlds, and integration with new cultures in new places (Tecun, Fehoko, and Hafoka 2021). 

Being Indigenous in a colonised society, or a first-, second- or third-generation migrant, alters 

prior performances of cultural, ethnic, and even gender identity. Checinska (2017:55–56) notes 

how “the (re)fashioning of the body” through clothing “facilitates the reconfiguration of 

diasporic identities that constantly shift”, reflecting “diversity and syncretism…an inherent 

sense of fluidity”. Diasporic identity is not only intersectional, according to Kaiser and 

McCullough (2010:364), but characterised by “knotty entanglements”, such as multiple racial, 

ethnic, gender, or transnational identities in one individual or community, and thus identity 

formation is a “neither linear nor circular” process.  

My research design and objectives are conscious of the ways in which intersectionality 

has been misappropriated and decontextualised by feminists from its “constitutive ties” in 

critical race theory (Bilge 2013:413). This has occurred through breaking its ties to the 

experiences of Black women in what Bilge (2013) terms the “whitening” of intersectionality, 

 
9 Compared to race, ethnic identity denotes self-identified belonging to a group/community built around shared 
cultural heritage and traditions, although can still be discriminated against in a similar way to race. 
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so that some feminist scholarly engagements of the concept overlook power relations and 

instead apolitically describe diversity. My ultimate goal is to investigate using a case study 

based methodology guided by intersectionality theory. This is informed by current fashion and 

music theory surrounding the material and embodied nature of identity. Doing so illuminates 

the ways that hip-hop fashion is used by contemporary artists to construct and embody their 

diverse, intersectional, and diasporic identities. These identities are embedded in complex 

cultural and social milieus, including the dynamics of power relations in Aotearoa, and 

globally, to which hip-hop practices like fashion respond. 

 

Why hip-hop ‘fashion’? 

There are multiple reasons why I refer to the clothing and bodily styles of adornment (including 

hair styles and accessories) affiliated with hip-hop culture as ‘fashion’. I follow the lead of 

other scholars who have written on the subject and use this terminology (Fleetwood 2005; 

Flinker 1986; Lewis 2004; Romero 2012). To explain this more deeply, hip-hop fashion’s 

history is framed by its presence in, yet antagonism towards, the capitalist fashion system: “a 

historically and geographically specific system of dress” rooted in western modernity and 

industrialisation (Entwistle 2000:47). As an intertwined economic and social process, the 

contemporary fashion system “endows garments” it produces “with beauty and desirability” 

(Entwistle 2000:42), dictating their social value and meaning around a continuous cycle of 

trends and “planned obsolescence” that accelerates consumption and profit (Kondo 1997:16). 

Hip-hop adornment practices are likewise trend-focused, with social value imparted by 

fashion’s ability to differentiate someone as looking original and ‘fresh’ which bestows 

prestige, creating social mobility and aspiration through capitalist consumption (Romero 

2012). Hip-hop artists participate in the now-global fashion industry associated with 
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hegemonic western capitalist economic and social structures described above, aligning their 

identities with powerful fashion brands as part of hip-hop’s culture.   

However, practices of style agency possible within the modern fashion system allow 

hip-hop fashion to display an ambivalent, even subversive relationship to the fashion system, 

characterised by an “ever-changing interplay between freedoms and constraints” (Kaiser 

2013:1–2). Tulloch (2016:4) explains how the concept of “style” relates to fashion as a 

reflection of “agency — in the construction of self through the assemblage of garments, 

accessories, and beauty regimes that may, or may not, be ‘in fashion’ at the time of use”. 

Fashioned identities may seem “ultimately constrained by what is available in the marketplace, 

by dress codes and social conventions, by political regimes, and the like” (Kaiser 2013:31), 

and “profoundly implicated in capitalist and colonial/neo-colonial relations” (Kondo 

1997:107). However, self-curation – style – through fashion can be one of few sites in which 

agency can be expressed, for instance against the weight of racist structures. While I refer to 

hip-hop fashion as ‘fashion’ to note its position within the globalised commercial fashion 

system, Tulloch’s definition of ‘style’ indicates this fashion’s role in constructing dispositions 

which are ‘other’ to hegemonic Whiteness (which will be explained further in Chapter Two). 

 

Fashion and music 

Similarities between the social functions of fashion and popular music – as cultural 

mediums with which identities are constructed and performed – frame how they converge “at 

the level of both representation and industry” (Miller 2011:5). Auslander (2006:103) argues 

that “what musicians perform first and foremost is not music, but their own identities as 

musicians, their musical personae”. Music is a specific context, or stage, upon which identity 

is performed for consumption by a viewing public. I argue that fashion is now a vital part of 

what we perceive as ‘popular music’, and as a musician’s ‘persona’, because visual mediums 
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(such as music videos) are no longer secondary to aural-only musical experience (Railton and 

Watson 2011). Musical performance is the “melding of the embodied, the musical and the 

lyrical” (Miller 2011:3). Fashion is no mere “veneer” or “gloss” but creates the “clothed body” 

which, in conjunction with emotional themes in sound and/or vocals, performs both 

conventional and subversive identities in popular music (McLaughlin 2000:271).  

Genre is a primary element dictating how performers construct their identity or persona, 

and is “a unique, identity-providing and inseparable common construct” between fashion and 

music (Strähle and Kriegel 2018:24). It is expected that an artist’s fashion will be congruent 

with their musical genre; ‘looking how they sound’ (or dance) consistently across performance 

mediums (music videos, photography, live, and on social media) ‘legitimates’ their persona 

within genre conventions (Auslander 2006:110–113; Railton and Watson 2011). These 

conventions are “negotiated between musicians and their audiences” as well as industry 

stakeholders and music media (Auslander 2006:115). The levels to which an appearance of 

‘authenticity’ – how closely a performer’s musical identity aligns to how they might be in ‘real 

life’, their ‘real’ personality and self – is likewise genre-dependent (Lifter 2019; McLaughlin 

2000). Genre conventions in hip-hop construct repetitive and recognisable tropes of race and 

gender authenticity (which are outlined in Chapters Two and Three).  

Miller (2011:2) observes that popular musicians are presently expected “to be active 

and successful in both the music and fashion markets”. Strähle and Kriegel (2018:12) argue 

that the two industries form a symbiotic “circulatory system”, where what is popular in one 

realm is popular in the other. Music artists are encouraged to exploit the “intertextuality” 

facilitated by the increasingly visual nature of music consumption by participating in the 

fashion industry, to the mutual commercial benefit of themselves and the brands they wear 

(Miller 2011:22). Partnerships between brands and musicians link an “individual star’s cultural 

image” to a brand’s identity; performers themselves have even created their own fashion labels 
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to further exploit this phenomenon (Miller 2011:16–17). Music videos, for example, are both 

an artistic expression of the musician’s identity, and also a capitalist marketing tool that 

promotes an artist and provides opportunities for product placement (Railton and Watson 

2011). The creativity that performs cultural identities through fashion/music is unavoidably 

“embedded in consumer culture” (Miller 2011:28), taking place in a capitalist economic 

context that commodifies identities for profit. In “the ways we all create our identities through 

clothing and gesture […] there is no” such thing as a position “outside the fashion industry” 

(Kondo 1997:106). 

Fashion and music’s connected cultural function regarding the formation of identities 

was first analysed through the lens of style-based youth subcultures. This literature explores 

the complex co-existence of rebellious creativity and commercialisation. Subcultural style 

appropriated pre-existing clothing forms and altered or embellished them through acts of 

bricolage that created new meanings and identities out of pre-existing cultural forms, forming 

distinct style communities (Crane 2000; Hebdige 1979). As an expression of resistance and 

deliberate self-fashioning or social demarcation, subcultural style could express anti-

mainstream counter-cultural ideologies and “symbolic resistance to cultural hegemonies” 

(Taylor 2012:42; Hebdige 1979). Hip-hop fashion began as subcultural style that customised 

pre-existing clothing styles to reflect its subversive ethos, and retains many of its subcultural 

associations and counter-cultural meanings despite its current commercial mainstream 

popularity. Subcultural styles may be co-opted by mainstream commercial fashion and appear 

to ‘lose’ their subversive potential or ‘authenticity’ (Crane 2000:199), becoming pre-packaged 

styles and identities to be superficially ‘tried’ on and discarded (Polhemus 2005:226). 

However, Bennett (1999:25–26) suggests that style subcultures were never separate from 

hegemonic culture, but form “distinct social practices” that continuously interact with the wider 

cultural and commercial sphere “within which such alternative collective strategies are played 
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out”. Therefore, subcultural resistance might continue to proliferate through ‘post-subcultural’ 

commercialised versions (Bennett 1999; Lifter 2019). “New forms of identification and 

cultural politics” such as alternative racial, class, or gender performances become possible 

because of “subcultural incorporation” into mainstream popular culture (Lifter 2019:12). For 

Miller (2011:2–3), popular music is thus “a place where challenges can be made to the ways 

in which bodies are expected to be shaped, formed, and adorned”, suggesting that subversive, 

non-normative identities and “alternative views of the world” can be enacted in popular music 

through fashion, even from within hegemonic structures. Railton and Watson (2011:10) 

express how the representational nature of music’s visual mediums takes place in contexts of 

power, impacting “the real options available to real people for being and acting in the world”. 

These politics of representation mean that performances of identity in music and fashion 

become a “key site for political analysis and intervention” (Railton and Watson 2011:19).  This 

phenomenon is especially visible in hip-hop fashion. 

 

Methods 

Scholars of popular culture are often required to be ‘bricoleurs’, extrapolating data from 

a constellation of informal and formal sources (Edwards and Esposito 2019:38). Fairchild and 

Marshall (2019:11) argue that outside of performance, musical persona is created and 

disseminated in a “dispersed” manner across “material forms of mediation, and symbolic 

content” such as Internet or print media publications, social media, and brand and product 

sponsorships (see also White 2013). Furthermore, as Woodward (2009:100) states, “carrying 

out research that looks at the intersection of separate domains of fashion is essential in 

addressing the complexities of fashion practices”. This emphasises that an intertextual reading 

of how artists perform their identities across multiple areas of media is necessary. I adopt these 

rationales and employ a mixture of methods in this study.  
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Music videos and live performance 

Music videos and recorded and in-person live performances are primary sources of data 

in this thesis.10 My analysis considers the specific aesthetic qualities of garments and how they 

function on the body during performance, as well as brands and how the clothing was acquired. 

Studies of contemporary popular musicians rely on music videos “as a key site through which 

cultural identities are produced, inscribed, and negotiated” (Railton and Watson 2011:10), and 

this work (intentionally or not) relies on fashion (see Emerson 2002; Rose 1994; White 2013). 

Music videos contain different settings, people, and scenarios compared to live performance, 

creating more opportunities for variance and experimentation with fashion. I have watched all 

available music videos for each artist through YouTube, as well as available recorded live 

performances on YouTube or through outlets such as Radio New Zealand. I use these in 

conjunction with visual analysis of still imagery from live events and other media like album 

covers, and consider visuals alongside aural elements such as lyrics.  

 

Social media 

Fashion on social media is part of an artist’s “dispersed” network of musical identity 

performance, including as promotion and participation with fans and consumers (Fairchild and 

Marshall 2019). ‘Behind-the-scenes’ content about a performer’s career such as an upcoming 

music video, and content about their daily life, create a sense of “intimate” connection to an 

artist that functions as extra-musical identity construction; social media invites fans to 

continuously engage with the performer’s world and ‘authentic’ personality behind the music 

 
10 I was limited from attending live performances by COVID-19 restrictions which cancelled many of the artists’ 
concerts during my period of study (August 2021–March 2022). I was able to see JessB and Melodownz live, and 
watched livestreamed concerts of SWIDT and JessB. For Diggy Dupé and the Royal Family I have relied on pre-
recorded performances. 
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as they express themselves with their own voices (Baym 2012; Haynes and Marshall 2018).11 

Furthermore, the ascendancy of visual social media platforms such as Instagram “intensifies 

the importance of visual self-presentation” for musicians, and thus the importance of fashion 

in constructing their personae (Marwick 2015:143). According to Rocamora (2017:515–516), 

how fashion constructs the self and identity is being transformed by social media, leading to 

“a self to be shared and circulated online, a mediatized self” which is part of an artist’s persona. 

My analysis reflects this expanded digital universe of content that constructs an artist’s persona 

through fashion, in conjunction with their actual musical performances. I identified Instagram 

as the platform these artists most frequently engaged with, producing varying forms of visual 

content (static ‘posts’, videos/reels, and daily stories) accompanied by captions that reveal 

more than photos or videos alone. The fashion industry itself now functions digitally, including 

on social media, from marketing to e-commerce. This increases fashion’s globalisation and 

transnationalism, and enhances an artist’s ability to connect with global brands – and thus to 

perform global-local sensibilities in their identities through fashion (Kaiser 2013). Rizzo’s 

(2009) study of hip-hop fashion advertising demonstrates how this imagery constructs artists’ 

identities and personae through association with fashion brands (see also Strähle and Kriegel 

2018). In this way, social media observation is a key source of data regarding my fourth 

research objective, as social media posts ‘tag’ brands being worn and indicate paid partnerships 

with fashion brands. 

 

Journalism and media 

White’s (2013) work focusing on the fashion identities of two US-based women hip-

hop artists, Nicki Minaj and Missy Elliot, demonstrates how to analyse otherwise ‘inaccessible’ 

 
11 The use of slang and first-person point-of-view in their social media posts indicates that these independent 
artists are their own content creators, although managers likely play some role, for example in arranging 
endorsement posts with fashion brands. 
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artists (not available for personal interview by a researcher) through public statements, press 

releases, television appearances, media interviews and so on, as well as images from 

magazines. Journalistic accounts and media interviews (including in publications such as The 

Spinoff, and podcasts, radio, and television) have provided a strong foundation upon which to 

contextualise artists’ fashion compared to their statements, encompassing their dispersed 

identity performances. Images and accompanying interviews specifically featuring the artists’ 

opinions on fashion are a vital resource for my analysis, presenting both further evidence of 

what fashion and brands the artists wear and shape their identities with, as well as suggesting 

the complex ways that fashion as a capitalist creative industry intertwines with how fashion 

performs their identities (Rizzo 2009). 

These artists have already commented extensively on the topic of their identities, their 

intentions behind their music, and on their attitudes towards fashion. This rich pre-existing data 

ensures their voices are present in my interpretations and analysis, so I therefore did not 

interview the artists myself on topics they have already covered. This has been endorsed by 

others as an academically-sound method providing data I can have confidence in (see Edwards 

and Esposito 2019; White 2013; Zemke and Mackley-Crump 2018). Relying on publicly-

available sources frames my analysis with a deliberate methodological focus on what is strictly 

‘observable’ in their public personae from the perspective of the public, and what they have 

chosen to highlight in fashion performances of their racial, ethnic, class, and gender identities. 
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2 BLACK STYLE IN AMERICAN AND  

AOTEAROA HIP-HOP FASHION 
 

This chapter outlines hip-hop fashion as a (Black) cultural and commercial phenomenon. I 

examine the intersections of identities such as race, ethnicity, class, place/locality, and culture 

in hip-hop fashion, focusing first on its genesis in the United States, then its globalisation and 

movement to Aotearoa. I firstly consider how hip-hop fashion is grounded in African-diasporic 

traditions, cultures, and experiences, and embodies Black style’s counter-hegemonic 

subversive possibilities. According to Ebron (2008), consumer culture and Black oppositional 

politics are intertwined, which means that hip-hop fashion’s embrace as a commodity by the 

mainstream fashion industry may in fact enhance its capacity to challenge mainstream 

hegemonic culture from within. Commercialisation globalised the genre, and hip-hop culture 

has been present in Aotearoa since the early 1980s, shaped predominantly by Māori and 

Pasifika youth who aligned with its Black politics of dissent, and its celebration of subaltern 

identity, in the context of a White-supremacist settler-colonial nation (Kopytko 1986; Zemke-

White 2000). I explore the affinities with and appropriations of Black style in local hip-hop 

fashion prior to the 2010s, finding that local hip-hop artists have tailored hip-hop culture to 

their own cultures and experiences.  

 

Hip-hop fashion’s origins and ethos  

Hip-hop fashion falls under the umbrella of “street style”, described by Polhemus 

(2005:226) as “a facilitator of group identity and subcultural cohesion”.12 Fashion is vital to 

 
12 “Street” prefixes cultural creations developed through face-to-face community-based subcultural contact (in 
hip-hop, literally on street corners) rather than through formal commercial institutions. In hip-hop it refers also 
to performances of identity that connote connection to Black, urban, and working-class experiences of struggle 
(and community). “Street” is perhaps now a mainstream-incorporated commodified aesthetic, however it can 
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the hip-hop lifestyle, which entails crafting one’s sense of self and identity with hip-hop’s 

values, creative aesthetics, and politics as guiding principles (Jenkins 2015). Hip-hop’s 

emergence was “a source for youth of alternative identity formation and social status” (Rose 

1994:34) in the context of the urban ghetto (and later, the “‘hood”), a space of socio-economic 

disenfranchisement, poverty, and inopportunity (Forman 2012). Hip-hop fashion disputes 

“damning images of an oppressed and joyless underclass” (Forman 2012:255) in the media by 

emphasising looking “fresh”: “a crisp, new-in-the-box fashion look/tidy appearance” with 

clean sneakers and coordinated colours (Jenkins 2015). For those within the (sub)culture, hip-

hop fashion originally took place within “informal networks of knowledge” (Kaiser and 

McCullough 2010:378). Looking ‘fresh’ is the product of ‘street’ expertise and scouring thrift 

stores “to search high and low for interesting fashion” to curate an original look that 

demonstrates one’s taste (Romero 2012:13). Style in hip-hop is cultural capital, a marker of 

social prestige that symbolises “social class, success and wealth” (Romero 2012:10). Hip-hop 

fashion’s aspirational materialistic characteristics are driven by the competitive, battling spirit 

of hip-hop culture (Flinker 1986; Harrison and Arthur 2015). While looking original is crucial, 

trends occur within hip-hop fashion that led to certain looks or brands cyclically being most 

admired, and “the more recognised the label or style, the better the recognition or ‘props’ from 

their peers” (Romero 2012:9). Sportswear garments like tracksuits and sneakers (such as Air 

Force Ones or Air Jordans) from brands like Adidas, Nike, PUMA, and FILA (see fig. 1), 

epitomise hip-hop fashion due to their use by breakdancing crews in the 1970s and 80s who 

required both practicality and a unified look, which influenced rappers’ fashion (Flinker 

1986:56; Rizzo 2009:210). Workwear brands like Timberlands and Carhartt added a utilitarian, 

working-class aesthetic. 

 
still signal community/grassroots-originated formations of class identity performances through hip-hop fashion, 
as this thesis argues (Lifter 2019; Polhemus 2005). 
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Appropriation, sampling, and customisation of existing commodities in the form of 

casual items of clothing – T-shirts, jeans, jackets, sneakers from the brands noted above – are 

subcultural aesthetic strategies in hip-hop fashion which create new fashions by re-combining 

or remixing “existing styles” (Crane 2000:187; Hebdige 1979). Hip-hop fashion employs do-

it-yourself resourcefulness to create “something out of nothing” (Rose 2008:277). “Acts of 

creative imitation, reinterpretation, cross-referencing, and indirect signification” layer the 

existing cultural meanings of clothing items through bricolage, displacing old meanings with 

new (and subversive) possibilities (Harrison and Arthur 2019:44). Rose (1994:39) situates hip-

hop’s aesthetic system of flow, rhythm, and rupture within African-diasporic Black style where 

“visual, physical, musical, and lyrical lines are set in motion, broken abruptly with sharp 

angular breaks, yet they sustain motion and energy through fluidity and flow”. Black style’s 

aesthetic principles de-peripheralise Black as “Other” by combining western and African-

diasporic fashion systems (Checinska 2017). For example, enslaved African people 

“rearranged and adapted the garments” they were given by their White owners, resulting in 

colours, patterns, and materials that “clashed” according to European aesthetic sensibilities in 

“odd, even bizarre” ways (White and White 1998:4-6). These “polyrhythmic, improvisatory” 

aesthetics (White and White 1998:81–82) remixed Euro-American material forms with the 

memory of West African models to create “new creolised cultural expressions” (Checinska 

2017:64). Lewis (2004:215) remarks how altering “iconic American mainstream classics” 

made the fashion of baggy jeans (which became more typical by the early 1990s) 

quintessentially ‘hip-hop’: pants worn oversized (and even backwards) expose boxer shorts 

and impact the wearer’s gait, challenging the conventional way of wearing jeans. Such 

“cultural reformulations” of hegemonic forms by African-diasporic populations in Black style, 

including in hip-hop, are an “anti-establishment aesthetics of the casual” (Perry 2004:122), and 
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“simultaneously rely upon, undermine, and transform hegemonic discourse” (Kaiser and 

McCullough 2010:377). 

Black style is typified by the fact that “for many people on the margins, style is […] an 

arena for the production of potentially oppositional identities” (Kondo 1997:105–106). Using 

the body as “the most available surface for inscribing resistance” (Kondo 1997:106) to White-

supremacist stereotypes of Black identities is an “everyday political act” asserting the artistry, 

beauty, and humanity of Black people (Kaiser and McCullough 2010:369–370; White and 

White 1998). For Tulloch (2016:199–201), Black style is fundamentally about presence, a 

“self-styled” manifestation of agency, a “cool response” informed by the forceful presence of 

Black “creativity and autonomy”. “Stylin’ out” (African American slang for an historic 

tendency towards dressing ostentatiously and showing off one’s appearance) publicly asserts 

Black bodies as sites of beauty and pleasure rather than toil and poverty (Rizzo 2009:212; 

White and White 1998), and is evident historically in Black popular music genres (Jenkins 

2015; Miller 2011). Likewise, hip-hop fashion’s often-oversized nature enables the body to 

take up physical space, enacting “hyperbole” through “extraordinary” dress that defies Euro-

American norms of how clothing should fit, and specifically how an ‘inferior’ body occupies 

public space (Morgado 2007:139). Hip-hop fashion makes an emphatic, defiant statement 

challenging oppressive politics around Black bodies and their public presence. 

Values of competitiveness which drive materialism, conspicuous consumption, and an 

aspiration towards luxury are part of hip-hop fashion’s subversive potential. Connecting back 

to the legacies of Black style, enslaved people’s dress choices could also appropriate “elite” 

‘White’ items of dress, challenging the intersecting race and class hierarchies of White-

dominated society (White and White 1998:31). In this way, Black style “makes both subtle and 

overt challenges and capitulations to authoritative aesthetics” (Miller 2009:16), playing on the 

“ambiguities and ambivalences” that characterise Black cultures’ relationships to hegemonic 
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culture to deconstruct White norms and Black ‘otherness’ (White and White 1998:16). The 

common hip-hop style element of gold ‘bling’ or jewellery such as chain necklaces is one such 

example. Additionally, American “preppy” designers who signified White-coded success and 

wealth like Tommy Hilfiger, Nautica, and Ralph Lauren became coveted in hip-hop fashion as 

the 1980s progressed, along with European high-fashion labels such as Louis Vuitton, Versace, 

and Gucci. This showed a desire, on the part of hip-hoppers, to include themselves within a 

new version of the American Dream of prosperity (Lewis 2004). Many such brands were 

openly hostile towards “urban” (read: Black) clientele, even those who could afford designer 

fashion (Rizzo 2009). Therefore, to reach hip-hop consumers, legendary hip-hop fashion 

designer Dapper Dan, working out of his boutique in Harlem in the 1980s, paired replica 

designer fabrics with sportswear/casual silhouettes to create custom pieces that were more 

expensive than the designer originals. He enacted “sartorial warfare” by fusing Black street 

aesthetics with high fashion (Rose 1994:38), showing the “legacy of black style as both a form 

of self-realisation and a statement of political-aesthetic resistance” (Banham 2021). By 

affirming the “power of consumption as a means of cultural expression”, hip-hop fashion 

performs a “critique via style” that “plays on class distinctions and hierarchies”, undermining 

the White hegemony within the American Dream by highlighting the wealth of those who, by 

virtue of intersecting race and class identities, have been continually excluded from prosperity 

(Rose 1994:36).  

 

Mainstream commercialisation  

Hip-hop fashion’s relationship to consumer culture changed in the late 1980s when rap 

gained mainstream success and attention. Fleetwood (2005:329–330) declares Run DMC’s 

million-dollar endorsement deal with the sneaker/clothing brand they shouted out in their song 

“My Adidas” in 1986 “a defining moment when hip-hop fashion moved from the incorporation 
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and redefinition of existing trends” based in “localised cultural practices” in “the hood”, 

“towards actually designing and marketing products as hip-hop fashion”. Black fashion 

entrepreneurs saw the opportunity to capitalise on the growing market power of a mass-

mediated hip-hop “culture industry” (Romero 2012:23). In the 1990s, brands such as Cross 

Colours, Karl Kani, FUBU (For Us By Us), and Walker Wear flooded the market, selling pre-

packaged hip-hop fashion products (Basu and Werbner 2001:241). Cross Colours’ tailored 

baggy jeans with a fitted waist appealed specifically to the African American hip-hop-

enthralled consumer, and their colour inspiration from African prints built a brand image that 

emphasised Black pride (Jenkins 2015). Using rappers’ endorsements to market an aspirational 

lifestyle “as an extension of the rapper’s lyrics and public image” (Fleetwood 2005:331), these 

brands, as well as those started by rappers themselves such as Sean John (Sean ‘Diddy’ Combs) 

or Rocawear (Jay-Z), associated their clothes with being young, Black, and male, as the core 

of an authentic hip-hop identity. This “bootstrap capitalism” monetised Blackness’ newfound 

cultural capital, creating access to economic success and challenging White hegemonic control 

over the music and fashion industries (Basu and Werbner 2001).  

The success of hip-hop fashion brands demonstrated mass-market appeal, and hip-hop 

fashion became “essentially, mainstream fashion” (Rizzo 2009:213). Established brands like 

Tommy Hilfiger began to embrace the rappers who had worn his sportswear-inspired designs 

since the 1980s (Romero 2012). In the twenty-first century, hip-hop artists have become “some 

of the biggest commercial influencers on the planet”, even collaborating with European fashion 

houses they were previously rejected by (Smith-Strickland 2016). However, hip-hop style’s 

incorporation into mainstream and luxury fashion means it can be difficult to tell what precisely 

demarcates ‘hip-hop fashion’ or unifies its aesthetics (and politics) consistently, as even baggy 

silhouettes are no longer standard. For instance, the category of “streetwear” emerged from the 

sensibilities of hip-hop style, featuring similar archetypal garments (hoodies, T-shirts, 
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sneakers) and brands, and remixing ‘low’ popular culture (e.g., hip-hop) with high fashion 

symbols (DeLeon 2020). Indeed, describing something as “street” is generally synonymous 

with calling it “hip-hop” (Jenkins 2015). Although brands like FUBU are considered part of 

streetwear’s beginnings, Romero (2012:200) suggests that streetwear’s additional influences 

from “skatewear, 1980s punk, and skateboarding culture […] along with casual sportswear” 

reveals it as the “culmination” of hip-hop fashion’s mainstream integration. This blurring of 

hip-hop fashion’s parameters makes it more ‘refined’ or ‘respectable’, including streetwear 

brands themselves now becoming expensive ‘high fashion’ (Smith-Strickland 2016), which 

could be likened to the gentrification of Black culture, becoming less “street”. Majavu 

(2017:19) argues that this “commodified Blackness” –presenting Blackness as “fashionable”, 

associated with wealth, designer clothing, being “cool”, but “deviant” – fetishises and 

essentialises Black transgression, to satisfy a predominantly White audience “who desire the 

novel and exotic” (40), complicit with White-supremacist capitalist structures. Some critics 

argue that commercial artists who trade on commodified Blackness to achieve substantial 

financial gains incite an imbalance in hip-hop culture away from subversions of race and class, 

and towards materialism and excess consumption complicit with “the American capitalist 

practices integral to the economic devastation of black communities” (Perry 2004:196).  

Hip-hop fashion shed its street-level status to become a billion-dollar global industry. 

However, this may not be “a straightforward cynical adoption and exploitation of black street 

credentials by the fashion industry” and its White hegemonic structures (Miller 2011:119). 

Hip-hop has always had “direct and sustained contact with dominant cultural institutions” such 

as “the commodity system” (Rose 1994:40–41). It thus alters the mainstream by enacting a 

“rebellion through commodity consumption” (Baxter and Marina 2008:99) that asserts Black 

cultural aesthetics as being on the same level of cultural/artistic value as pre-existing 

‘mainstream’ (Eurocentric) fashion cultures. Hip-hop fashion creates “an ambiguous cocktail 
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of resistance and acceptance of hegemonic authority” (Baxter and Marina 2008:93), a “struggle 

over cultural hegemony” that “displaces” the distinction between high and low culture (read: 

White and affluent versus Black and popular or lower-class) (Hall 1993:106). The 

diversification of hip-hop fashion in these new experimental intersections between streetwear 

and high fashion performs diverse versions of Blackness beyond stereotypes by “challenging 

perceptions of what rappers wear and what black designers create” (Banham 2021). 

Furthermore, displays of Black wealth and pleasure in consuming luxury goods continues to 

“contest the boundaries and definitions set forth by race and class, even in politically unhealthy 

ways” (Perry 2004:199) by challenging the continued denaturalisation of Black entrepreneurial 

success (Harrison and Arthur 2019). Ebron (2008) insists that “the ironic conjunction between 

consumerism and black pride” (320) created when Black style was incorporated into 

mainstream visibility “points to the role of contingency in creating new structures of culture 

and political economy” (319). Watkins (2012:705) suggests that commodification may 

generate “styles and performances that nourish rather than impoverish resistive discourses”; 

for example, allowing Black politics “as a biography for the urban marginalised” to travel 

through global media to Aotearoa, becoming “an ideal avenue for indigenous cultural 

assertion” (Zemke-White 2001:241). 

 

Global hip-hop fashion 

Bennett argues that, although “exposed to the same global flow of commodities, images 

and information” (55) relating to hip-hop, disseminated by (mainstream) global industries like 

fashion and mass media corporations (Bennett 1999:55), global followers “construct their own 

forms of meaning and authenticity” around hip-hop (27). It is important to note that hip-hop 

fashion has always been used to construct unique identities in different locations; this lead to 

differences in styles between New York boroughs, and between New York and Los Angeles 
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(Jenkins 2015). In Seattle, wet-weather gear was incorporated, signalling how “a 

geographically particular system of codes conveying regionally significant information” is 

central to hip-hop fashion, embodying “hip-hop’s capacity to appropriate raw materials or 

images and to invest them with new values and meanings” (Forman 2012:265). As it travels 

outside of the US, hip-hop displays a “global-local paradigm” where globalised Black popular 

cultural templates are fused with local knowledges, politics, and aesthetic forms (Osumare 

2005:266–267). The spread of consumer fashion trends globally manifests as “an amalgam of 

designs, ideals, and aspirations” that are distinct along local lines but also cross national and 

cultural boundaries (Maynard 2004:154). In this way, although similarities are present due to 

American cultural influence, global hip-hop fashion differs regionally and is thus diverse 

(Forman 2012). Hip-hop fashion’s aesthetics are remixed in new locations, no longer only 

“baggy”, “bright colours”, and from “certain stores”, but reflecting “transcultural” and 

transnational consumption (Romero 2012:201).  

Black as a cultural designation contains multitudes of experiences that Gilroy (1993) 

describes as the “changing same”. Black, or African-diasporic, music and style “is and has 

always been hybrid, drawing on influences from other cultures and places” while retaining 

definition as shared and multifaceted Black culture (Perry 2004:11). Hip-hop culture is a 

bricolage of African-diasporic, Latinx, and European influences, brought together in the 

“multi-ethnic” New York context where cultures intermingled, were not “spatially sealed” 

(Prashad 2008:6–7). This “polycultural” (Prashad 2008:9) nature gives hip-hop its adaptability 

as “a tool for reworking local identity” (Mitchell 2001:1–2) while connecting to multiple 

cultural zones at once, including a global hip-hop community. This already-diasporic nature of 

hip-hop is why many diasporic communities, Black or otherwise, adapt it to express their 

shifting identities and relationships to multiple places, finding a subcultural “sense of 

community and shared identity” despite hip-hop’s mainstream incorporation (Polhemus 
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2005:227; Lifter 2019). Hip-hop nevertheless “exist[s] within black American political and 

cultural frameworks” (Perry 2004:10). It spreads globally as “a politically salient ‘black style’”, 

a “moveable sign” (Ebron 2008:320–321) through which global hip-hop practitioners from 

marginalised communities express solidarities and affinities with African American 

experiences of racism and discrimination that first engendered hip-hop’s genesis (Zemke-

White 2000:51). “A thriving and vibrant African and African-diasporic community” is 

understood as the most ‘legitimate’ custodians of hip-hop culture (Harris 2019:46). However, 

hip-hop’s Black subjectivity has developed into a global “ethos of the subaltern” exercised by 

“those who assert agency from positions of social marginalization and oppression” in racially-

stratified societies, against hegemonic Whiteness (Harrison and Arthur 2019:1). Osumare 

(2001:173) views the “social resonances between black expressive culture within its contextual 

political history and similar dynamics in other nations” as connections between “connective 

marginalities”.  

Despite that global hip-hop is a diverse community with myriad ethnic, racial, 

transnational, and gender identities, virtually all of the literature on hip-hop fashion is focused 

on the US context, while global hip-hop studies focus primarily on rap (see Mitchell 2001; 

Harris 2019). Global hip-hop’s diverse fashion cultures remain largely unstudied. Fashion is 

often neglected as a unique commercial and corporeal medium in global hip-hop, although 

Ebron specifies it as a sign of Black popular culture’s spread as global consumer culture that 

“take[s] on locally distinctive forms of political charge” amongst new populations (Ebron 

2008:319–320). Bennett (1999) mentions fashion as evidence of performers affiliating 

themselves with hip-hop as a sign of working-class identity. Some authors have shown that 

hip-hop style is used by transnational Black hip-hoppers in new locations as “alternative 

cultural frameworks through which new meanings and identities of blackness can be 

strategically articulated and performatively mobilized” (Perry 2008:645). Performing 
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“authentic” Black racial identity globally is enmeshed with US hip-hop fashion which may be 

implicated by essentialism (Ebron 2008), although Saucier (2011) explores a transnational 

aesthetic and political sensibility specific to Cape Verdean youth in Boston, who add Cape 

Verdean political and cultural symbols to the hip-hop clothing they create. These insights are 

valuable yet brief, omitting areas like the Pacific where there are differing histories and cultural 

understandings of Blackness, Black culture, and social marginality compared to places with 

established Black populations like the Americas, Britain, or Africa (Osumare 2005:266; 

Wakefield 2021). Furthermore, how non-Black hip-hop performers (those not belonging to the 

African diaspora) appropriate hip-hop’s Black politics and style, and remix it to form their own 

identities through hip-hop fashion, has not been addressed. The next section therefore outlines 

hip-hop fashion in Aotearoa prior to my era of study (the 2010s/20s), investigating how locally-

significant racial and/or ethnic identities and narratives of authenticity (Ogbar 2007) are 

articulated in relation to Blackness.  

 

Aotearoa 

Hip-hop arrived in Aotearoa in the early 1980s through magazines and videos shared 

especially across the Sāmoan diaspora – from Los Angeles and American Sāmoa to Aotearoa 

(Bennett 2002; Henderson 2010). Legacies of colonisation mean Māori and Pasifika in 

Aotearoa, a settler-colonial nation governed by a system of Pākehā racial supremacy, are over-

incarcerated, targeted by police, and experience disproportionate poverty and inequitable 

access to education, healthcare, and employment. Due to migration to Tāmaki Makaurau to 

follow work opportunities in the mid-twentieth century, Māori and Pasifika diasporic 

populations lived in large concentration in working-class suburbs such as Ōtara and Māngere, 

Ponsonby and Grey Lynn (Salesa 2017). The Aotearoa-born children of Pasifika migrants and 

urban Māori rangatahi coming of age in the 80s and 90s experienced a growing generational 
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gap from previous generations. They felt affinities with African American experiences of 

poverty, disenfranchisement, and racism, and connected to hip-hop culture as a means of social 

critique, political resistance, and self-determination of identity (Zemke-White 2000). The 

culturally-mobile, already-diasporic aesthetics of hip-hop refracted new urban-Indigenous 

experiences of place, re-creating Māori and Pasifika ethnic and cultural identities “without 

losing political exigencies and specific cultural and locational heritages”, and reckoning with 

(imposed and chosen) racial identities (Zemke-White 2001:240). 

Black African and Moana Indigenous peoples share affinities through a “deep, global 

infrastructure of anti-colonial connectivity” based on overlapping (although not identical) 

experiences of European colonisation (Shilliam 2015:3).13 Coloniality – the ongoing legacies 

of non-White people’s colonial construction as unhuman, ‘lacking’ civility (Lugones 

2010) – means that Blackness being constructed as “whiteness’s […] inferior opposition” has 

been “a constitutive, foundational element of indigeneity” (Warren 2019:51–54). The local 

adoption of Black sartorial and musical markers of reggae in the 1970s and 80s, prior to hip-

hop, re-narrated Māori/Pasifika ethnic identities through a sense of solidarity and political 

alliance with Blackness: “a transcultural, transnational coalition politics rooted in anti-

colonialism and anti-racism” (Cattermole 2013:131; Richards 2017). Identification with 

“political Blackness” inspired the “retrieval and renewal of ancestral identifications” (Shilliam 

2015:67), fuelling movements like the Polynesian Panthers (inspired by the American Black 

Panthers and Black Power movement), and commitments to Māori tino rangatiratanga 

(sovereignty) and mana motuhake (self-determination). Rather than the “politics of subaltern 

identification” being used by young Māori and Pasifika to construct themselves as Black (Perry 

2008:637), what occurred was a hybridisation of identity based on “international alignments as 

 
13 I do not mean to foreclose that people who identify as Black may also identify with Indigeneity (see Teaiwa et 
al 2017). I use ‘Indigeneity’/‘Indigenous’ in this thesis to refer specifically to non-Black people who fuse Black 
styles with their Indigenous (in this instance, Moana) cultures. 
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well as local discourse” (Zemke-White 2001:240). They articulated similarity and difference 

to Blackness by “calling themselves brown” (Teaiwa et al 2017:172). This “cross-racial 

alliance” acknowledged the “foundations, history, and protocols” of African American hip-

hop, but mixed in Indigenous forms to create new Indigenous ‘Brown’ identities, “affirming 

the exclusive musical and cultural individuality manifested in Aotearoa hip-hop” and evoking 

experiences and politics specific to Tāmaki Makaurau (Bennett 2002:99–100).  

According to Kopytko (1986:25), early breakdancing groups in Aotearoa emulated 

American hip-hop fashions such as the “familiar breakdance ‘look’” including “track-shoes, 

sweatshirts – especially with American football or basketball motifs – padded nylon jackets” 

and “baseball style caps with the brim pulled to one side”. In the face of discrimination by 

mainstream Pākehā authorities, cultural disconnection, and a lack of positive representation in 

local media (Henderson 2006), these young break-dancers reclaimed a positive self-image 

through engaging with Black style (Kopytko 1986:27). Later in the 1980s and through the 

1990s, Moana artists introduced their own cultural aesthetics to hip-hop fashion, representing 

cultural pride and reconnecting their Indigeneity to their urban context (Bennett 2002). For 

instance, in “Horified One” (1996), Dam Native fuse Black style and Māori culture, wearing 

American sportswear labels while rapper Danny Haimona carries a tokotoko (orator’s staff) 

and raps about “adding my own heritage to this music I know as hip-hop”. In “The Son” (1997) 

with Che Fu, Dam Native are styled in black suits, wearing heru (combs) and huia feathers in 

their hair, and hei tiki. As tangata whenua of Aotearoa, Māori hip-hop’s political 

oppositionality is based on their Indigenous status. This is different to Pasifika hip-hoppers 

who are indigenous in the Pacific but tauiwi (visitors) in Aotearoa, and recount histories of 

exclusion and discrimination as immigrants from a socially valued place in New Zealand 

society. Nevertheless, Māori and Pasifika are categorised by Pākehā hegemony in a similar 

racial grouping as ‘Brown’ people, and thus connect to hip-hop as a site to enact counter-
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hegemonic identities against forces of racism and cultural denigration (Shilliam 2015; Zemke-

White 2000).  

According to local hip-hop producer Andy Murnane, Los Angeles hip-hop fashion had 

the largest influence in Tāmaki Makaurau due to the connections between the two cities’ 

Pacific populations: “Ben Davis, Dickies, Carhartt, those were our first staple outfits. Simple 

lines, simple colours but bold statements, like Raiders and Los Angeles Kings” (Momoisea 

2016). L.A. style of the 1990s was a more ‘tough’ and ‘hardcore’ version of hip-hop style than 

New York. Typified by the “gangsta” subgenre, it included plaid shirts or white T-shirts, 

bandannas and durags, in all-black or gang/neighbourhood-affiliated colours (Banham 2021). 

This style is viewed as authentic to L.A. lives and experiences, including police brutality and 

gang violence, and claims a counter-hegemonic identity. “Keeping it real” is a key tenet of hip-

hop, dictating that artists represent themselves with few borders between their ‘real’ lives and 

their art (Ogbar 2007). However, mainstream media and authorities associated the L.A. baggy, 

oversized look and the themes of criminality and violence prevalent in gangsta rap with 

‘deviant’ Blackness (Baxter and Marina 2008; Morgado 2007). Although emulating the 

gangsta version of hip-hop’s Black style, Aotearoa hip-hop fashion performs locally 

meaningful identities. In Tāmaki Makaurau, ‘realness’ means staying humble and connected 

to one’s home and community, dressing without the luxury of some US hip-hop fashion 

because this represents their actual life circumstances. Local hip-hoppers, including artists, 

adhered to early US hip-hop fashion’s spirit of do-it-yourself resourcefulness by thrifting at 

op-shops and second-hand stores such as Save Mart and flea markets (such as the Ōtara market) 

(Momoisea 2016). Even where local hip-hop fashion features international sportswear brands 

and streetwear garments appears identical to the US, it reflects interwoven issues of identity, 

culture, and place specific to Māori and Pasifika urban communities (see fig. 2). 
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Hip-hop fashion also aesthetically localised to Tāmaki Makaurau based on Pasifika 

cultures. Murnane notes that overseas rappers would not wear “rugby socks and jandals, 

whereas rappers here do”, explaining this as “taking your influence” and “re-fitting it to your 

community” (Momoisea 2016). Raymond (in Leota-Ete, Kihara and Raymond 2002:96) recalls 

Tāmaki Makaurau’s club culture in the 1990s included: 

gangs of youth […] from out South wearing lavalava around their jeans, or as 
bandannas – influenced by the new gangster rap thing which had been ‘Polyafied’. They 
would wear their jeans baggy and wore their dads’ steel-capped boots with lots of 
workwear.  
 

Rappers also remixed Black American fashion with “island” imagery, making their own 

cultures “cool” (Raymond 2003). For example, in Lost Tribe’s music video for “Summer in 

the Winter” (1996), the artists infuse gangsta style with a collective Pasifika fashion sensibility 

by wearing Hawaiian bright floral-print shirts over hoodies.  

Adapting hip-hop fashion to local (diasporic) Pasifika cultures and experiences has also 

been a lucrative commercial venture for local designers and entrepreneurs, promoting positive 

images of Pasifika peoples (Momoisea 2016). Dawn Raid Entertainment’s music label, 

founded in the late 1990s by Danny Leaosavaii and Andy Murnane, was funded by a successful 

clothing business, at first selling custom-designed T-shirts at the Otara market, and then 

producing the Cocoland clothing line sold out of their store in Papatoetoe (Kightley 2021). The 

venture’s name evokes the Dawn Raids in the 1970s which saw police using violent tactics to 

target ‘overstaying’ Pacific Islander migrants. This was a key event that exemplifies racist 

attitudes towards Pasifika in Aotearoa. The reclamation of slurs and ‘undesirable’ South 

Auckland neighbourhoods as ‘home’ in the label’s T-shirt graphics as points of celebration, 

pride, and positive identity (see fig. 3), counters Pasifika communities’ negative stereotyping 

by mainstream Pākeha media (Taouma 2005:112), “turning something negative into a positive. 

Identity, pride, Polynesian culture mixed with street culture” (Momoisea 2016). The T-shirts 

demonstrated hip-hop aesthetics of “mixing, sampling and wordplay”, combining popular 
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cultural emblems with “Pacific cultural referents”, creating graphics that evoked “more recent 

shared experiences of colonialism, migration, dislocation and urban experience” in 

contemporary Aotearoa which defined a collective urban-Pasifika identity (Colchester 

2003:172).  

The 1990s and early 2000s thus marked an era of young urban Māori and Pasifika 

creating “fashion activism” through hip-hop fashion, challenging the status quo by asserting 

the presence and agency of contemporary Moana cultures and peoples (Raymond 2003; 

Taouma 2005). Black style’s suitability for celebrating Māori and Pasifika ‘Brown’ beauty 

made fashion “the perfect vehicle for powerful political messages” (Leota-Ete, Kihara and 

Raymond 2002:100). By sampling Black culture and style and remixing it with Indigenous 

cultures and aesthetics, young Māori and Pasifika created a unique bricolage that performed 

contemporary, diasporic cultural identities around local experiences and politics (Bennett 

2002; Zemke-White 2000). My research asks how these “old-school” characteristics and 

authenticities are acknowledged by newer artists – those who fit into the existing ‘status quo’ 

of Aotearoa hip-hop (Māori and Pasifika men), and those who are forging newer pathways 

(women, Black, and queer performers). How do these contemporary artists create local hip-

hop fashions through new and recurring ways of relating to and sampling Black style, and 

remixing by integrating Indigenous cultures, aesthetics, and experiences? 
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3 HIP-HOP AND GENDER 
 

Conventional histories of hip-hop often centre the genius of ‘pioneering’ men without 

interrogating hetero-masculine dominance in hip-hop, while women are misrepresented, 

ignored, or rendered anomalous (Pough 2004). This chapter takes a critical look at how hip-

hop fashion reinforces, but also challenges the culture as “a ‘black’, largely masculine [and 

heteronormative] urban discourse of marginality” (Perry 2008:636). Hypermasculinity and 

masculine dominance are deemed the most ‘authentic’ hip-hop gender performance, and is 

predicated on homophobia and heteronormativity, misogyny and sexism (Belle 2014:296). 

However, US artists, especially women in varying (even contradictory) ways, find spaces to 

deconstruct and even ‘queer’ this heteronormative narrative of authenticity (Keyes 2000; 

Smalls 2018:123). My analysis is influenced theoretically by hooks’ (2004:xi) framing of the 

“imperialist white supremacist capitalist patriarchy” which describes the “interlocking” nature 

of race, class, and gender oppression in the US (and western society at large). I then explore 

how transnational gender politics of global hip-hop fashion are influenced by Black American 

dynamics of hip-hop gender, connected by the global power matrix of the coloniality of gender 

(Lugones 2007), yet function within their own cultures and experiences. I find that in Aotearoa, 

colonial stereotypes of Moana peoples contextualise their replication and remixing (both 

conformance and resistance) of US patterns of hip-hop gender performed through fashion.  

 

Gender and sexuality in US commercial hip-hop 

In the gangsta subgenre of hip-hop, which quickly became the dominant mainstream popular 

form in the 1990s, ideals of the “real” established an “essentialised and limited construction of 

black masculinity” (Oware 2011:22). An invulnerable, “tough”, dominating masculinity was 

emphasised through clothing choices that took cues from gang and prison cultures (Fleetwood 
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2005:327). This masculinity is rooted in working-class Blackness, causally linked to actual 

experiences in the ‘hood or the street of gang violence, poverty, over-incarceration, police 

brutality, unemployment, and inopportunity. These are real concerns for Black American 

communities, yet writers like Ogbar (2007) argue they have developed into de-contextualised 

performances of “ghetto authenticity, shaped by romanticised notions of pathology and 

dysfunction” (68), which “conflates poverty, crime, misogyny, and all things ‘ghetto’ with 

blackness” (30). “Commodified” Blackness in commercial mainstream hip-hop is often 

“mediated through historically White-controlled, profit-driven entertainment industries” 

marketing what sells best (to a White audience) (Harrison 2015:192). What sells best are racist 

caricatures confirming essentialised stereotypes of Black men’s racial and class marginality as 

caused by supposedly inherent violence and criminality. The history of White representation 

of Black men explains why this masculinity is the most legible to a White audience. Spillers 

(1987:67–68) argues that the enslavement of dehumanised Africans constructed them as 

undifferentiated “flesh” that is thus “ungendered” by their exclusion from socialisation into 

womanhood or manhood – categories of human gender which in White-supremacist capitalist 

patriarchy are attributed only to White people. Inspired by Spillers’ theorisation, Ziyad (2017) 

describes how normative gender categories were “designed specifically for our exclusion”, 

unavailable and unachievable for Black people. Black men are “victimised” by enduring 

stereotypes, seen as the “debased, feared, backward” uncivilised “Other” (Jordan 2013:14), and 

as hypersexualised objects of White fascination and consumption (hooks 2004:75; Perry 

2004:129). Black men are prevented from attaining “socially acceptable positions of power 

and dominance” that characterise hegemonic ideals of masculinity (hooks 2004:53). 

Performances of Black hypermasculinity in hip-hop are thus a direct consequence of racist 

disenfranchisement, a bid to seize any power available by conforming to, and exaggerating, 

hegemonic masculinity (hooks 2004). 
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When “destructive renderings” of Black masculinity become the most visible, they are 

perceived as norms (Rose 2008:14). Commercial rap (such as mainstream gangsta rap) has 

been critiqued by scholars as “postmillennial minstrelsy” (Rabaka 2011:202) in which rappers 

are complicit with the legacy of a nineteenth-century White invention depicting the Black male 

as “a criminally inclined, ignorant, and trifling character who revels in his deplorable 

conditions” (Ogbar 2007:29). The gangsta’s dominance is not “natural” Black masculinity but 

created as such by commercial influence and “structural and social conditions” (Jordan 

2013:44). Nevertheless, Black feminists assert that “black males are responsible for the manner 

in which they confront those horrors or fail to do so” (hooks 2004:129). Commercial Black 

artists often support such imagery, rendering it ‘authentic’, because they are monetarily 

rewarded with otherwise “unavailable” mainstream success (Ogbar 2007:32). This connects 

their hypermasculinity to hypermaterialism, and reveals their complex “complicity and 

culpability” alongside corporate-controlled imagery (Rabaka 2011:202). Hip-hop fashion 

labels like FUBU and Karl Kani used design aesthetics, celebrity endorsements, and marketing 

imagery to double down on this portrayal of “a confrontational, authoritative masculinity” as 

authentic (Rizzo 2009:222). hooks (2004:142) is critical of conformance to “capitalist-based 

materialism” in performances of gangsta hypermasculinity, stating that it is “just a black 

minstrel show—an imitation of dominator desire” rather than denoting Black economic 

prosperity.  

Hip-hop scholars assert that gangsta imagery reveals Black men’s dual status as both 

the oppressed and the oppressor, as hypermasculinity is expressed as the “subjugation” of 

Black women through heterosexual male conquest (Ogbar 2007:76; Rose 1994). Bradley 

(2015:181) argues that “the most brazenly commodified representation of gender in hip-hop is 

women’s sexuality”. Rap’s commercialisation caused hip-hop’s gender roles to take their 

“most easily digestible and profitable” forms (Bradley 2015:185), for a mainstream (White) 
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audience who have “always projected onto the black body a hypersexuality” (hooks 2004:63). 

Catalysed by corporatisation, so-called “video vixens” are scantily-clad provocative dancers 

who have become a trope of the genre’s music videos, updating stereotypes of Black women’s 

“animalistic” hypersexuality like the “jezebel” for consumption by a voyeuristic White 

(heteromasculine) audience (Hunter 2011:17; Wakefield 2021:27). Penney (2012:325) 

understands this through the idea of the male gaze: “patriarchal privilege dictates that men 

conceal while women reveal”. The “drooping fabric” of men’s “baggy pants become a 

symbolic stand-in for the” hypothetical size of the “male genitalia they conceal”, which re-

entrenches the hypersexuality of Black men (Penney 2012:327). Simultaneously, Perry 

(2004:122) places baggy garb within contexts “from police searches to the professional 

basketball court”, seeing it as an act to reclaim control over the White public scrutiny of Black 

male bodies, an “anti-objectified aesthetic of the abstract, as opposed to the revealed body”. 

The multiple effects of concealment, however, remain notable for their dichotomy with the 

way hip-hop generally presents Black women’s bodies. Music videos spotlight Black women’s 

bodies through fashion and dance as part of a Black woman’s desirability by Black men, 

especially their behinds – which have also held a long-standing fascination for White people 

(Railton and Watson 2011:92). Although hip-hop videos may celebrate Black bodies as 

‘beautiful’, this occurs alongside the history of Black women’s bodies being exoticised, 

hypersexualised, and commodified in a dehumanising way. Ultimately, as Penney (2012:326) 

states, “gender norms within hip-hop culture are powerfully reinforced through the materiality 

of clothing practice”.  

Most sources exploring histories of US hip-hop fashion focus almost exclusively on 

innovations in men’s fashion (Fleetwood 2005; Morgado 2007; Rizzo 2009; Romero 2012). It 

is often argued that women simply wore what the men did, until women artists in the mid-90s 

catalysed a movement towards the hypersexualised image of the “ho” or “vixen”, which is now 
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dominant in the public consciousness (Lewis 2004). However, women’s styles have in fact 

embodied distinction, innovation, and agency in the gender (and racial) structures of hip-hop, 

resisting racialised stereotypes that render them “always already sexualized” (Lane 2011:790; 

Pough 2004). Women in hip-hop have had to negotiate around the limiting expectation that the 

way they look is more important than how they rap (White 2013:614). In the early days of hip-

hop, women rappers “wore miniskirts and high-heeled shoes to ‘guarantee a favourable 

response’” (Ogbar 2007:79). However, in the late 1980s and early 1990s, women rappers 

adopted men’s trends – including sportswear looks, oversized T-shirts, baggy pants, and work 

boots like Timberlands – as a strategy to avoid unwanted sexualisation (White 2013:617). For 

instance, rapper MC Lyte “eschewed the skirts of earlier female rappers and embraced typical 

braggadocious styles that spoke to her womanhood as well as her agility on the mic” (Ogbar 

2007:81). This compromise may capitulate to the dominance of masculinity and subjugation 

of femininity within hip-hop, but also stands as a powerful refusal to be objectified. De-linking 

masculinity from male sex also challenges the naturalised assumption of masculinity’s 

dominance (Smalls 2018).  

Keyes (2000:256) describes how Black women rappers of the 1980s and 1990s “use 

their performances as platforms to refute, deconstruct, and reconstruct alternative visions of 

their identity”. The ‘Fly girl’ archetype included “donning short, tightfitting outfits, leather 

clothing, ripped jeans or punk clothing” as well as bling, make up, and varying hairstyles 

(Keyes 2000:260). Fly girl performers such as Salt-N-Pepa were catalytic in defining women’s 

hip-hop fashion, “asserting feminism in creating a new sense of dress” (White 2013:617). Other 

Fly girls like TLC wore baggy garments as “tomboy chic” in the mid-1990s (see fig. 4), which 

were sometimes juxtaposed with exposed skin (Opie 2019). These women countered the 

undesirability of Black women’s bodies as represented in the mainstream (Keyes 2000:260). 

Additionally, they challenged the oversexualisation of Black women’s bodies with “public 
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displays of physical and sexual freedom” that challenged women’s lack of sexual agency in 

hip-hop (Rose 1994:166), asserting themselves as “an erotic subject rather than an objectified 

one” (Keyes 2000:260). On the other hand, rappers Lil’ Kim and Foxy Brown, who came to 

prominence in the mid-1990s, are often credited with popularising a “sexual self-exploitation” 

that blurs the lines between the “video vixen” and female MC, and has now become “a near 

requirement for female visibility in the male-dominated world of hip hop” (Rose 2008:246). 

Both were often scantily clad, revealing their bodies in bikinis and tight clothing, rapping about 

designer brands and wearing luxury garments like fur coats and jewellery in a “ghetto-glam 

girl” look performed through conspicuous consumption and hypermaterialism (Lewis 

2004:215; Ogbar 2007:88). Their renegotiation of hypersexuality by expressing their sexual 

freedom and power, lyrically and sartorially may have rejected hetero-masculinity as the centre 

of hip-hop’s sexual politics (Ogbar 2007:85). However, it is simultaneously possible that 

women’s “self-expression” in hip-hop may only be acceptable if “it dovetails with male sexual 

fantasy” (Rose 2008:246). This may constrain attempts at agency that appear too similar to 

already-oversexualised and commodified stereotypes. Emerson (2002:117) surmises that 

“hegemonic and counterhegemonic themes” such as self-empowerment and exploitation “often 

occur simultaneously”, and highly sexualised performances by women artists may both 

intervene in, but also re-entrench their sexualisation.  

Performances of femininity in hip-hop therefore range from “controlling images of 

Black womanhood, then those that exemplify an expression of agency, and finally those 

appearing ambivalent and contradictory” (Emerson 2002:115). Artists like Missy Elliot 

perform fashion counternarratives; her style is typified by “bling and baggy street garb” which 

has “continued to challenge the stereotypical, sexualized image and fashion of women in hip-

hop” (White 2013:618–619). Yet even Elliot, “the anti-sex object role model”, has changed her 

style over her career to “a kind of glam beauty […] that seemed to bring women hip hop artists 
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in line with mainstream conceptions of beauty” (Perry 2004:156). Morgan (2000:59) asserts 

that in Black feminist critiques of hip-hop, or “hip-hop feminism”, it is necessary to “fuck with 

the grays”, to reckon with complex contradictions or grey areas created by women’s 

simultaneous resistance to, and complicity with, hypermasculine hip-hop authenticity. 

Contradictory performances nonetheless reject “narrow confines and expectations” for women 

(Ogbar 2007:94). Hip-hop feminists believe that women in hip-hop should not be split into a 

moralistic dichotomy of the respectable “queen-subject” versus the “ho-subject” based on the 

revealing or concealing nature of the fashion they wear, because both challenge patriarchal 

gender structures (Durham, Cooper, and Morris 2013:730; White 2013:621). Hip-hop 

feminism aims for a balanced discussion of the continued sexualised performance by 

mainstream artists like Beyoncé, Nicki Minaj, and Cardi B – women who identify as feminists. 

Hip-hop feminism is “pro-sex”, countering the “enduring cultural legacy of respectability” 

within Black gender politics which sought to deny through “surveillance, control, and 

repression”, yet may ultimately re-inscribe White capitalist heteropatriarchal images of Black 

women’s sexuality as “excessive”; hip-hop feminism embraces such contradictions of 

“pleasure and pain” that mean “challenging respectability politics is far from a simple 

enterprise” (Durham, Cooper, and Morris 2013:725–726). As Morgan (2000:62) concludes, 

“the keys that unlock the riches of contemporary black female identity” are located not in 

moralistic dichotomies judging women’s sexuality performed through clothing, but “at the 

magical intersection where those contrary voices meet”.  

 

Queering US hip-hop 

Queer performances and identities are excluded from hip-hop’s narrative of heteropatriarchal 

authenticity (Oware 2011:25). The gangsta’s heterosexual masculine dominance is 

authenticated in opposition to ‘passive’ and ‘subordinate’ femininity, by the hyperbolic 
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demonstration of sexual and physical power over women, and the suppression of alternatives 

through homophobia. The gangsta cannot be attracted to other men because homosexuality (for 

men) “is equated with” characteristics of subordinated femininity (Rose 2008:246). Yet hip-

hop masculinity can in fact be more varying and complicated than the narrow description of 

the gangsta propelled by corporate-powered imagery (Bradley 2015; Rose 2008). Belle’s 

(2014) comparison of mainstream versus underground hip-hop’s performances of masculinity 

acknowledges “a merging of intellectualism with the clichéd ‘thug’” in commercial rap (289), 

concluding that Black masculinities in hip-hop are “plural, encompassing all that is 

constructive and destructive” (299). Oware (2011:33) finds that gangsta masculinity is 

predicated on homosociality (platonic love) between Black men which means that men can 

‘authentically’ show emotions including affection and loss/lamentation, countering their 

perceived invulnerability or unemotionality (outside anger or lust).  

McCune Jr (2008) illuminates how queerness can exist within the parameters of 

authentic hip-hop masculinity. On a queer nightclub’s hip-hop dancefloor, Black men find 

inclusion in hip-hop’s homophobic environment by performing “downlow” homosexuality. 

They “de-queer” by detaching their queer sexuality from their ‘authentic’ heteronormative 

hyper-masculinity performed through “conventional” gangsta hip-hop fashion as a “material 

mask for their queer desire” and by chanting homophobic lyrics (McCune Jr 2008:306–308). 

These men therefore “live in the [Black heterosexual] space of hip-hop […] while also 

engaging queer desire” with other men (McCune Jr 2008:303). In this way, queerness in hip-

hop is not simply the opposite of heterosexuality but can be seen in “bodies and performances 

that interrupt hegemonic heteronormativity, whether purposefully or not” (Smalls 2018:123). 

“Downlow” refers to “a historical black cultural practice” of concealment “not for deceit but 

survival” in a society which already stigmatises Black men’s heterosexuality (McCune Jr 

2008:300). According to Cohen (1997:446), heteronormativity “interacts with institutional 
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racism, patriarchy, and class exploitation”. Therefore, queer politics may include “marginal 

and oppressed subjects” whose race/class excludes them from legitimately performing 

heteronormative gender and sexuality regardless of sexual or gender identity (Cohen 

1997:454). In this way, even queer performances which uphold hegemonic gender and sexual 

norms can be “a denaturalizing and destabilizing force – the coitus interruptus into hip hop 

heteronormativity, heteropatriarchy, and racial authenticity” (Smalls 2018:123). 

In the twenty-first century, gender politics in hip-hop are shifting to embrace 

masculinities that are more “dynamic and multifaceted than the ‘gangsta’ stereotype allows” 

(Jordan 2013:6–8). Penney (2012:331) identifies links between these shifting gender politics 

in hip-hop and “the rising popularity of queer-inflected style within the genre”. Movement in 

men’s hip-hop fashion around the late 2000s towards tight-fitting or ‘skinny’ styles of T-shirts 

and jeans revealed more of the body than previous styles (Penney 2012:322). These styles 

destabilise the heteronormative “asymmetrical relations of power that view” queer style as 

“inferior to” and inauthentic against “heteromasculine signifiers” (Gunn 2019:19). 

Additionally, hip-hop fashion’s integration with high fashion “opened the floodgates for more 

radical forms” of gender expression (Opie 2019). This also suggests that gender 

experimentation with fashion is accessed through wealth, social status, and relationships with 

designers, and is therefore less attached to imagery from the ‘street’ like the gangsta. However, 

even gender experimentation with luxury fashion still constructs an ambiguous relationship 

between Blackness, masculinity, and class marginality. Andre 3000 of Atlanta rap duo OutKast 

is regularly celebrated for experimenting with gender-fluid fashion; Miller (2009) cites him as 

a hip-hop example of the Black dandy, an historic figure who appropriated (White) European 

forms of men’s elite fashion and performed subversive Black masculinity. These examples 

indicate that “contemporary hip hop’s adoption of queer style is” more than “just a flash in the 
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pan spurred by aesthetic experimentation and commercial pressure” but could represent “a 

major shift in the politics of gender and sexuality within the genre” (Penney 2012:331). 

Hypermasculinity and heteropatriarchy in hip-hop also impact how women perform 

queer identities and styles in hip-hop, censuring those who do not fit into patriarchal ideals of 

femininity and attraction and subordination to men (Durham, Cooper, and Morris 2013:726). 

Black women’s queer desires and/or identities are paradoxically interpreted as either a rejection 

of men or as “a desire to be male”, which is “further complicated if the queer female is butch, 

androgynous, or gender-nonconforming” (Smalls 2018:136). Women who perform their 

gender more androgynously to avoid “misogynistic sexualization”, or who criticise misogyny 

and sexism, may be accused of being “dykes”, which denigrates lesbian sexuality and censures 

women regardless of sexuality for being “too independent, tough, or powerful” (Rose 

2008:246). Artists like Queen Latifah have had to evade and remain ambiguous in their sexual 

identity, as it is detrimental to their careers to confirm queer identity (Pough 2004:88; Smith 

2014:365).  

Nevertheless, there are many instances of queered gender performances, sexualities, 

and desires amongst women (whether an artist identifies as queer or not). Lane (2011:779) 

argues that Black women performers like Missy Elliot are not trying to be “one of the boys” 

by wearing baggy clothes, but confront hip-hop’s hetero-patriarchal structures of authenticity 

by “work[ing] outside accepted gendered structures” separating masculinity and femininity. 

Nicki Minaj is another artist who, although with a radically different aesthetic, can also be read 

as queering hip-hop gender through her ambiguous gender performance and sexuality.14 White 

(2013:621) describes her as a “sexual entrepreneur” using an “individualised fashion aesthetic” 

including tight clothing to reinscribe how overt sexuality can perform agency for women in 

hip-hop. This performance, according to Smith (2014:362), ultimately “reif[ies] both 

 
14 Minaj has both declared and revoked her bisexuality (Smith 2014). 
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heterosexual and homosexual desirability”. McMillan (2014:80-81) argues that Minaj uses a 

“mélange of eccentric fashion and theatrical artifice” with brightly-hued wigs and outfits to 

engage camp aesthetics: a “deliberate offness and self-conscious theatricality”; gender play and 

frivolity; a focus on surfaces and artifice. Minaj’s camp, however, should be seen as unique 

“nicki-aesthetics”, which McMillan (2014:80) defines as “a camp sensibility that is both black 

and female” and denies the authenticity of masculine “realness” in hip-hop “in favor of girly 

artifice”. “Nicki-aesthetics” challenge established boundaries around performances of 

Blackness, gender, and sexuality in hip-hop (McMillan 2014:85).  

Both Minaj and Elliot, albeit with very different aesthetic sensibilities, play with gender 

and sexual ambiguity and perform indirect representations of queerness which destabilise their 

identities by denying binaries of gender and sexuality (e.g., of straight/queer, 

masculine/feminine). Queered gender performances in hip-hop have often been more partial, 

ambiguous, and irreconcilable, working simultaneously within and against parameters of 

authenticity based on hypermasculinity and heteronormativity (Smith 2014:367). This is not to 

deny the importance of “out” queer hip-hop artists, who are achieving success in the 

mainstream more than ever before (Zemke and Mackley-Crump 2018), and often “represent 

the vanguard of [gender] fluidity in hip-hop fashion” (Opie 2015). Hip-hop and queerness have 

similar conceptual sensibilities regarding the appropriation and remixing of mainstream 

cultural properties to challenge hierarchical binary opposites of race and gender, subverting 

hegemony from “within the matrix of power” and constituting “the repetition of a law that is 

not its consolidation, but its replacement” (Butler 1990:40). Smalls (2018:124) adds values 

such as “expansiveness, deconstruction, inclusivity, mixology, and creativity” to the list of 

shared cultural strategies, concluding that hip-hop’s aesthetics lend themselves to being re-

considered with a queer valence.  
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Global and Aotearoa hip-hop gender 

An ongoing question this thesis addresses is how genre conventions of hip-hop, such as those 

around race and its intersection with gender, sexuality, and class, are reproduced and remixed 

outside the US. In the global hip-hop literature, transnational hip-hop cultures appear to have 

often replicated the masculinist tendencies of US hip-hop. The iconic image of a hip-hop 

performer globally continues to be a young Black male dressed in baggy clothes, wearing bling, 

and familiar hip-hop associated brands like Nike or Adidas (Ebron 2008; Saucier 2011). This 

image has “symbolic currency” as “the quintessential oppositional figure” with whom 

marginalised youth around the world identify or ally, although it is also entangled in the 

“business of identity” and “global capitalism’s cultural production” (Ebron 2008:334–335). 

Saucier’s (2011:61) work on Cape Verdean hip-hoppers in Boston finds that young men re-

produce the “macho mythologies” in male hip-hop style which exemplify, for them, an 

authentic racialized (black) masculinity. However, they also mix in Cape Verdean masculine 

imagery (such as revolutionary Amílcar Cabral, and “animals of strength and power” like lions) 

(Saucier 2011:61). Garments targeted at women in their community include “spaghetti-

strapped tank-tops, form-fitting T-shirts, and tight short-shorts” (Saucier 2011:62). This 

example shows that transnational hip-hop gender and sexual identities occur in relation to 

Black American subjects, yet can remix US hip-hop gender politics, localising to their own 

cultural contexts. 

Global hip-hop researchers have tended to focus more on (g)localisation, authenticity, 

race, ethnicity, class, and political oppositionality than on issues of gender, sexuality, and 

queerness. The literature tends to treat men as hip-hop’s default subjects while neglecting how 

they perform masculinity. Conversely, others have researched “transnational” hip-hop 

feminisms (Saunders 2016), and women breakdancers in China (Chew and Mo 2019), Norway 

(Langnes and Fasting 2017), and Australia (Gunn 2016). These researchers find that women 
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around the world negotiate the pre-existing masculinist gender politics of hip-hop through 

practices relevant to their own social and cultural contexts, using fashion and movement to 

“undo” and “redo” gender norms of hip-hop, and gendered oppression in their societies 

(Langnes and Fasting 2017). This reveals how “regimes of racialized representation […] 

structure the ways black women and other women of colour are made intelligible” in hip-hop 

globally (Durham, Cooper, and Morris 2013:728).  

Overlap in global Black and Indigenous experiences of race and colonisation (described 

in Chapter Two) can be re-engaged to understand performances of gender in Aotearoa hip-hop. 

Intersections of race, gender, and sexuality in the Eurocentric thinking of global 

colonialist/capitalist modernity prioritise the White western subject as “human” and “civilised” 

while categorising colonised people as “non-human […] non-gendered, promiscuous, 

grotesquely sexual” (Lugones 2010:742–743). Therefore, Lugones (2007:186) finds that 

“colonialism […] imposed a new gender system that created very different arrangements for 

colonized males and females than for White bourgeois colonizers”. This defines the global 

scale of “the coloniality of gender”, where “racialized, capitalist, gender oppression” (Lugones 

2010:747) are co-constitutive in the “colonial/modern gender system” (Lugones 2007:202). 

Lugones’ ideas complement Black feminist scholars’ identification of the heteronormativity of 

White gender norms, which exclude Black people from ‘legitimately’ enacting them (Spillers 

1987; Cohen 1997). Considering that hip-hop in Aotearoa, and especially in Tāmaki Makaurau, 

has been dominated historically by Māori and Pasifika artists, it is important to further 

contextualise Aotearoa hip-hop gender in relation to Moana Indigenous cultural contexts and 

the settler-colonial state. Similarities amongst Moana cultures mean that while their pre-

colonial ideas of gender varied, they can be characterised broadly by fluid understandings 

related to (non-Christian) spiritual dimensions of being, rather than “constructed binaries of 

female and male that exist in dominant colonial gender ideologies and which are defined within 
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reductionist biological terms” (Pihama 2020:358). Colonisation and Christianity gave rise to 

the concept of gender itself (as a singular stable identity), and introduced heteropatriarchal 

hierarchies. The colonial gender system denigrated the position and status Māori women held 

in te ao Māori (Gillon 2020; Pihama 2020), and constructed Māori and Pasifika women “as 

‘other’, as ‘body’, as ‘sexual’, as essentially ‘exotic’” through the White male European fantasy 

of the “dusky maiden” (Suaalii 1997:75). Moana men likewise were re-constructed by colonial 

gender systems “as ‘naturally’ physical, violent, and exotic”, images which Māori and Pasifika 

men have somewhat internalised (Tecun, Fehoko, and Hafoka 2021:231). While Moana men 

have “agency” to exercise masculine power through such performances, and have sometimes 

benefitted from colonial patriarchy (Pihama 2020:359-60), they are framed by a Pākehā 

‘colonised’ ideal of masculinity, a “mutual conditioning of gender dynamics” that upholds 

White-supremacist patriarchy (Connell and Messerschmidt 2005:848). Hokowhitu (2008:54–

55) states that this overlaps with the ways that Black male bodies are likewise constructed as 

physically-inclined and intellectually and morally lesser compared to White men. 

This background firstly helps us to understand local versions of gangsta masculinity – 

the influence of L.A.-originated performances of masculinity that young, urban, diasporic 

Māori and Pasifika men in Aotearoa identify with. They see themselves and their experiences 

of powerlessness reflected in the gangsta persona of Black men in hip-hop (explored further in 

Chapter Four). Although local gangsta masculinity could be seen as sartorially emulating Black 

hypermasculinity, Shute (2004), Zemke-White (2000), and Bennett (2002) agree that local hip-

hop lacks the violent, misogynistic and objectifying themes of (especially corporate-

influenced) US hip-hop: “Aotearoa rappers are aware that in order for rap to be used for ethnic 

advancement and pride, both women and men must be treated with honour” (Zemke-White 

2000:257). This could be related to the fact that hip-hop in Aotearoa did not reach mainstream 

success until the later 1990s, and artists largely remained with local, Pasifika-owned record 
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labels, resulting in less corporate influence to perform stereotypes that catered to a White 

audience. Their performances of masculinity were perhaps closer to Belle’s (2014:298) 

observations of underground performers in the US, who reject stereotyped corporate-powered 

imagery in their anti-racist rhetoric, but still perform hypermasculinity sartorially.  

Although “there are certainly far fewer female MCs than male MCs” (Shute 2004:164), 

connected to gender imbalances in the music industry at large, women have been vital in 

Aotearoa hip-hop culture. Teremoana Rapley is a pioneer of the local hip-hop scene, whose 

fashion in Dam Native’s “Horrified One” (1996) adheres to contemporary US fashion styles 

such as an oversized jacket and hair in bantu knots. Yet, her addition of a cowrie-shell necklace 

and koru-shaped pendant represent the specific intersections in her heritage (she identifies as 

“Black Moana”, with connections to the Cook Islands, Jamaica, Cuba, and Suriname) (Kuini 

Qontrol 2020). Sheelaroc, a group of women rappers consisting of Karoline Tamati (Ladi 6), 

Tyra Hammond, and Sara Tamaira (Voodoo Child), emulated overseas all-female rap groups, 

and their 2000 song “If I Gave You th’ Mic” became a local hit (RNZ Music 2020). They 

adopted somewhat masculine clothing at that time – hoodies, baggy clothing, sneakers, puffer 

jackets and minimal accessories beyond hoop earrings – with their ages at the time (all under 

18), alongside their desire to be taken seriously rather than sexualised, likely guiding their 

modest dress. The group disrupted preconceived notions of femininity as fragile and asserted 

their presence in the male-dominated hip-hop scene (RNZ Music 2020). It appears that hip-

hop fashions for women that emulate the sexualised ‘ho’ stereotype like Lil’ Kim or Foxy 

Brown were not adopted by female artists in Aotearoa (possibly related to the reasons noted 

above regarding the lack of misogyny, and to conservative Christian beliefs prevalent in Moana 

communities in Aotearoa).  

This chapter has explored how current concepts of gender dynamics in hip-hop are 

understood by Black American (hip-hop) feminist and Black queer theories. These concepts 
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and theorists initiate discussion of global hip-hop gender and sexuality dynamics, but are not 

fully applicable to the adapted performances of gender occurring in different locations, and 

different cultures, such as in Aotearoa. Global hip-hop gender and sexuality deserves more 

focused scholarly attention. The current profile of artists’ performances of gender in Tāmaki 

Makaurau specifically warrants deeper analysis from an angle that acknowledges 

heteronormativity through an intersectional (and even decolonial) perspective, acknowledging 

alternative performances of masculinities, transnational hip-hop feminisms, and queer and/or 

queered performances (Cohen 1997; Lugones 2007, 2010).  
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4 MĀORI AND PASIFIKA MEN RAPPERS 
 

This chapter focuses on several performers who represent a new generation of Māori and 

Pasifika rappers emerging since the 2010s: SWIDT (a five-man rap collective from Onehunga), 

Melodownz (a rapper from Avondale), and Diggy Dupé (a rapper who ‘reps’ the inner-city 

central Auckland area). Local hip-hop has for several decades “provid[ed] an accepted vehicle 

for Polynesian identity” (Zemke-White 2000:301), continually re-adapting Black (African 

American) hip-hop fashion. Sportwear brands and clothing carrying American sports team 

logos continue to connect artists to “a transnational youth popular culture” (Zemke-White 

2000:286). But there are both new and recurring elements in the younger contemporary artists’ 

fashion in this chapter compared to the whakapapa created by “old-school” hip-hop fashion 

detailed in Chapter Two, meaning that urban-Indigenous cultures and identities are created and 

performed anew with each new artist and generation without losing connection to those 

legacies. I make this argument by firstly explaining some ways that the case study artists 

incorporate Indigenous aesthetics into their fashion. I next outline how fashion is incorporated 

into their social and political commentary on an enduring issue related to place, race, and 

culture: gentrification and suburb/community pride. Next, I explore how these artists negotiate 

the commercial nature of hip-hop fashion and the music industries, arguing that they 

collaborate with both local and global brands to represent their communities and portray 

multiple global-local narratives of authenticity. Finally, I discuss the sartorial performances of 

gangsta masculinity amongst these artists. While their fashion adheres to the gangsta trope, 

these artists lyrically and visually critique ideas of “toxic” (or, as I argue, following Tengan 

[2002], “colonised”) masculinities in hip-hop, and in their lives and cultures. 
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“We come from Polynesian and Pacific Island backgrounds” 

SWIDT, Melodownz, and Diggy Dupé integrate Māori and Pasifika heritages into their 

urban diasporic, transcultural, and transnational presents through fashion. Melodownz, for 

instance, wears long hair braids, which hold cultural and spiritual significance for him, and are 

a distinctive part of his musical persona. According to Melodownz (who has Sāmoan, Māori 

(Ngāpuhi) and Pākehā heritage) his hair growth was inspired by 1990s hip-hop (Gessler 

2021:32), but “turned into a more spiritual thing when I started learning more about my 

Polynesian culture and other indigenous cultures” (Melodownz 2021). He cites the belief that 

Indigenous people of the Pacific wore dreadlocks in pre-colonial times (Cattermole 2013:120). 

Melodownz’s dreadlock hair style aligns him with a style that signifies African-diasporic 

identity and was appropriated in Aotearoa amongst Māori and Pasifika as a transcultural 

expression of “racial” resistance (Richards 2017:216). However, it also embodies reconnection 

with his own tūpuna and whakapapa, making it “very sacred” to him (Gessler 2021:33). 

According to Zemke-White (2000:6), since the 1980s, hip-hop in Aotearoa has “allow[ed] 

acknowledgement of spiritual facets of expression” disrupted by colonisation. Furthermore, 

Melodownz’s dreadlocks are part of the resistive, anti-hegemonic nature of Black style in hip-

hop culture and fashion, as they “contravene ‘Western European’ hair-grooming practices”, 

decolonising the Indigenous body (Cattermole 2013:121). This connects to the stated purpose 

of Melodownz’s music which is “supporting Indigenous people” (Sniffers 2021).  

The collective SWIDT wear Hawaiian shirts as a colourful “visual signature” to 

embody a specifically urban diasporic, pan-Pasifika version of hip-hop fashion aesthetics, 

personalising a ‘modern’ tradition: 

We come from Polynesian and Pacific Island backgrounds, which ties into the 
Hawaiian shirt thing […] I’m not African-American. […] We wanted to have our own 
point of difference and make where we are from cool. (Pepperell 2017)  
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The Hawaiian shirt is “an important Pacific icon” representing cultural identity and pride, and 

is foundational to the “clothing worn by Pacific people who migrated to New Zealand from the 

1950s onwards” (Leota-Ete, Kihara and Raymond 2002:93). Although often regarded as tourist 

kitsch, Arthur (2006:31) observes that in its original Hawaiian context, the shirt has a 

deliberately pluralist or “creolised” aesthetic meaning, representing “inclusivity” and “pan-

ethnic identity” in a “multi-ethnic society”. The Hawaiian shirt’s popularity in Tāmaki 

Makaurau makes sense as many young Pasifika now have multiple ethnic heritages, and are 

situated in pan-ethnic, urban-diasporic Pasifika communities. The Hawaiian shirt was 

historically worn by Pasifika rappers in Tāmaki Makaurau, such as in Lost Tribes’ “Summer 

in the Winter” (1996) music video, which appears to have influenced SWIDT (see fig. 5). 

SWIDT’s (2016a) music video for “No More Parties in Stoneyhunga” introduced their 

signature Hawaiian shirt look, sometimes worn unbuttoned over a plain white or black T-shirt, 

baggy shorts, sneakers, dark sunglasses, and a colourful bucket hat or branded black cap with 

white text proclaiming ‘Stoneyhunga’ or ‘SWIDT’. At other points in the video, the Hawaiian 

shirts disappear and the group wears more conventional sportswear-inspired hip-hop fashion. 

By integrating diasporic Pasifika fashions alongside more conventional elements, they create 

a distinct form of hip-hop style signalling urban-Pasifika identity, and inclusion in a global hip-

hop community. 

 

“You can’t live where you are from” 

Hip-hop identity is constructed through relationships to places and communities 

(Forman 2012). In Tāmaki Makaurau an experience of place for urban Māori and Pasifika is 

gentrification, where affluent, often White people enter suburbs previously dominated by 

working-class Māori and Pasifika, increasing house prices and inhibiting these communities 

from living in their home suburbs (Salesa 2017; RNZ Music 2021). Gentrification disrupts 
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tight-knit communities, transforming spaces to which residents feel an emotional sense of 

belonging (Gordon, Collins, and Kearns 2017). Furthermore, SWIDT and Diggy Dupé describe 

experiencing racially driven animosity from new residents in suburbs like Onehunga and 

Ponsonby/Grey Lynn (McInnes 2019; RNZ 2021). Gentrification causes renewed cultural 

dislocation for Māori and Pasifika: “you can’t live where you are from…psychologically that 

can play on you” (RNZ 2021). Whereas ‘old-school’ Tāmaki Makaurau hip-hop asserted 

senses of community in urban centres of the diaspora, away from rural marae or island 

homelands, this generation’s experience of dislocation threatens their presence in those spaces 

that have become their urban “village[s]” in the decades since (RNZ 2021). These 

contemporary artists’ sartorial choices position them within the whakapapa of old-school 

artists, embodying a renewed entrenchment of suburb and community pride based in new 

experiences of place. SWIDT and Diggy Dupé in particular engage with this from a Pasifika 

point-of-view, as they stay “mindful” that while they have deep connections to their suburbs 

across several generations, their claim is based on a diasporic Pasifika experience rather than 

identifying as being Indigenous to Aotearoa (RNZ 2021). 

Hip-hop fashion, for these contemporary artists, makes political statements by 

recovering forgotten histories of previously “stigmatised places” (Bennett 2002:2–3). Diggy 

Dupé represents his community by wearing clothing proclaiming “Ponsonby”, “CA” (Central 

Auckland), and “Central Leader” (a community newspaper). In his video for “That’s Team” 

(2020b), he passes by a rack of clothing with the front-most garment, a black jacket bearing 

“Grey Lynn” in starkly white letters against a black background, pin-pointing his location. In 

“Keke Boy” (2020a), he asserts his Niuean presence in central Auckland by wearing a blue and 

yellow jacket (evoking the colours of the Niuean flag, which he waves outside of a car as he 

rolls through his neighbourhood). Now affluent districts, it may be forgotten that Ponsonby 

and Grey Lynn were originally populated in the twentieth century by working-class Pasifika 
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(Gessler 2021:33). Cocoland (Dawn Raid Entertainment’s clothing brand mentioned in 

Chapter Two) celebrated stigmatised spaces at a time prior to the effects of gentrification. The 

contemporary artists’ sartorial neighbourhood pride displays nostalgia for the stigmatised, pre-

gentrified character of such places – character which gentrification has since diminished. 

Gentrification creates feelings of temporal dislocation, as one’s home no longer exists; 

while people are “trying to change it, take it over”, SWIDT use nostalgic aesthetics to “take 

care of” Onehunga “as it was” (RNZ 2021). SWIDT recreate the Onehunga of the group’s 

youth throughout their lyrics and music videos, one in which they were ‘kings’. Sitting on 

thrones on the album cover of Stoneyhunga (2017), INF flashes a hand signal meaning “312”, 

which is also written on SPYCC’s black cap (see fig. 6). “312” is a hyper-local symbol referring 

to Onehunga’s main bus route number featured often in SWIDT’s clothing, and symbolically 

denotes “just being super fuckin’ proud of where we’re from” (RNZ Music 2021). In their song 

“312” (2016b), nostalgia seeps through the video’s neighbourhood scenes, and the lyrics 

mention specific fashion-related memories: “rat-tails, high-tops, Chuck Taylors, white socks”, 

and “a snapback for a crown”. Just like “Summer in the Winter” by Lost Tribe showed scenes 

in Otara markets, ‘every-day’ aspects of life like bakeries and main roads, bridges and 

underpasses, parks, and street signs in SWIDT’s videos create a localised narrative of 

authenticity by representing the ‘real’ Onehunga.  

In their music videos, which are often set in their communities, these artists are 

surrounded by similarly dressed friends and family. Melodownz’s music video for the song 

“8ight 2wenty 8ight” (2018c), shows various ‘iconic’ Avondale locations and street signs that 

he raps about, “representin’ for the whole” suburb. Being surrounded by friends who mouth 

the lyrics too makes it seem they are not only his words and experience, but his community’s 

also, who he states are “the backbone of my career” (Sniffers 2021). In Diggy Dupé’s “40oz 

(The Gate)” (2019), he similarly blends in amongst the crowd of community members gathered 
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on a hillside. Wearing sportswear brands like Nike, Reebok, and Adidas, sneakers or 

Timberlands, oversized T-shirts and basketball shorts, puffer jackets or windbreakers, dark 

sunglasses, and items like durags, bandanas or caps bearing American sports teams’ symbols 

may seem generic to global hip-hop fashion. However, in these scenarios, this fashion gains 

significant localised meanings emphasising urban diasporic Pasifika collective identity. Hip-

hop fashion visually constructs their ‘urban villages’’ typical sartorial style, and authenticity is 

tied to humble ‘everyday’ scenes. Rather than driving “flash cars” or trying to “glamourise 

[their] area” (Schulz 2016), the rappers are “maintaining a connection with the ‘street’”, a 

common element of hip-hop authenticity that takes this specific stylistic form in Aotearoa 

(Bennett 2002:64).  

Reclaiming these suburbs as spaces of family, community, and joy is a political act for 

these artists considering urban disenfranchisement and racist policing in their own backyards 

and streets. These artists visualise this sartorially by revisiting the legacy of the Polynesian 

Panthers and Dawn Raids of the 1970s. The Polynesian Panthers formed as a pan-Pacific 

(including Pasifika and Māori) group and social movement inspired by the Black Panthers in 

America (Shilliam 2015:51). They mobilised in protest against the Dawn Raids, during which 

Pasifika people were targeted by prejudiced police and government authorities for 

‘overstaying’ their visas through “aggressive” tactics “in the early hours of the morning” (Anae 

2020:93). Polynesian Panthers adopted Black Panther style which “embraced black beauty” 

(Mills 2007:1-3), wearing hair in Afros and an all-black, militaristically-inspired look, although 

added “Pasifika aesthetics” through “cultural” garments (Shilliam 2015:54). Current artists 

utilise the iconic status of this imagery to present their current experiences as young Pasifika, 

positioning themselves as beneficiaries of the legacy of the Panthers’ activism, and exposing 

ongoing anti-Pasifika racism (The Coconet TV 2021). Polynesian Panther-branded hoodies 

have entered their lexicon of hip-hop style, and uses of Polynesian Panther garb in SWIDT’s 
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music video for “Bunga” (2019) and Diggy Dupé’s work for the soundtrack of The Panthers 

television series highlight the ongoing fight for their neighbourhoods: they are “Panther[s], 

same story but different chapter” (from “My Heart Never Sleeps” [Tavake 2021]).15 Testimony 

from SWIDT and Dupé reveals the precarity of this history; Dupé points out how gentrification 

creates amnesia about these events, and that for young Pasifika like them, ‘Dawn Raid’ 

symbolised the entertainment company’s branding rather than intergenerationally-traumatising 

events which their communities often do not talk about (RNZ 2021; The Coconet TV 2021). 

Through styles that relate to issues of gentrification, racism, and belonging, contemporary 

artists take up an “intellectual” role (Tecun, Fehoko, and Hafoka 2021:222) like hip-hop artists 

before them, telling histories that are left out of mainstream media and education, and 

empowering their communities in Tāmaki Makaurau.  

 

“It’s an industry and you’ve gotta make money” 

Performances of identity using hip-hop fashion “blend corporate fashion with social politics” 

(Mills 2007:6). These contemporary artists use fashion as a source of income and promotion, 

as brands benefit from, but also constitute, an artist’s formation of identity through fashion, 

creating mutual benefit for both parties. Fashion also broadcasts messaging that performs 

narratives of resistance, representing marginalised communities and identities. For example, a 

video clip produced by music website Sniffers featuring Melodownz interweaves corporate 

promotion (of the JD Sports clothing store in Sylvia Park that provided the clothing from 

outdoors brand The North Face), with commentary from Melodownz stating the “grassroots” 

pro-Indigenous intention of his music “to bring as much of the community with [him]” 

(Sniffers 2021). Melodownz’s identity as an artist helps the store and brand by showing the 

 
15 SWIDT’s song title references a derogatory term for Pasifika people that I, a Pākehā person, would not say 
aloud but am quoting here as the title of the song. 
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‘authentic’ hip-hop lifestyle associated with wearing their clothes, while JD Sports in turn 

imbue Melodownz with genre credibility by clothing him in brands that represent global hip-

hop fashion (Miller 2011; Strähle and Kriegel 2018). This clip also emphasises how community 

empowerment is a part of “keeping it real” in local hip-hop, which is then harnessed as 

subcultural “cool” or “street credibility” by fashion brands who partner with them (Strähle and 

Kriegel 2018:13). Despite how “the rhetoric and symbolism of black struggle has become 

harnessed to consumerism” (Ebron 2008:319), hip-hop fashion as Black style continues to be 

considered “extraordinary” dress that defies conventions and signals ‘deviance’ across local 

and global levels (Morgado 2007). As Kihara has observed, “Pacific-influenced clothing in 

Aotearoa is a social conscience and has been the perfect vehicle for powerful political 

messages” as it “in its own anarchistic way refuses to conform” (Leota-Ete, Kihara and 

Raymond 2002:100). These artists’ fashion thus retains political efficacy as they 

unapologetically celebrate communities and identities that are labelled as ‘deviant’, expressing 

positions against the dominant Pākehā mainstream. As Melodownz observes:  

the [music] industry is based on heart and creativity, but in the same breath it’s an 
industry and you’ve gotta make money – it’s about understanding that and finding the 
balance. (Southon 2021:183) 
 

This suggests that these artists negotiate the necessity of image production in a capitalist music 

industry, utilising it to represent the interests of their marginalised communities.  

As independent artists working with managerial/promotional teams at small local 

labels, these artists seem to be able to retain control over their own images, including what they 

wear. For instance, Melodownz’s outfits often include “pieces from the most bizarre places” 

(Gessler 2021:32) and demonstrate a “fashion sensibility” (Lifter 2019) that negotiates 

consumption by sampling from several tiers of hip-hop fashion – vintage designer items, every-

day mainstream brands, and second-hand ‘eclectic’ pieces (see fig. 7). In a video titled “Hood 

Fashion: How to look fly”, Boomer Tha God (of SWIDT) shows off the designer garments he 
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scoured second-hand stores like Savemart to acquire “for no more than $100” (Re: News 2018). 

These artists accrue cultural capital by sourcing, curating, and styling diverse and designer 

items, which was also evident in ‘old-school’ Tāmaki Makaurau and US hip-hop fashion 

cultures (Momoisea 2016; Romero 2012). This enacts the ‘balance’ Melodownz referred to, 

between the desire to consume designer and mainstream labels (meeting industry expectations 

to engage in the global fashion market), and the desire to retain authenticity based in 

marginality. These artists, in other words, do not seem to engage in hypermaterialism, but 

“rather than a singular desire to show off affluence and status”, they instead prioritise an 

entrepreneurial “mentality that connects the procurement of consumables with hard work” 

(Swain 2018:486). Swain (2018) identifies this mindset in Grime performers from London, 

who inspire young people from their communities to defy stereotypes of criminality and 

violence. This is also close to what Watkins (2012:700–702) sees among US Black youth who 

find “new repertoires” of “agency and cultural production” are enabled by commercialisation, 

which they engage “to counter the dominant discourses deployed” against their communities.  

While engaging with global corporate materialism and the coveting of commodities 

from multinational hip-hop-aligned brands, these artists also partner with local brands. Diggy 

Dupé and SWIDT are often seen wearing Huffer, an Aotearoa streetwear brand. Dupé has an 

ongoing ‘influencer’ relationship with Huffer, evident in his social media, music videos and 

live performances; the clothing in the video for “Keke Boy” features Huffer’s distinctive puffer 

jackets. They likewise support ‘hyper-local’ brands – small, minority-owned businesses in their 

own communities, such as Grey Lynn-based Misfitd (see fig. 8).16 Aligning with these local 

brands connects to local narratives of authenticity, keeping them grounded in their local 

communities and differentiating them from mainstream hip-hop fashion. Furthermore, 

 
16 ‘Hyper-local’ brands sell predominantly to the community they come from – at markets, pop-up stores, and 
online orders, spreading through social media and word-of-mouth – rather than a large national or international 
clientele. 
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consuming across local and global hip hop fashion markets imbues the identity performances 

of these artists with global-local character (which will be further examined in Chapter Seven).  

 

“Keep it gangsta, real men don’t cry tears” 

The West Coast garments and silhouettes that influenced old-school artists are the foundation 

of contemporary artists’ hip-hop style (Gessler 2021; Pepperell 2017). These contemporary 

artists do not wear the “queer-inflected styles” such as skinny trousers that Penney (2012:331) 

identified, but wear baggier styles aligned with gangsta masculinity. They rap about similar 

issues – police, racism, poverty, and celebrating their communities and cultures. However, 

these artists do not replicate the gangsta masculinity of corporate-influenced commercial hip-

hop based in violence, misogyny, and homophobia. As stated in Chapter Three, hip-hop 

masculinities considered in their entirety are in fact more diverse than the dominant tropes.  

While SWIDT often perform songs with confidence and swagger that typically 

accompanies gangsta masculinity, “No Emotions in the Wild” (2018) is a different, more 

vulnerable, performance of masculinity which critiques gender norms among Māori and 

Pasifika men. SPYCC raps: 

When my nan passed 
My cousin said “keep it gangsta” 
Real men don’t cry tears 
… 
‘Tryna be the man got me stressin’ 
Shit I’m out here 
Tough like an armour truck 

 

The lyrics recount being taught, and internalising, the message that gangsta masculinity 

requires stoicism. They are a call to action that “the whole damn culture needs reforming”, 

because “our youth suicide got the highest rates / way too many of my people falling”. A study 

by Marsters, Tiatia-Seath, and Uperesa (2021:790) found that young Pasifika men’s reticence 

to seek help for mental health distress was driven by the “societal stigma attached to mental 
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illness and emotional vulnerability” that stems from hypermasculine norms taught by “family 

and [the] wider community environment, and New Zealand society as a whole”. As Dupé stated 

in an interview accompanying Huffer’s “People Presence” campaign supporting the Mental 

Health Foundation, “the hard stuff to talk about for me would be emotions…‘tough boys don’t 

cry’, ‘are you a man’, the only emotion we can talk about is aggression” (Huffer 2019). As 

mentioned in Chapter Three, hip-hop music, including the gangsta subgenre, has both 

perpetuated harmful representations of Black (and Brown) masculine aggression (hooks 2004), 

but likewise been a space in which men of colour have been able to express anguish, joy, or 

love (Oware 2011). These contemporary local artists take up this function of hip-hop to express 

a vulnerable masculinity, to normalise talking about mental health, and to call attention to the 

corporate-backed (and colonially significant) stereotypes in hip-hop which hurt their 

communities. 

Members of SWIDT specifically refer to masculine norms in Aotearoa as “toxic 

masculinity”, an internalised inhibition to share and feel emotions which curbs their genuine 

selves “based on the perceptions of what a man is supposed to be like”  (RNZ Music 2021). 

However, Harrington (2021:345) finds that “accusations of toxic masculinity […] individualize 

responsibility for gender inequalities to certain” dysfunctional men, especially working-class 

men of colour who portray such ‘deviant’ masculinities. For Moana men, as for Black 

American men, the context of “toxic” masculinity lies in their simultaneous “incorporation” 

and “oppression” under the system of White-supremacist capitalist patriarchy (Connell and 

Messerschmidt 2005; hooks 2004). Performances of resistant hypermasculinity are “a passing 

behavior that distracts from […] stigma” (Chen 2014:299). Hegemonic masculinity’s 

performative characteristics – aggression, stoicism, dominance – at an individual level match 

to “toxic” masculinity (Connell and Messerschmidt 2005:846). However the “plurality” and 

“hierarchy” of masculinities are based on a structurally-privileged patriarchal ‘ideal’ which is 
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White, heterosexual, cis-gender, affluent, and Euro-American (Chen 2014:298). An anti-

colonial and anti-racist lens exposes that for Moana men, “toxic” masculinity is a “colonised” 

masculinity resulting from the “Othering” actions of colonisers to essentialise their physicality 

and “warrior” nature (Hokowhitu 2008:84; Tengan 2002:248). That ‘colonised’ Moana 

hypermasculinity already existed before gangsta masculinity arrived in Aotearoa means hip-

hop’s hypermasculine characteristics were perhaps appropriated, and merged with, Māori and 

Pasifika masculine gender performance (as indicated by fashion, gesture, and language), 

exacerbating stereotypes “that have historically been used to disempower” Moana people 

(Tengan 2002:245).  

“No Emotions in the Wild” lyrically evokes the conflict of desiring to conform to a 

gangsta masculine persona of invulnerable powerfulness pervasive among urban Māori and 

Pasifika men when “being the king of the jungle is going out of style”. On the one hand, these 

artists do generally conform to many aspects of gangsta hip-hop fashion, and explicitly talk 

about their adherence to gangsta or ‘thug’ masculinity. On the other hand, lyrics (and 

statements in interviews) which express emotions beyond aggression perform identities that 

are incongruent or unexpected compared with what the sartorial performance of gangsta 

masculinity otherwise signifies. These contradictions disrupt the normalisation of Moana 

masculinity’s “physical deviance”, such as violence “naturally associated” with Māori and 

Pasifika men which is a dominant image elsewhere in media and popular culture (Hokowhitu 

2008:90). They reinstate the counter-hegemonic edge of the gangsta figure, with their words 

and lyrics ironically contradicting the gangsta stereotype they allude to sartorially. In 

Melodownz’s “Peace $igns, Gang $igns” (2018b), he displays the pressures and contradictions 

of gangsta masculinity. He juxtaposes desire for a peaceful homelife while wearing a buttoned-

up white shirt, with desires to be gangsta while wearing a black hoodie, a bandana over his 

face, and carrying a baseball bat to ‘earn his stripes’. Melodownz sartorially depicts his own 
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experiences of the contradictory allure and danger of the gangsta life valourised in commercial 

hip-hop consumed by young Māori and Pasifika men in Tāmaki Makaurau, and the struggle of 

forming cultural identity in contexts of inopportunity, disenfranchisement, and colonised 

masculinity that limits identities to harmful stereotypes. 

 Ogbar (2007:101) highlights how hip-hop “provides space for articulations of 

competing ideas […] while still allowing the artist to claim authenticity in the art”. These artists 

present competing ideas about the gangsta identity even as they perform it sartorially. The fact 

that these artists dress largely like men in their own communities is significant, as 

representation remains important for other young Māori and Pasifika. Seeing people who look 

and dress like them, who are from their home suburbs, and their cultures, voicing a critique of 

masculinity, saying it is okay to cry, has an impact by uplifting their communities (RNZ 2021). 

These artists seem to evoke Tengan’s (2002:239–241) idea that those situated “in multiple 

contexts” within and without hegemonic colonial power, between boundaries around 

“hegemonic” and “subaltern” masculinities, “can draw upon dominant gender constructs for 

contradictory and even subversive purposes”. “In a racist colonial society”, the gangsta 

performance of hypermasculinity can nonetheless be a way to “achieve a masculinity based 

on” care for their community well-being which reconnects with Indigenous principles (Tengan 

2002:248). The ‘authenticity’ that they connect to their masculinities (based in being 

“ourselves”, and true to one’s emotions, rather than dominating others [RNZ Music 2021]) 

could be viewed as a cultural authenticity, valuing “family, leadership, providing, strength and 

mana” as masculine traits, which is grounded in Pasifika cultural beliefs and therefore disrupts 

colonial co-optations of Moana masculinities (Tengan 2002:248).  

Furthermore, some of these artists’ eclectic fashion choices denote a willingness to 

extend the boundaries of gangsta masculinity by introducing the less rigid conventions in 

Moana masculinities. Melodownz states for instance that his style is “eclectic and 
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unapologetic”, inspired both by gangsta gear, and from ‘dandified’ sources like Bootsy Collins: 

“the way grown men could wear star sequin two-pieces, silk material, star-eyed glasses” 

(Gessler 2021:32; Miller 2009). His frequent use of bright colours and patterns like florals 

creates a hippy-crossed-with-gangsta look alongside his dreadlocks. The floral prints of 

SWIDT’s Hawaiian shirts likewise enact irony by confounding the hypermasculinity of the 

gangsta body, and countering hegemonic fashion ideals of men’s dress in the west that dictate 

a restrained, sombre approach (Entwistle 2000). This challenge to colonised masculinity, and 

to western conventions of masculine dress, illuminates where Moana masculinities do not fit 

into western dualities. Although impacted by hegemonic constructions of hypermasculinity in 

Pacific contexts and in hip-hop, as Tengan (2002:239) observes, “hegemonies are always 

incomplete, allowing an interplay between structure and agency” where “both hegemonic and 

marginalised gender practices” cross-over in the gender performances of Moana men.  
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5 PARRIS GOEBEL  

AND THE ROYAL FAMILY DANCE CREW 
 

This chapter explores fashion on the body during hip-hop dance, capturing a more diverse 

picture of Tāmaki Makaurau’s hip-hop fashion and identity. I focus on a company of hip-hop 

dancers based out of The Palace dance studio in Penrose; I observe their mixed-gender 

‘megacrew’, the Royal Family, and the studio’s internationally renowned choreographer Parris 

Goebel. Since 2011, these dancers have won international competitions and legions of 

international fans through YouTube, and have been featured in international artists’ music 

videos and live tours, with Goebel herself often choreographing and featuring in those 

performances.  

Firstly, the specific version of hip-hop dance that Goebel is credited with developing, 

Polyswagg, reflects her Sāmoan heritage, and orients the body towards blurred performances 

of gender. I argue that the largely Māori and Pasifika Royal Family dancers reconceive 

colonised (Christian) conventions of feminine modesty through balancing it with sensuality, 

and blend conventional and unconventional (or queer/camp) dance and fashion styles. These 

performances ultimately challenge or ‘queer’ hip-hop dance’s orthodox gender conventions 

and hierarchies, and form a diasporic Pasifika queer sensibility. 

 Secondly, I find that through Goebel’s creative and business pursuits, she has crafted 

an identity through style that aesthetically stands out, and has become a lucrative commercial 

brand. This brand creates space in the hip-hop industry for a non-conventional performer like 

herself – Pasifika, a woman, and outside of the ideal western slim body-type. Furthermore, I 

argue that her gender performance, like with the Royal Family dancers, expands the boundaries 

of conventional femininity through ‘designer’ camp styling.  
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“Fashion and dance go hand in hand” 

Hip-hop dance and fashion have been thoroughly embedded in Sāmoan diasporic 

experience and identity in Aotearoa for decades, influencing “the contemporary articulation of 

indigenous Pacific pasts” (Henderson 2010:297). For instance, hip-hop dance has been mixed 

with siva Sāmoa to embody urban-diasporic Sāmoan identity (Henderson 2006:189–191). Born 

and raised in South Auckland, Goebel developed her own hip-hop dance style: “Polyswagg” 

combines “Polynesian” and “swag” (an accentuated swaying motion of walking accompanied 

with confident attitude in hip-hop vernacular), denoting the fusion of Pasifika culture with hip-

hop dance. Different to breakdancing, which is generally treated as the quintessential or 

‘original’ form of dance in hip-hop, Polyswagg is a pre-choreographed style which 

incorporates other hip-hop and street-dance styles, and is performed as a routine with dancers 

in seamless coordination and synchronicity (Walker 2012:40). This synchronicity is likewise 

evident in the collective identity the Royal Family’s fashion asserts, using strategies like colour 

coordination and use of names/insignias which the original break-dance crews copied from 

street gangs to symbolise crew affiliation (Flinker 1986; Jenkins 2015). The Royal Family uses 

monarchical imagery in this way (see fig. 9), although they also display hip-hop fashion 

influences from different eras during routines outside of competition contexts, fitting the 

variance of their hip-hop dance styles. 

According to Goebel, “fashion and dance go hand in hand” (Lam 2020). Clothing in 

hip-hop dance provides comfort and ease of movement “without sacrificing style” (Romero 

2012:18-19), and aesthetically alters how movement is enabled, enacted, and perceived. The 

fluid synchronised movements of Polyswagg, performed mostly on their feet rather than the 

upside-down acrobatics of breakdancing for which baggier clothing is preferred, are better 

observable with tighter clothing. This diverges from conventional roomier clothing for hip-hop 

dance in the US, which was adopted in Aotearoa among ‘old-school’ breakdancers (Henderson 
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2006; Kopytko 1987). Furthermore, the technical focus on synchronicity and unity decreases 

gendered distinctions in movements. Routines feature sections which briefly separate out 

groups of men and women, but the gender performances therein are not always conventional 

(following societal or hip-hop norms) for either gender. As I explore below, the women 

perform ‘masculine’ moves, and the men perform ‘feminine’ (including queer-coded) moves. 

The ways in which parts of the body are revealed and obscured through the fit of clothing can 

create, and diminish, differentiation between genders. These gender-blending “stylisations of 

the body” could be argued to enact a ‘queering’ by emphasising pluralities and “diminish[ing] 

those distinctions” that uphold heteronormative conventions in hip-hop (Gunn 2019:19).  

 

“Sassy woman fire” 

Goebel’s Polyswagg choreography and fashion choices for the women of the Royal 

Family challenge hip-hop’s “privileging of the (cis-)hyper-heteromasculine ideal” as authentic 

(Gunn 2019:18), which has meant women have been “overlooked and underrated” across all 

hip-hop’s creative practices, particularly in the realm of dance (Rodulfo 2015). As Goebel has 

stated, Polyswagg’s movements fuse “sassy woman fire with aggressive inner strength”, 

negotiating an empowered position for women in hip-hop through the fusion of strength (which 

is conventionally masculine) with feminine sensuality (Rodulfo 2015). Mixing masculine and 

feminine movement “rupture[s] the normative ties of certain behaviours and aesthetics with a 

stable, gendered masculine body” in hip-hop dance, and therefore challenges femininity as 

submissive and weak (Gunn 2016:57). Furthermore, women hip-hop dancers negotiate 

between “competing notions” of submissiveness, characterised by women dancers’ 

objectification and sexualisation as commodity objects, and paradoxical societal expectations 

of “polite, ladylike behaviour” (Johnson 2014:17). For the Royal Family women (many of 

whom have Māori and/or Pasifika heritage/identities like Goebel), this is further buttressed by 
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the centrality of the “control of women’s bodies” to colonisation in the Pacific (Tengan 

2002:242).17 Pasifika women’s sexuality was portrayed as both “savage” and “sensual”; on the 

one hand re-created by Christian missionaries through dress, obscuring their ‘immoral’ bodies 

with large flowing garments like mu’umu’u, yet simultaneously “commodified, and sold by 

the West to the West” in sexualising tourist imagery of dancing women (Suaalii 1997:77).  

The fashion choices amongst the Royal Family women navigate these contexts to 

construct an empowered Pasifika femininity, countering colonial as well as hip-hop 

stereotypes. Women rappers and dancers often appropriate masculine hip-hop fashion to 

prevent wardrobe malfunctions during vigorous movement, defying sexualisation and exerting 

autonomy through masculine modes of concealment (Gunn 2016; Langnes and Fasting 2017). 

For Goebel, though, “it is important to make sure we use all those curves we have been blessed 

with and that the boys don’t have” (Lam 2020). An example of this occurs in “Polyswagg 

Lesson Three” (The Palace Dance Studio 2021b). Women dancers are dressed in cropped 

roomy black hoodies that obscure their upper torsos, and a black skin-tight layer stopping at 

mid-thigh length, hugging their waists and hips. This outfit plays with revealing the shape of 

one part of the body while concealing another. Their loose hair and red lipstick (one of Goebel’s 

signature makeup shades) emphasise feminine elements of their appearance. This balance 

between modesty (concealing), sensuality (revealing), functionality, and femininity is coupled 

with dance moves that appropriate masculine gangsta bravado (from 1:34). This includes 

crotch-grabbing and ‘come-at-me’ intimidation arm movements. Counter to tourist 

constructions of Moana women in which their impassive faces “[imply] a lack of resistance to 

being gazed upon” (Suaalii 1997:84), the dancers’ faces are always animated, confronting the 

audience with bared teeth or smirks (see fig. 9). These expressions exude ‘attitude’, seen as 

 
17 The group features dancers of other ethnicities, but I centralise how Goebel’s cultural background impacts the 
group’s Polyswagg fashion and movement. 
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vital in hip-hop dance (Langnes and Fasting 2017:1604). The dance style of the Royal Family 

may not include acrobatic breaking moves that are coded ‘masculine’ (Gunn 2016), but are 

nevertheless strenuous and fast-paced, requiring a high level of fitness and physical strength. 

Gunn (2016:68) imparts the concern that the appropriation of masculine attitude could 

“reaffirm masculine aesthetics as the site of liberation for the female body”, thus reifying 

masculinity’s dominance in hip-hop dance. However, Johnson (2014) argues that similar 

performances of “badass” femininity by Black female B-girls which reject “respectability and 

passivity […] in favor of confrontational, aggressive, and even outright offensive, crass, or 

explicit expressions of a woman’s strength” (20), in fact re-signify typically masculine-

associated hip-hop forms “in order to embody non-hegemonic, marginalized femininities” 

(16). I argue that performing ‘masculine’ movements while sartorially asserting an empowered, 

agentive, and “badass” femininity undermines the ‘normalised’ masculinity of those 

movements. It is a “gender bending” (Langnes and Fasting 2017:1598) that re-writes scripts of 

conventional gender, including societal dictates of femininity as fragile, or Moana women as 

passive and/or sexually promiscuous and available to the White male gaze (Johnson 2014). The 

Royal Family women are indebted to Moana women in Aotearoa hip-hop before them who laid 

the foundation to break free from feminine fragility, although these contemporary dancers 

employ different strategies of re-writing colonial narratives of hypersexuality with their fashion 

that go further towards sensuality than those women mentioned in Chapter Three. 

Mixing masculinity and femininity creates the “potentiality” that hip-hop dance may 

become “a site where gender performance is both creative and fluid” (Gunn 2016:57). In 

“Missy ‘Misdemeanor’ Elliot” (The Palace Dance Studio 2021a), a woman (Kaea Pearce, who 

is Ngāpuhi) leads a group of men in a section choreographed to “The Rain” (from 0:54). The 

group all wear blue tracksuits, although the men’s jackets are zipped up the front while Pearce’s 

is open, revealing a tight-fitting black singlet (accentuating the sensual torso movements she 
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performs). However, the male dancers emulate and frame Pearce’s fluid movements, which 

challenges what is considered normatively masculine in hip-hop, and positions Pearce as an 

“erotic subject” rather than sexualised and passive object (Keyes 2000:260). Furthermore, a 

group of women dance directly afterwards (2:07) with tracksuit jackets zipped up, evoking how 

tracksuits  “[acknowledge] unisex patterns of behaviour which transcend gender” (Chandler 

and Chandler-Smith 2005:244). The range of techniques by which femininity and masculinity 

are transformed through fashion demonstrates women have agency here, whether revealing or 

concealing their bodies with clothing. Such varied performances of femininities (and 

masculinities) “deterritorializes femininity and masculinity from specifically female and male 

bodies”, disrupting hierarchies by depicting bodily expression as “fluid, creative, open and 

prolific […] unhinged from the great binary aggregates” (Gunn 2016:67–71). As explained in 

Chapter Three, disrupting the foundational ‘authentic’ narratives of gender in hip-hop can be 

read as a queering of hip-hop’s traditional hierarchical heteronormative gender structures.  

 

Polyswagg’s queer masculinities 

As a mixed-gender crew, it is necessary to focus on the men also to unpack the 

holistically non-normative gender performances in the Royal Family. There are undoubtedly 

conventional displays of masculinity (and femininity) on show in these performances. The 

men’s fashion most often follows hip-hop conventions for masculine fashion, with roomier 

streetwear garments and less skin on show. For example, in a mixed-gender section of 

“Polyswagg Lesson Three” containing synchronous rolling movement (8:13–9:22), the 

women’s tighter bike shorts accentuates their hip and torso movements to a greater degree. 

When men exclusively are onstage, there are often fewer fluid hip movements, and more focus 

on ‘hip-hop’ moves (such as crossed arms, and abrupt movements and angles). However, as 

with the women, the presence of normative gender elements (in fashion and movement) enables 
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non-normative masculinities (the incorporation of femininity into men’s performances) to 

become apparent through comparative moments of gender differentiation versus 

undifferentiation. The men’s gender performances uphold the powerful position of women, and 

of femininity, in the Royal Family’s dance style, because they often perform femininity 

themselves in mixed-gender sequences that adhere to Polyswagg’s aim towards empowering 

femininity (as was seen in “Missy ‘Misdemeanor’ Elliot”). There is, in fact, something 

decidedly femme about much of the male choreography, then, as they most often are performing 

alongside women. Considered relationally, the interplay between fashion and movement plays 

a crucial role in gender dynamics of Royal Family performances, because the way they depict 

dancers’ bodies undermines, or even ‘queers’, traditional gender structures in hip-hop. 

Royal Family choreography frequently includes queer-aligned dance styles such as 

vogueing and waacking. Vogueing emerged from the queer-oriented Harlem drag ball culture 

in the 1980s. It is “characterised by dramatic posing […] and a feminine persona” (Walker 

2012:35) inspired by fashion runways and magazines and includes camp and femme fashion 

styling (Ninja 1994:160). Waacking (sometimes called whacking or punkin’), came out of 

LGBT disco clubs on the US West Coast in the 1970s, and features “fast, rhythmic arm 

whipping” and “dramatic gesture and facial expression” (Bragin 2014:63–64). Vogueing and 

waacking destabilise heteronormative categories of gender by “playing with the effeminate, 

transforming the meaning of gendered signifiers” by dismantling the boundaries of masculine 

and feminine (Gunn 2019:21). Both these styles, which originate from Black queer spaces 

(Zemke and Mackley-Crump 2019; Bragin 2014), form part of the Royal Family’s challenge 

to the masculinist and heteronormative canon of hip-hop dance.18  

 
18 Polyswagg’s description as ‘sassy’ and ‘fierce’ expressions of attitude uses Black queer vernacular. Zemke 
and Mackley-Crump (2018:134) state also that “swag”, as an attitude in hip-hop, is a “gay black attitude” 
(according to queer transfeminine rapper Mykki Blanco) with links to ball culture. 
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Vogueing and waacking in Royal Family routines are frequently performed with 

‘femme’ fashion or queer style. For instance, in “Queen Nicki” (The Palace Dance Studio 

2021d) at 3:50, a man (Elvis Lopeti) in a high-necked black shirt with mesh sleeves and black 

leather harness moves through the group of sashaying men dressed in ‘punk’ looks, including 

plaid kilts, mesh shirts, or shirtless with jackets. Their fashion is vastly different to 

conventional hip-hop fashion for men. Demonstrating queer desire, Lopeti caresses the men he 

passes before leading the group in a waacking/vogueing-inspired sequence, with feminine 

movements accentuated by their often-bare torsos and the swish of their kilts. Another routine, 

“Rainbows in Hollywood” (The Palace Dance Studio 2021c), is entirely an homage to ball 

culture and features femme performances of queer masculinities through fashion. Cullen Neale, 

the central featured dancer (and co-choreographer with Goebel), appears in a tight pink crop 

top, pink trackpants, gloves, and high-heeled white platform boots (from 2:18). The other 

featured men wear fantastical garb including angel wings, feathered neck ruffs, and extremely 

cropped sweatshirts leaving torsos bare and thus accentuating the visibility of sensual torso and 

hip movement. Not only do the women of the Royal Family challenge the assumed ‘inherent’ 

masculinity of hip-hop dance, but the men do so also by embracing ‘unmasculine’, or femme 

movement and dress.  

The Royal Family fluidly incorporates queer-coded dance styles into the ‘umbrella’ of 

hip-hop dance style they perform, including conventionally masculine movements by men. 

Femme moves occur in quick succession with non-femme moves and may therefore be 

performed without ‘femme’ fashion. Likewise, ‘conventional’ masculine movements might be 

performed with femme fashion (see “Queen Nicki” from 3:15–3:30). Certain dancers who 

identify as queer (like Neale and Lopeti) are more likely to lead queer dance styles, however 

no men are exempt from performing them when the entire group is moving in this way. 

Returning to “Queen Nicki”, another group of male dancers in more ‘conventional’ masculine 
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hip-hop fashion perform more ‘hip-hop’ moves (from 4:42). It seems for a moment that there 

is a split between normative and non-normative masculinities; however, Lopeti returns to the 

stage and leads the whole group (now including women) in waacking moves once again. 

Ultimately, there are no clear boundaries around queer or straight masculinities. They are 

sometimes signalled with queer style, however fashion is not a certain indication of normative 

(or non-normative) masculinity until the dancer begins moving in a certain way. Recalling that 

gender and sexuality are “performative, movable, and constantly in flux”, Zemke and Mackley-

Crump (2018:132) note a queer “sensibility” towards ambiguity, seen in constantly shifting 

performances of gender that are “a defiant challenge to status quos” (140) in hip-hop and 

society at large. The Royal Family dancers perform such destabilising versions of masculinity 

(and femininity) through genderplay that blends and overlaps conventional and 

unconventional, creating gender performances that are neither homonormative nor 

heteronormative.  

To summarise: in these dances, plural masculinities and femininities overlap, co-exist, 

and are thus unstable. Gunn (2019) explains that overlapping hip-hop dance styles 

“deconstruct, disrupt and expose the hierarchized distinctions in hip hop culture, calling 

attention to their arbitrary constructedness” (23) while disturbing “that naturalized link 

between the body and, as [Judith] Butler would say, the notion of an inherent, stable gendered 

self” (21). Conventional performances of masculinity do occur through dress and movement 

but are not hierarchised or normalised as the authentic foundation of hip-hop dance, as 

femininity is not subordinated. Conventional masculinity’s monopoly on normativity or 

legitimacy is undermined firstly by the women’s combination of feminine and masculine 

elements, which disrupts the masculine hierarchy in hip-hop dance. Secondly, the lack of 

boundaries between ‘straight’ masculine performances, and performances queered by 

incorporating femininity, exposes the performativity of all genders. This revelation “queers the 
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very idea of ‘man’ and ‘woman’ and the power structures that enable (and normalizes) 

cisgender heteromasculine dominance” (Gunn 2019:22). 

Furthermore, contemporary Pasifika gender identities are shaped by a multitude of 

merging local, regional, and global contexts, including global (Black/queer) popular culture, 

Indigenous paradigms, and Pākehā hegemony. Zemke and Mackley-Crump (2019:92) observe 

that women’s dance in Sāmoa is “graceful, aloof, and chaste, while men’s movements are 

allowed to be vigorous, aggressive, loud and humorous”. My argument that the Royal Family 

women are “graceful”, yet also “vigorous”, supported by their fashion, denotes a divergence 

from these gender stratifications in Pacific dance performances. Zemke and Mackley-Crump 

(2019:92) suggest that vogueing’s “cross-gendered aspects”, including graceful movement 

juxtaposed with “outrageous” moves, destabilises Sāmoan traditional dance’s gender 

stratifications also on the part of the men. However, other Sāmoan dances, such as the 

Taualuga, are performed by both men and women yet characterised by graceful, poised 

movements. This suggests that Sāmoan (and Moana at large) performance forms, 

contemporarily and historically, are not comprehensible through the dualistic lens of western 

gender. Vogueing, and ambiguous constructions of the gendered body through fashion and 

movement, enhance ambiguities of gender that are already culturally salient (Alexeyeff and 

Besnier 2014). For instance, skirts worn by the Royal Family men illuminate how Pasifika 

masculinities include traditional garments like lavalava (wraparound skirts) worn by men. 

Mageo (2008:72–75) suggests that such gender ambiguity or play, the deliberate performance 

of gender “heterogeneity”, creates “zones of ambiguity” that are “deconstructive social 

commentaries” against the enforcement of gender dichotomies and stereotypes enforced by the 

colonial/modern gender system. 

Additionally, the Royal Family challenges conservative Christian gender expectations 

in Pasifika communities (Alexeyeff and Besnier 2014), and hypermasculine responses to 
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colonial oppression. ‘Safe’ space for queer Brown people (like Lopeti) is created when 

vogueing/waacking is performed and incorporated into hip-hop dance by the Royal Family 

(The Coconet TV 2018). This reminds us of Penney’s (2012) observation that queer styles are 

becoming more evident in mainstream hip-hop, contextualising how the slow acceptance of 

queerness in hip-hop spaces in the US is evident also in Aotearoa. The transnational vernacular 

by which this queerness is enacted, taking from Black queer cultures, relates especially to 

diasporic Pasifika queer identities which negotiate Indigenous cultures with contemporary 

popular cultural experience, working between “the local and the global” (Alexeyeff and 

Besnier 2014:2). These performances reflect “contradictions of contemporary social order” 

such as “rejection and acceptance” for diasporic Pasifika queerness, because “what many think 

of as ‘tradition’” includes both pre-colonial gender fluidity and a Christian moral order 

(Alexeyeff and Besnier 2014:2). This explains how movements (and accompanying fashion) 

of Polyswagg both reflect, yet subvert, contemporary and historical ‘Sāmoan’ gender positions.  

 

“Unapologetically me” 

According to Parris Goebel (Friedlander 2020), “magnify[ing]” a distinct, self-assured identity 

through style is a smart tactic of entrepreneurship in the entertainment industry, creatively and 

economically. Goebel understands fashion’s functional and aesthetic purposes: a “trademark” 

style enjoins the creative and economic processes of the entertainment and fashion industries. 

Goebel’s performance of her identity through fashion makes her stand out as, according to her, 

“unapologetically me” in the diverse creative spaces of the industry where she makes her 

presence known (from choreography to directing, modelling, and designing) (Heron-Langton 

2020). This idea was key behind her own fashion label, Runaway Motel, which debuted in 

2020, and which is built around her own sense of style, mixing dancewear and streetwear in 

bold and bright colourways (Lam 2020) (see fig. 10). Her personal style is maximalist, utilising 
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make-up and accessories, and constructs hip-hop style with unabashedly feminine ‘glam’ 

elements. Goebel utilises fashion as cultural capital and differentiation like hip-hoppers always 

have. While partnering with sportswear brands such as Nike, Goebel performs a version of hip-

hop fashion that is like US artists who engage with international designer brands (more so than 

other artists in Aotearoa). At an economic level, this is driven by her international career; she 

arguably is the most financially successful hip-hop performer in Aotearoa.  

Goebel uses her creativity and economic power to alter the grain of hip-hop across 

music, dance, and fashion by including “more women in charge. More equality. More 

inclusivity. More diversity” (White 2020). Considering the misogynistic gender dynamics in 

hip-hop, Goebel states that “it’s up to me as an artist to make what I want out of this industry” 

(Fraser 2017). Goebel endeavours to assert agency over how women’s bodies and sexuality are 

portrayed in hip-hop (including in her dance oeuvre with the Royal Family). On her Instagram 

account, she wears clothing in her day-to-day life that reveals her body. Her fashion label 

Runaway Motel also demonstrates this sensibility, as she designs “bikinis made with a sports 

bra-support to make a Sportkini” (Lam 2020). Goebel cites 1990s and early 2000s hip-hop 

music videos, and especially artists like Lil’ Kim, as key influences behind the collection’s 

look. While this era has been critiqued as self-exploitative and playing into misogyny, Pough 

(2004:188) argues that Lil’ Kim’s self-assurance and control over her sexuality “offer[s] the 

opportunity” for representation that empowers other women “to embrace the sexuality of the 

self”. Emerson (2002:129) states that such “highly stylised and glamourous image[s]” may 

coincide with “themes of independence, strength, a streetwise nature, toughness, and agency”, 

presenting an image that is ultimately “sexy and savvy, glamourous and autonomous”. Goebel 

is inspired sartorially by this glamorously sexy and self-assured ‘in control’ version of female 

sexuality in hip-hop. She is no ‘video vixen’, though: Goebel positions herself as autonomous 

over how she is portrayed by seizing power over production in the industry. She involves 
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herself in diverse projects that re-define hip-hop by challenging its hierarchical gender 

structures (Heron-Langton 2020), such as in her recent 2021 collaboration with Nike on a high-

profile global “Own the Floor” campaign celebrating dance. This is similar to when Missy 

Elliot introduced her own “distinctive stylistic repertoire” into the Adidas brand during her 

2002 “Respect M.E.” campaign, inserting herself into the gendered narratives of hip-hop 

authenticity and commercialisation (Lane 2011:787). Goebel similarly inserts her unique 

identity as a Pasifika, curvy woman into an “authentic hip-hop sensibility” symbolised by 

another foundational hip-hop fashion brand, thus demanding space in the industry for those 

“often relegated to the margins” (Lane 2011:786–7). Goebel could be seen as perhaps 

combining the roles of “sexual entrepreneur” and using “sexuality as power” to differentiate 

from male-controlled portrayals of women in hip-hop that White (2013:621) described for 

Nicki Minaj and Missy Elliot respectively. Goebel may perpetuate and reinforce capitalist 

logics of the music and fashion industries in her commercial ventures. However, I argue 

throughout this thesis for the possibility of generating alternatives to that status quo from within 

“incomplete” hegemonic structures (Tengan 2002:239) – for instance, by suggesting Goebel’s 

sexuality is power and autonomy from which she profits. 

Chew and Mo (2019:457) state that a more transnational view of hip-hop feminism 

illuminates local and global “matri[ces] of domination” dictating women’s hip-hop practice 

outside of the United States. This approach illuminates diverse ways of navigating 

respectability politics and sexuality (Durham, Cooper, and Morris 2013). Latu (2020:29) notes 

that “an open question remains as to how Pasifika women navigate their own experiences” of 

hegemonic beauty ideals “in between the more common examinations of ‘white’ normativity 

and ‘black’ counter-ideals”. Crucially, Pasifika women face their own commodified and 

constructed hypersexuality, and conflicting Christian-moralised respectability narratives 

guiding conservative dress customs in their communities (Suaalii 1997). As a possible answer 
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to Latu, Goebel is inspired by Black women’s performances of agency in hip-hop, yet presents 

an alternative Pasifika representation of agentive femininity and sexuality. Goebel does not 

strive to meet White hegemonic beauty ideals; her sex-positive Pasifika femininity relates to 

her body size and facial features. Hip-hop has been a space in which “African-based standards 

of beauty” have been celebrated, but simultaneously fetishised and objectified, and has rarely 

featured individuals who were not slim with flat stomachs in the role of dancers (Ogbar 

2007:97–98). Latu (2020:4) states that despite larger body sizes being more acceptable/judged 

as attractive in Pasifika cultures, western ideals for slimmer bodies are increasingly prevalent 

amongst Pasifika women. Goebel has articulated how a lack of representation inspired her to 

assert the presence of Pasifika people, who are excluded in popular culture, and even within 

hip-hop: 

I felt like I didn’t know where I fit in, where I belonged in this world of hip-hop – I felt 
like I didn’t look like the girls in the music videos…I’m not a size 6 and I’ve got round, 
Polynesian features. (Huntington 2019) 
 

Goebel notes how Runaway Motel was built around inclusivity of larger sizes, creating the sort 

of stylish, size-inclusive clothing she wished was easier to find (Lam 2020). It could be argued 

that Goebel challenges intersecting systemic oppressions of racism and coloniality, sexism, 

and fatism by moving her Indigenous body in ways opposite to the stereotype of pathologised 

‘unproductivity’ of fatness (through dance), adorning it to “declare one’s body’s truth” and 

revealing, rather than concealing, her larger Pasifika, feminine body (Gillon 2020:218). In this 

way, she works to oppose colonial (Christian) narratives about Pasifika women’s bodies and 

sexuality (and Christian conservatism in her own community through her sex-positivity). 

One of Goebel’s most strikingly unique style choices is her shaved head, which has 

remained a distinctive aspect of her style since the early 2010s (see fig. 11). It reflects her 

desire to stand out and challenges dominant conventions of (White) femininity linked to long 

flowing hair: “it made me feel free and I felt like a rebel. It was very empowering to me to be 
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bald but still be a woman and still be hot” (Into the Gloss 2016). As she combines her shaved 

hairstyle with bold make-up and feminine clothing, Goebel remixes masculine and feminine 

physical attributes. However, throughout Goebel’s dance performances, social media, and 

magazine shoots, she in fact wears hair of varying shades, lengths, and textures. She cites the 

influence of Lil’ Kim’s use of wigs to achieve monochrome colour-blocking (Into the Gloss 

2016). As covered in Chapter Three, Nicki Minaj also performs this sort of transforming, 

colourful, femme identity. Minaj queers hip-hop’s norms, specifically racialized norms of 

authenticity in gender performance, by using camp aesthetics – “nicki-aesthetics” – to 

challenge conventional authenticity in hip-hop with artifice and unstable subjectivity 

(McMillan 2014). Goebel’s transformations – the play of colour, fluidity, and exaggeration in 

her personal style – point towards a similar camp, and even queer, sensibility in her fashion 

that challenges conventional gender. This was evident also in her Runaway Motel fashion label, 

which she describes as unisex. The promotional shoot and video for the debut “Room 407” 

collection (in fig. 10) demonstrates the ways in which the functional versatility of the pieces 

translates also to what bodies/genders can wear them and uses styling that could be considered 

‘queer’ aesthetics, such as all genders wearing make-up and any type of garment. 

Goebel’s femmeness, though, is not necessarily the artifice of ‘drag’ like Minaj who 

creates theatrical characters (McMillan 2014). Camp aesthetics are arguably becoming more 

widespread amongst people who identify as feminine (cis)women, such as Cardi B or Kylie 

Jenner who use wigs to serve experimental, high-fashion transformations, ‘designer’ camp 

which may result in some ambiguous performances of gender. As Alexeyeff and Besnier 

(2014:20–21) state, those with access to capital, material goods, and commodities, have greater 

ability to exhibit “freedom” in their gender performance, showing how queer performance and 

“liberatory politics” are often enabled by commodification. Although Goebel’s shaved head 

does aesthetically contrast the boundaries between masculinity and femininity, she perhaps 
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more accurately extends the boundaries of feminine sensuality (of what is deemed 

conventionally attractive for women regarding hair and style), and in so doing also reveals the 

myriad ways in which femininity can be performed and transformed (Into the Gloss 2016). Her 

transformations can be eccentric, but Goebel’s ‘personal brand’ espouses authenticity. This 

“unapologetically me” concept is based, for instance, in the ‘truth’ of her curvy Pasifika 

woman’s body revealed through clothing. Therefore, I posit that camp artifice in her fashion, 

rather than intending to perform gender as artifice, rather is about performing femininity in any 

way she deems fit, juxtaposing ‘natural’ and ‘unnatural’ elements, using any sort of 

clothing/hair/makeup she chooses as a form of self-expression. Her style is about standing out 

for being self-assured, being ‘feminine’ regardless. Ahmed (2014:155) invites us to consider 

queer as a process not “about transcendence or freedom from the (hetero)normative…it can 

work by working on the (hetero)normative. The failure to be non-normative is then not the 

failure of queer to be queer”. Chapter Three identified queering from within heteronormativity 

as a crucial element of queer hip-hop performances. Seen in the performances from the Royal 

Family, a queering occurred because of the presence of conventional gender. Goebel herself 

performs a queering of normative gender, although one that stretches femininity’s boundaries 

as a woman, rather than breaking those boundaries altogether.  
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6 JESSB 
 

This chapter focuses on the hip-hop fashion of JessB – a Tāmaki Makaurau rapper who 

identifies as a Black woman with mixed heritage (Kenyan and Pākeha) – and its specificities 

to her experience of being Black in Aotearoa. My discussion firstly uses JessB’s statements, 

alongside those from members of BLKCITY – the rap collective or ‘supergroup’ of other 

African-Kiwi rappers she is part of (along with Raiza Biza, Blaze the Emperor, Mo Muse and 

Abdul Kay) – and Nigerian-Kiwi rapper Mazbou Q, to provide the context of Black experience 

in Aotearoa. This includes anti-Black racism, the Whiteness inherent in ‘Kiwi’ identity, and 

how hip-hop is being used to construct a “burgeoning” local African-Kiwi (Black) culture 

(Wakefield 2021:9). I argue that JessB negotiates global and local influences, experiences, and 

contexts to form her version of Blackness in Aotearoa, and that the optimism and positivity 

expressed in JessB’s music and in fashion manifest as politically charged Black joy. Then, I 

turn to the intersections of gender, sexuality, and race in Jess’ self-professed queer identity. I 

argue that her queer performance adheres to ambiguous representations of non-normative 

gender, formed within the precedent of ‘butch’ or masculine fashion in African American 

women’s hip-hop fashion. 

 

“Cultural architecture”: Black experience in Aotearoa  

Viewing the lived experience of Blackness in different locales as historically, 

contextually, and culturally contingent reveals similarities and divergences from other Black 

cultures. Pio states (2010:98) that “the African diaspora in the current century is found in non-

traditional points of migration” such as Aotearoa. Studies in countries like Israel (Shabtay 

2003) and France (Helenon 2006) highlight situations where recently-migrated Africans do not 

see themselves reflected or included in pre-existing notions of national identity, and experience 
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racism from non-Black majorities; they use hip-hop to find transnational belonging with the 

African diaspora, and simultaneously challenge conceptions of race and national identity in 

their new countries. African-Kiwi hip-hop has similar goals. Although the African population 

remains relatively small, a significant number of migrants have settled in Aotearoa, mainly 

Tāmaki Makaurau, since the late 1980s and 1990s (totalling 16,890 people in the 2018 census 

[Stats NZ 2020]). African-Kiwis represent diverse nationalities, ethnicities, and backgrounds, 

but are a “small and closely knit community” (Nakhid 2017:71). Africans in Aotearoa are, as 

in the Israeli and French examples, in the early stages of integrating themselves into a nation 

without an established Black population (Wakefield 2021). Pre-existing relations to Black 

culture in Aotearoa by Māori and Pasifika (who engaged with and adapted Black political 

movements, reggae, and hip-hop) were “formed from a distance” through engaging with media 

“long before there was any significant African community in Aotearoa”, and represented 

Brown rather than Black experiences (Wakefield 2021:21). Teaiwa et al (2017:171) details 

how African people have lived in Aotearoa since as early as 1916, however still feel alienated 

and excluded: “we are not the first direct descendants of Africa to land here, so why do I still 

feel lonely?”.  

There is a need to “recogni[se] the specific ways in which racial injustice manifests” 

for African-Kiwis in Aotearoa’s racial dynamics, in order to truly “illuminate” their 

experiences and to understand African-Kiwis’ use of hip-hop (Wakefield 2021:14). ‘Kiwi’ is 

theoretically an ‘inclusive’ short-hand for being a citizen of Aotearoa. However, within the 

political and social structures of the settler-colonial White-supremacist state, it is a normative 

term defining an “‘imagined’ White English-speaking dominant community that ‘possesses’ 

the nation into which other migrants are expected to fit” (Hussain 2019:7). The term African-

Kiwi therefore evokes transnational identity, but also contingent belonging where ‘Kiwi’ does 

not inherently include Blackness. Wakefield (2021:30) describes this as the “irony of the Black 
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body” in Aotearoa, which “in its hyper visibility” of difference from the “implicit association 

of whiteness” in national identity “is rendered invisible within the Kiwi imaginary”, marked 

by “perpetual otherness”. Majavu’s (2017:104) study with African migrants in Aotearoa 

identified how personal racist encounters made the men feel that they were “outsiders”. 

Additionally, Nakhid (2017:72) describes how racist policing causes stigma and shame for 

African youth in Tāmaki Makaurau. This matches with experiences of Māori and Pasifika, and 

international instances of racially-biased policing such as in the US. The experiences of 

unwelcomeness and unsafety that Nakhid and Majavu identify reduce African people’s sense 

of identity and belonging in Aotearoa.  

African-Kiwi rappers have pointed out that anti-Black marginalisation and racism has 

a specific character in Aotearoa. They recall that prior to the 2020 Black Lives Matter protests 

in Tāmaki Makaurau and Wellington (in which they participated), Pākehā had been largely 

oblivious to the presence of Black people in Aotearoa and thus the relevance of the anti-racist 

movement in Aotearoa (Martinez n.d.). Pākehā became ‘blind’ to racism in Aotearoa because 

of the dominant myth about Aotearoa as a “utopia” of racial harmony (Pio 2010:55), which 

contains the idea that Aotearoa was not built on “bad colonisation”, and therefore “New 

Zealand whiteness, since colonialism, is supposedly beyond white supremacist values and 

therefore benign” (Majavu 2017:7). Despite the supposed social equality of the races, the 

continued privileging of Whiteness in Kiwi identity causes naturalised exclusion of Black 

people. Majavu (2017:12–13) argues that images of “uncommodified blackness” – “whiteness’ 

imagining of a diasporic African identity as the embodiment of warfare and the ‘heart of 

darkness’”, eternally suffering from famine and violence – in mainstream media contribute to 

racist beliefs about Africans in Aotearoa. Paradoxically, anti-Black racism in Aotearoa is also, 

according to Adele N. Norris, “muted or subsumed by a fascination with Black [American] 

culture and aesthetics”, leading to an underdeveloped “language for anti-Blackness and Black 
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racial discrimination” here (Yancy 2022). These complex experiences of racism in Aotearoa 

are major impetuses (and obstacles) for representing Black people in humanising ways, as part 

of “the fabric of society”, according to rapper Mo Muse (Purcell 2021).  

Self-determined representation is important for young African-Kiwis to form their 

“burgeoning” identities (Wakefield 2021:9), and to introduce nuances to uncommodified and 

commodified depictions of Blackness in Aotearoa’s White-controlled mainstream media. 

African-Kiwi rappers believe that they are creating models for what African-Kiwi identity 

could be by using “sports, music and the arts” (such as fashion) to present humanising 

representations of Black people in Aotearoa, and build the “framework” for a “collective Black 

culture” in Aotearoa (Purcell 2021; Third Culture Minds 2020). Rapper Mazbou Q (2019) 

states that “our challenge is ‘cultural architecture’, by which I mean the process of creating and 

defining our own identities from scratch”. Fashion in visual music, as a site in which identities 

are constructed and negotiated, creates political impact by affecting “the real options available 

to real people for being and acting in the world” (Railton and Watson 2011:19). As I argue 

below, JessB creates impact with Black style, which Tulloch (2016:199) notes is an “aesthetic 

of presence” to “imprint a self on society, culture and history”, a key method by which the 

invisibility of people of the African diaspora can been challenged.  

As Perry (2008:644) states, the performative nature of hip-hop’s Black style has the 

“capacity to culturally articulate, more than simply reflect, identities of blackness and ways of 

being”, as Africans connect to the familiarity of its African-diasporic aesthetics. Furthermore, 

JessB observes that “I’m Black all over the world, so our experiences collectively as Black 

people […] share a lot of the same struggles” (Te Ao with Moana 2020). Africans globally 

who engage with hip-hop culture perform identities in relation to “linked” and “globally 

attuned” notions of transnational Blackness (including shared alienation under White-

supremacist systems and structures) represented by African Americans (Perry 2008:638). 
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However, depictions of Blackness outside Aotearoa “cannot truly represent us. They aren’t 

Kiwi” (Mazbou Q 2019). Diasporic Black style “take[s] on locally distinctive forms of political 

charge” (Ebron 2008:319). In Aotearoa, African-Kiwi rappers aim to create spaces of 

belonging through diverse representation that asserts the existence and humanity of African-

Kiwi people and culture, becoming an integral part of the multicultural canvas of Aotearoa 

culture and national identity. By merging Kiwi and African/Black identity, they aim to decentre 

Whiteness as the default Kiwi (Te Ao with Moana 2020). African-Kiwis in this way seek to 

both belong to the global Black diaspora, and to express a specifically Kiwi version of 

Blackness in their identities. This exploration of Black experience in Aotearoa provides the 

rationale behind how JessB performs a “black diasporic subjectivity” with her hip-hop fashion 

that is specific to Aotearoa (Perry 2008:637). 

 

“‘Cause I’m Black and stuff” 

Although JessB is Aotearoa-born and grew up with Pākehā family members in Tāmaki 

Makaurau, she describes experiences of adolescent alienation and a lack of clear and positive 

self-identity as a mixed-race African-Kiwi due to the scant representation of Black people 

within Aotearoa’s media (Third Culture Minds 2020). Her sense of identity grew when she 

discovered hip-hop, which was “like this huge catalyst […] I really started to stand strong and 

figure out who I was” (Third Culture Minds 2020). US hip-hop showed JessB a positive 

representation of Black people, who were “cool, hot, stylie” and looked like her (Momoisea 

Dallas and Lawson 2017).   

JessB raps in “Set It Off” (2018) that “the two bloodlines will get your shit confused” 

– that being both Black and Pākehā created confusion in her identity. Wakefield (2021:17), in 

her study of mixed African-Pākehā women in Aotearoa, notes how they identified more often 

with a “singular racial identity”, even though this conflicts with their ‘mixed’ ethnicities. 
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Wakefield (2021:17) suggests that these binary hierarchised conceptions of race may stem from 

the “relative ‘newness’ of the African diaspora in Aotearoa”, which generates “unnuanced 

assessments of phenotype” where Black heritage (and appearance) is ‘other’ to Whiteness. 

JessB specifically identifies with her Blackness to explain her fashion – for example stating “I 

have a huge durag collection” which she often styles over Black braided hairstyles because 

“I’m Black and stuff” (Shui 2020). Across her social media, live performances, and music 

videos, JessB demonstrates an allegiance to the garments, brands, and aesthetics of Black style 

in international hip-hop fashion. This includes baggy silhouettes and sportswear looks, sports 

jerseys, hoodies, letterman-style jackets, tracksuits, and sneakers, from foundational hip-hop 

brands such as Nike, Adidas, FUBU, Champion, and Tommy Hilfiger (see fig. 12). Her 

performance of Blackness through fashion, contextualised alongside her lyrics, biography, and 

statements in interviews highlights that “the semantics of the words/concepts black and 

blackness alone fall short of realizing complexities of identity as it is defined by one’s ancestral 

and landscape heritage” (Teaiwa et al 2017:151). JessB connects herself to ‘global’ Blackness 

with her fashion, yet her experience once again points to the diversity inside the racial category 

of Black (including in Aotearoa). She sees her identity as layered (not fractional), and is 

“comfortable in the fact that I am mixed. I’m me. I’m whole, and I am who I am” while she 

prioritises pride in her Blackness (Momoisea Dallas and Lawson 2017). 

  Mixed ethnic and racial heritage, especially within diasporic contexts, means 

“acknowledging that individual loyalties stretch beyond national borders” (Pio 2010:67). 

Afrocentric elements of JessB’s fashion openly embrace her African heritage and 

(transnational) Black identity. She often wears a gold pendant necklace in the shape of the 

African continent (in fig. 12): “it’s my favourite piece of jewellery and the one thing you know 

I’m always going to be wearing” (Ahwa 2019). The African community in Auckland, and 

Aotearoa broadly, consists of many different ethnicities and countries of origin. This is 
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compounded also in the imagery used in promotional material and music videos by BLKCITY, 

where members have different African heritages (including Somali, Ethiopian, and Rwandan).  

BLKCITY employ the symbol of the Pan-African flag (featuring green, yellow, red, and black, 

also seen in Afrocentric/Black nationalist style of some late 1980s US hip-hop fashion). Pan-

Africanism is a strategic, anti-colonial ideology that fuels a political and social movement 

across Africa and its diaspora. It positions unity and cooperation across African ethnic groups 

and nations as a “philosophy of action for emancipation of black humanity” – seeing “not just 

a common history, but a common destiny” and “commonality of identity” constituting a 

singular African ‘race’ or culture (Araoye 2021:2). In this way, I argue that JessB is sartorially 

using a Pan-African symbol to on the one hand connect with global Black diaspora, but also to 

specifically evoke the pan-ethnic African-Kiwi community and culture in Aotearoa. It evokes 

a distinct experience of diasporic Blackness/Africanness in the Aotearoa context, performing 

this culture in her “hometown […] Auckland city, where my people stay proud” (“09 to the 

World Freestyle” [2021]). She wears Africa proudly, expanding previous notions of who is 

Kiwi through introducing African-diasporic transnational embodiments with her fashion.  

JessB’s fashion is especially notable for the bright colours and prints she wears, which 

matches the upbeat Afrobeats and dancehall-inspired tempo of her music. For example, in her 

music video for “Mood” (2019a), she wears a range of outfits in a rainbow array of colours – 

red, green, yellow, and orange. In her live performances especially, she is seen wearing 

matching sets in bright prints, coloured eyewear, and printed hats. I posit that the bright colours 

and bold patterns of JessB’s fashion choices embody politically-meaningful Black Joy, “a facet 

of the Black experience that is so often excluded from the mainstream media” (Wakefield 

2021:4). Black Joy is an ‘alternative’ form of racial resistance that prioritises demonstrations 

of Black people experiencing pleasure and happiness, “creativity, imagination, healing, and 

ingenuity”, rather than characterising their lives only through experiences of hardship (Dunn 
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and Love 2020:191). According to JessB, Black people celebrating and enjoying their life – 

for example through wearing bold fashion – is as important in anti-racist political movements 

as expressing anger or calling out hatred (RNZ 2020). Both have the potential to create social 

change by, as Chandler and Chandler-Smith explain, “be[ing] expressive of what the previous 

two centuries forbade – the pleasure of the [Black] body as public text” (2005:246). JessB’s 

music video for “From Tha Jump” (2021) celebrates Black Joy and empowerment by depicting 

“mini-me” young actors, joyfully grooving in the back of a vintage car and dancing behind the 

rapper in a Tāmaki Makaurau suburb. They embody a young JessB through their wardrobe, 

wearing pastel-coloured Champion sweats and Nike sneakers with long braided hair emulating 

what JessB wears in the video, and also represent the future of the African-Kiwi community. 

This imagery is “making way, we making room” (according to the lyrics) for representation of 

Tāmaki Makaurau’s Black community by generating the very imagery of joy and 

empowerment in African-Kiwi identity that JessB lacked when growing up. The video 

visualises this anthem of liberation and unapologetic self-empowerment and expression for 

young Black girls in Aotearoa. 

JessB states that many of the pieces she wears were thrifted from op-shops and vintage 

streetwear stores, which fits into methods of previous Aotearoa hip-hop fashion (Martinez 

2019). She sourced the outfits in “Mood” with “virtually no budget” from “the thrift stores that 

were in L.A.” where she was filming (Burke 2019). Her engagement with the fashion industry 

is defined by a lower budget than some international rappers. JessB shows some similarities to 

methods of material acquisition by Māori and Pasifika, such as acquiring designer clothing in 

vintage stores (adhering to dominant local narratives of authenticity). Yet, this was initially 

influenced by Black style’s contradictory relationship to mainstream and ‘high’ fashion, which 

included coveting yet remixing brands and aesthetics to challenge hegemonies. How she 

obtains fashion is part of how she constructs Black identity in Aotearoa through hip-hop. She 
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connects with global blackness in a locally-contingent way influenced by, but with a different 

whakapapa to, old-school and contemporary Moana artists.  

JessB’s commercial engagement with the fashion industry has lately included support 

from local designers such as Ingrid Starnes, Entire Studios, and Huffer, and partnerships with 

local branches of international hip-hop-aligned brands such as Tommy Hilfiger and Footlocker 

– a global-local bridging also observed among the artists in Chapter Four. Some of her 

partnerships with local brands (such as Huffer) retain a look based in sportswear. However, 

these recent engagements have also somewhat altered her version of hip-hop fashion. For 

example, the music video for “So Low” (2019b) is styled with Ingrid Starnes clothing. JessB 

wears the label’s more sophisticated types of clothing, such as a custom gold full-length layered 

gown; the gown is ‘hip-hop’ styled with her braided hair, accessories, and white sneakers. 

JessB’s collaborations with Tāmaki Makaurau-based Entire Studios shows this growing 

sophistication in her fashion as her career continues, as well as her participation in the most 

current international trends of hip-hop fashion/streetwear. “Shut Up” (2020b) utilises the 

label’s signature experimental take on streetwear with a luminous gunmetal puffer jacket, 

alongside a metallic silver headwrap, gold hoop earrings, and her Africa pendant. Very 

different to her more colourful, op-shop-found looks in “Mood”, this shows the difference that 

new collaborative input, along with (very likely) greater access to funding, can have on an 

artist’s style and creative possibilities, and to Aotearoa hip-hop fashion as a whole. Ultimately, 

these fashion choices still adhere to Black style, although in a more contemporary, ‘designer’ 

way which relates to the ways that hip-hop fashion and streetwear have been embraced by high 

fashion (which will be explored further in Chapter Seven’s discussion). 
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“I wear a lot of boys’ clothes” 

When explaining the lack of representation of African people in Aotearoa, JessB states that 

diverse genders and sexualities should be represented also, based on her own experience “as a 

person of colour, and woman, and a queer woman” (Martinez 2018). Acknowledging these 

intersections of JessB’s identity as an African-Kiwi (Black) queer woman necessitates a deeper 

analysis of her fashion. “Queer world-making”, according to Taylor (2012:49), entails 

imagining and creating spaces in which queer identity formation can take place through 

performative and embodied practices, which “[make] space for, and temporally [map] 

otherness in, aggressively heteronormative cultural landscapes”. JessB’s queer world-making, 

I argue, takes place in queer advocacy, which is encoded in her music through visuals and 

fashion (as well as lyrics). She and her collaborator DJ Half.Queen (Shaquille Wasasala) began 

FILTH in 2017 as a series of club events intended to prioritise safe space for queer people of 

colour in Tāmaki Makaurau. Her music videos often feature her surrounded by queer, trans, 

and non-binary people of colour, such as in “Set it Off”. Her live set features back-up dancers, 

including cis-female and femme-presenting or trans dancers (dressed in sports bras and gym 

shorts), and whose moves likewise intertwine hip-hop dance and queer movements; as explored 

in Chapter Five, this sort of bodily performance queers the heteronormativity of hip-hop (Gunn 

2019). Furthermore, as I argue below, JessB uses precedents of queer style performed by US 

Black queer(ed) women rappers to construct her own queer hip-hop gender identity. 

JessB is influenced by hip-hop fashion’s tomboyish or masculine styles for women: as 

she states, “I wear a lot of boys’ clothes” (Martinez 2018). She aligns with women of 1990s 

and early 2000s hip-hop who appropriated masculine versions of hip-hop fashion to construct 

their own more androgynous version, adopting “the use of oversized T-shirts and baggy pants”, 

sports jerseys, hoodies, and trackpants (White 2013:617). Baggier masculine styles that hide 

one’s figure can be seen as a rejection of the male sexualising gaze, and of White stereotypes 
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about Black women’s bodies and hypersexuality. Lane (2011:792) argues that baggy styles 

worn by TLC and Missy Elliot were a queering of the codes of heteronormativity in hip-hop; 

Elliot, for instance, is “involved in redefining masculinity and femininity in ways that 

questions, and thus destabilizes, the system of domination” that upholds patriarchal and 

heteronormative structures of gender in hip-hop, and in society at large. Such structures limit 

masculinity to men, and construct femininity as masculinity’s binary opposite. TLC, to 

consider this precedent further, had a tomboyish style, but in fact mixed ‘masculine’ parts of 

hip-hop fashion such as baggy denim and oversized tee-shirts with sports-bra tops, and in doing 

so altered the way that women in hip-hop expressed their sexuality and femininity. Layering 

low-riding baggier shorts or track-pants with waist-high boxers carrying brand names like 

Calvin Klein or Tommy Hilfiger (compare TLC in fig. 4 to JessB in fig. 13), and a matching 

sports-bra with looser shirt/jacket over the top, is a consistent look for JessB across live 

performances, music videos, and social media. I therefore argue that JessB’s style merges 

femininity and masculinity. JessB’s gender performance taken overall is still tomboyish, 

however she ultimately moves between, and even merges, poles of femininity and masculinity.  

JessB’s fashion embodies her belief that “the biggest misconception about being a ‘girl’ 

is that there is just one valid or acceptable way to be a ‘girl’ (Cometti 2019). Her more abstract 

look in “Bullseye” (2020a) clings to and reveals her athletic build, and her dash through a forest 

emphasises physicality and strength (typically masculine traits). Comparatively, her 

combination of looks in “So Low” – full-length gold gown, lacey bralette amongst flowers, 

and oversized pale pink blazer/trouser set – show multiple versions of feminine gender 

performance. Her sense of style transgresses binary norms of womanhood associated with a 

singular ideal of femininity opposed to masculinity. This becomes especially significant 

considering how White supremacy and heteronormativity support each other (Cohen 1997; 

Ziyad 2017). JessB has commented on how she was impacted by a hegemonic “very 
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whitewashed idea of what it meant to be beautiful” as a woman (Walker 2019). Hip-hop 

contrastingly provides space in which “elements of African-based standards of beauty” are 

welcomed (Ogbar 2007:98). As shown above, and in Chapters Three and Five, hip-hop 

femininities do not always adhere to clear binaries. Black style materially accentuates Black 

beauty, defying how Black women were “essentialised as dirty, savage and inhuman” and thus 

un-feminine compared to Whiteness’ “purity” as the representation of hegemonic femininity 

(Wakefield 2021:32). I suggest that JessB’s androgyny defies White-constructed binaries 

which were never meant to include Black people (Ziyad 2017), but instead embraces a more 

fluid relationship to femininity as her race and gender constructions intersect. 

JessB aligns with “sexuality as power” that White (2013) argued was evident in Missy 

Elliot’s fashion; she feels as comfortable and “sexy” in a tight-fitting outfit as in an “XL tee”, 

she raps in “From Tha Jump”. Jess challenges whether what is thought of as commercially 

attractive in hip-hop must be based on hypersexualisation, or attractiveness to the masculine 

heterosexual gaze. Asserting her control over her sexuality can be firstly read as defying how 

Black women are “always already sexualised” (Lane 2011:790), and/or can be read as “a 

discourse about self that is outside of the norms of heteronormative female behaviour”, which 

can already be seen as a queering (784–785). However, this can be taken further. Lane 

(2011:783) argues that Elliot’s ‘queered’ fashion performance is heightened when she engages 

in an ambiguous, homoerotic sexuality, neither confirming nor denying rumours about which 

men or women she is speculated to have slept with. Queer desire is subtly coded into some of 

JessB’s lyrics such as in “So Low”, a song about a break-up with the hook “I loved her and she 

let me go” sang by the featured singer Paige, which gives a queer valence to the relationship 

that JessB raps about in the song: “I don’t ever really wanna end this kiss”. “From Tha Jump” 

has a similar message embracing a feeling of liberation, self-acceptance, and unapologetic self-

determination of identity. The fact that the ‘mini-mes’ mirror JessB’s queered hip-hop style 
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presents as a representation of young African-Kiwi girls who may also identify with non-

heteronormative femininities or sexualities. Additionally, in “Set it Off”, (homo)erotic imagery 

of women and femme-presenting and non-binary dancers dancing provocatively and freely in 

a locker room rejects homophobia and heteronormativity: “I cannot change your mind, but at 

least my mind is free”. Ultimately, JessB’s redefinition of Black gender responds to 

heteronormative respectability politics by rejecting both ‘moralised’ and ‘hypersexual’ 

categories of Black feminine sexuality, and furthermore evokes queer sexuality by centring 

queer desire and gender within a hip-hop space that accentuates queer world-making rather 

than heteronormativity. 

A vital difference between JessB and most women rappers before her is that she can 

confirm her queerness in interviews. As explored in Chapter Two, hip-hop has been a hostile 

environment to ‘come out’ in (Smith 2014). Although JessB herself identifies publicly as queer, 

her own performance of gender/sexuality is rather queered in a hip-hop way which, like the 

precedents I identified, employs ambiguities. The specificity of JessB’s performance of 

queerness to hip-hop is identifiable in comparison to her frequent on-stage and video 

collaborator (and DJ) Half.Queen. She similarly identifies as mixed – Fijian (iTaukei) and 

Palagi (Pākehā), referred to in her stage name – and as queer. However, her style influences 

are cited as “Lady Gaga, Madonna, Chaka Khan, WWE Superstars, 70s disco queens” (Ahwa 

2018), queer icons with glamourous, gender-bending, and avant-garde style which Half.Queen 

emulates (see fig. 14). Half.Queen’s more overt visual queerness and inspiration from queer 

icons highlights JessB’s more ambiguous queer aesthetics in comparison, related to queered 

Black women rappers. Hip-hop artists in the 2010s have a greater ability to declare a queer 

identity (at least in interviews) without fear of career-ending backlash (Penney 2012). JessB is 

influenced by ambiguous performances of queerness in hip-hop, yet can now claim those 
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performances as queer hip-hop aesthetics, her version of representing her authenticity or 

“keeping it real”. 
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7 DISCUSSION 
 

This thesis has explored how some contemporary Aotearoa hip-hop artists (in this case, rappers 

and dancers) based in Tāmaki Makaurau perform their racial, ethnic, place-based, and gender 

identities through hip-hop fashion. I investigated how and why hip-hop fashion performs these 

artists’ identities (including performances of Moana and African-Kiwi cultures, gangsta 

masculinities, empowered femininities, and queerness); how the artists relate to and remix US 

genre conventions of hip-hop, and acknowledge and expand Aotearoa’s pre-existing hip-hop 

culture; and how they negotiate commercial music and fashion industries when articulating 

these identities. Previous chapters presented and discussed observations of the publicly 

presented identities of a range of case study artists through the lens of their unique expressions 

of hip-hop fashion. This discussion presents the most significant conclusion: the diverse nature 

of Tāmaki Makaurau hip-hop identities means that local hip-hop fashion is typified by 

multiplicity rather than a singular aesthetic. The interconnected global-local (transnational and 

diasporic) and multicultural contexts of the artists provoke techniques of bricolage in their 

fashion, including varied localised engagements with the Black politics and style of US hip-

hop. I expand this argument by revisiting key overlapping themes such as authenticity and 

race/ethnicity, or the multiple versions of ‘realness’ in Tāmaki Makaurau that affirm Blackness, 

Indigeneity, and experiences of place. Revisiting gender demonstrates again that diverse 

performances are underscored by global-local influences and connections, and challenge 

‘realness’ in conventional hip-hop and western gender norms by exposing the fallacy of 

racist/colonial gender stereotypes. Lastly, I argue that the fashion and entertainment industries 

are capitalist contexts which these artists negotiate to perform marginality and represent 

marginalised communities.  
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Diversity and global-local positions 

A comparison of the case studies in this thesis reveals that there is no singular version 

of hip-hop fashion that characterises Tāmaki Makaurau. Common globally-present elements 

of sportswear, streetwear, and brands are remixed and curated in different ways. An Aotearoa-

specific style may be emerging, aided by local brands and continuance of ‘old-school’ trends, 

but multiple communities and individual sensibilities – regarding race, ethnicity, culture, class, 

gender, and sexuality – are present within it. As artist Diggy Dupé believes, “all of us have 

taken our culture and identity and just ran with it and all gone our separate ways” (Densem 

2020). People pull on diverse cultural threads in their fashion, although even where those 

threads are similar, differences are maintained. For example, the artists in Chapter Four use 

hip-hop to define a collective urban Māori and Pasifika identity, but adhere to it in 

individualised ways, like being a collective from a specific suburb (how SWIDT creates the 

“Hawaiian Shirt Mafia” and ‘reps’ Onehunga), spirituality (Melodownz’s dreadlocks), and 

(trans)nationality and brand partnerships (Diggy Dupé’s use of Niuean colours and partnership 

with Huffer). As Dupé observes further:  

we’re starting to become more comfortable with who we are […] No doubt other 
countries have influenced us but I think we are at a stage where we’re taking the best 
parts of that influence and mixing in our own culture and background. (Te Haara 2020) 
 

His view implies that diversity develops, enhances, and signals the maturity of the local scene. 

The diversity of Aotearoa hip-hop’s initial phases of localisation – Māori and Pasifika 

artists – has expanded since the 1990s and 2000s to further develop that cultural grounding, 

and to include mixed-gender dancers, and African-Kiwi artists like JessB. Even broader 

evidence of diversity in Tāmaki Makaurau hip-hop fashion can be seen with CHAII, a Persian-

New Zealander rapper. In her visual EP Lightswitch (2019), CHAII fuses Persian traditions 

such as veiling and textile patterns with hip-hop motifs like brand logos and streetwear 

silhouettes (such as in “South” [2019]), aiming to counter western ideas of the Middle East as 
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a place of violence and oppression, and to express her transnational identity. Another example, 

Hans., uses hip-hop to express his identity as a Korean-New Zealander, using settings like 

Korean grocery stores, BBQ restaurants, and pool halls to mark Korean culture in Tāmaki 

Makaurau (Shute 2018). His minimalist, laid-back casual sartorial style matches his stripped-

back rapping style. Many contemporary Tāmaki Makaurau hip-hop artists use hip-hop fashion 

to navigate being ‘in-between’, complex experiences of multiple identities and belongings to 

Aotearoa and elsewhere, meshing their cultural heritages and Aotearoa present. Hip-hop’s 

polycultural ability to absorb and combine numerous cultural elements in the form of bricolage 

lends itself to articulating ‘mixed’, transnational and/or diasporic identities in this way. These 

artists’ hip-hop fashion indicates belonging to a multicultural Tāmaki Makaurau altered by 

“increasing hybridity […] with local, national, and transnational modes of belonging and 

multiple sites of being” in the twenty-first century (Pio 2010:67). The “global diffusion of 

lifestyles and values, transnational migration, de-territorialisation of identities […] have 

resulted in a cultural hybridity where identities” and cultures “are not fixed entities” (Lidskog 

2016:25). Diasporic identities are formed and re-formed through cultural bricolage and cultural 

(re-)construction via hip-hop, which therefore dissolves boundaries around what can be defined 

as a singular or fixed ‘local’. In Tāmaki Makaurau, the “local” itself becomes “highly contested 

territory” characterised by subjective interpretations and multiple versions of place (Bennett 

1999:54). Diasporic hip-hop identities reflect “dynamic process[es] of lived experience” 

(Lidskog 2016:25). These artists’ fashioned diversity is redefining the local as something 

“inescapably plural” (Pio 2010:68). Emphasising the ‘local’ as diverse has political 

importance, as it critiques the mainstream idea privileging Pākehā as the default (and thus most 

‘natural’ or ‘legitimate’) ‘Kiwi’ (Condry 2007:639–640).  

Aotearoa hip-hop fashion is a bricolage made up of individual bricolages – brought 

together by the nature of hip-hop to find “connective marginalities” among minority groups 
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with Black culture, experiences, and aesthetics as the connector. I have suggested that hip-hop 

fashion could be considered as “global-local”. According to Osumare (2005:266) the influence 

of global multi-national corporations and the “international political economy” creates “global 

postmodern culture” on one hand, and the local manifestations or remixes of those cultural and 

corporate influences on the other hand. Osumare (2005:286) states that “today’s youth inherit 

a fast-paced global consciousness”, and that “global interdependence” characterises hip-hop 

cultures. This thesis’ case studies have shown that hip-hop fashion as a global cultural and 

commercial industry is not merely enforced on local contexts (as a one-way global influence 

on the local). The artists create “new forms of local identity that simultaneously draw upon the 

global and the vernacular” (Bennett 1999:70). The local is not isolated as a “discrete” site in 

this identity construction (Osumare 2005:266), but rather is formed by overlapping, interrelated 

spaces (such as US hip-hop, the global fashion industry, other countries’ hip-hop, and various 

diasporas) pushed together by globalising technological and economic forces (see fig. 15).  

 

  

Global 
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Migration  
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Fig. 15. Venn diagram representing global-local phenomenon. 
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“Local fashion contexts” in the twenty-first century “almost inevitably connect to the external 

or global world” and flows of fashion (Welters and Lillethun 2017:174). These circumstances 

create a global-local context for fashion amongst Aotearoa hip-hoppers where global fashion 

brands are now much more readily available and where fashion is “done” through global media 

communication (Rocamora 2017). Therefore, as well as themselves holding transnational and 

diasporic identities, these current artists have grown up in an increasingly interconnected 

world, and hip-hop fashion in Aotearoa thus exists at a global-local nexus. Tāmaki Makaurau 

hip-hop fashion is both particular to Aotearoa political, cultural, and social contexts, and part 

of the fabric of an “interconnected” global hip-hop culture or ‘diaspora’ (Harris 2019:2). In 

this way, Ogbar (2007:53) observes “hip-hop’s uncanny ability to absorb disparate styles while 

adhering to a well-defined and palpable hip-hop aesthetic”. Tāmaki Makaurau hip-hop fashion 

adds to the global culture with contextually-specific (but globally-allied) forms of activism and 

aesthetics. Aotearoa hip-hop seems to mimic the global situation of hip-hop culture in a 

microcosm: its unified hip-hop culture is made up of myriad unique spaces/communities. One 

of these is Tāmaki Makaurau, in which there are again several unique hip-hop cultures evoking 

“the diverse ways varying communities are Hip Hop” (Harris 2019:44). 

 

Authenticity 

There are multiple versions of authenticity expressed in Aotearoa hip-hop fashion. 

Māori and Pasifika, and African-Kiwis, have found identity, belonging, and representation 

through hip-hop, but have different relationships to the African-diasporic core of hip-hop that 

defines it as Black culture.  

The Māori and Pasifika artists in this study identify with hip-hop based on “Pacific 

experiences of bodily Blackness”, or the alterity of a racial positionality of “brownness” 

contextualised by global White supremacy and coloniality (Warren 2019:65). The contextual 
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specificities of their experiences of colonisation, as well as Indigenous cultural systems of 

language, music, and dress, merge Black style with local forms and politics of racial struggle 

and community empowerment (Bennett 2002; Zemke-White 2000). These artists wear durags, 

braided hairstyles (including Melodownz’s dreadlocks), and other clothing styles that were 

pioneered by African American hip-hop and other Black musical performers. However, as 

SPYCC from SWIDT states, rather than trying to be Black, they adapt hip-hop fashion to 

Pasifika cultural forms and issues of living in Tāmaki Makaurau through forms like Hawaiian 

shirts, hats and T-shirts shouting out suburbs, and Polynesian Panther references; they are 

“trying to implement our slang, style, and personalities” to articulate authentic urban-

Indigenous experience (Pepperell 2017). Their fashion samples from Black culture, and their 

Māori and Pasifika predecessor’s hip-hop fashion (connecting them to the whakapapa outlined 

in Chapter Two), to remix these familiar forms with novel meanings relevant to their present. 

They therefore define their hip-hop ‘legitimacy’ through what Osumare (2001) termed 

“connective marginalities”. Their narrative of authenticity is also analogous to Condry’s 

(2007:664) identification in Japanese hip-hop of “a transnational cultural politics of race” that 

“promot[es] action on racial issues that transcend national borders”. Contemporary and ‘old-

school’ Moana hip-hop artists include themselves in critiques of racism and colonisation that 

reverberate inside and outside of Aotearoa, both affiliating and differentiating these 

experiences with African American struggles. Ogbar (2007:38) observes that non-African 

American hip-hop performers in the US “affirm their ethnicity as non-African Americans”, but 

still appropriate “cultural markers and semiotic styles” aligned with African Americans to 

express identities that counter White hegemony. In this way, for Moana performers and 

globally, Black style remains central to what is ‘authentic’ in hip-hop.  

JessB, as an African-Kiwi, identifies with hip-hop fashion’s African-diasporic aesthetic 

and cultural elements, and performs “transnational black identifications” (Perry 2008:639) that 
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connect across the global African (and hip-hop) diaspora, yet are simultaneously specific to 

experiences in Aotearoa. Despite commonalities caused by commercialised hip-hop fashion, 

and the fact that, as Saucier (2011:55–56) states, “to be black and young is to dress in 

accordance with the sartorial ethos of hip-hop culture”, Black style across the globe is not 

homogenous. Black style exists as “loosely formed partnerships […] processes of engagement 

that” both connect and diverge (Ebron 2008:324). JessB’s fashion evokes a recent diaspora, 

localising diasporic Blackness to her home of Aotearoa, which contrasts with the cultural 

formations of African American diasporic style developed over centuries. African-Kiwi artists 

like JessB assert “a real sense of empowerment, identity” by being connected to African 

diaspora, but are “still being so proud of being Kiwis”, thus developing and asserting a Black-

Kiwi culture that decentres Whiteness in Aotearoa culture and national identity (Mo Muse 

2020). JessB sartorially evokes connections to the African diaspora and her identity through 

cornrow hairstyles and wraps, and accessories that align her with a pan-African community, 

yet her Black style uses colour and employs some ‘upmarket’ trends to express the joy, beauty, 

and success of Black people in Aotearoa settings to assert belonging. In Aotearoa, Jess 

articulates a Kiwi African-diasporic Black identity through her fashion – for example by 

performing the above elements though local and global fashion brands – that, unlike Māori and 

Pasifika, performs as Black style, rather than affiliated to Blackness. JessB’s fashion changes 

the terrain of how Black culture has existed through Aotearoa hip-hop to date.  

Therefore, multiple narratives of authenticity based on relations to, and remixes of, 

Black culture co-exist in Tāmaki Makaurau. Ogbar (2007:38) stresses that authenticity 

narratives across multiple ethnic groups in hip-hop reveal the “malleability of both race and 

authenticity, which remain inexact and dynamic in hip-hop”. African-Kiwis’ performances of 

authenticity relate to globalised Blackness, but are specific to their experience of Blackness, 

and Black cultural formations, in Aotearoa. Māori and Pasifika men rappers demonstrate 
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fidelity to the “realest real” in hip-hop – “a tough urban black male” rapping about the 

“challenges of the hood” (Ogbar 2007:6). However, the construction of the “real” is “never 

static” (Ogbar 2007:53). Their hoods are local suburbs, and their fashion performs fidelity to a 

different cultural background to diasporic Africans, and African Americans. Parris Goebel and 

the Royal Family likewise show some relation to the “real” represented by Black American 

cultures in their costuming. However, their styling of the body is grounded in Aotearoa Pacific 

cultural contexts, and moreover challenges entrenched versions of the “real” in hip-hop 

regarding normative gender. The ‘old-school’ hip-hop fashion in Tāmaki Makaurau regarded 

Māori and Pasifika cultural significance as the predominant narrative of authenticity. This 

thesis has shown how there is now greater elasticity and flexibility around ‘Kiwi’ realness in 

the current multicultural (and gender diverse nature) of Aotearoa hip-hop culture. In Aotearoa 

now, realness and authenticity is expressed through hip-hop fashion in many ways, including 

Black, Indigenous, queer and place-based positionings and remixes of Black style all being 

‘legitimate’.  

How might these authenticities engage with each other? Harris (2019) describes a 

global hip-hop framework of transcultural “flows and ciphas” (41) and relationality based on 

opposition to hegemonic oppressions. These relations are guided by how “the very fabric of 

Hip Hop’s identity entails multiple communities coming together” (Harris 2019:31), drawn to 

the notions of “communal identity and providing multiple ways of resistance” (15). In this way, 

Aotearoa hip-hop’s bricolage of authenticities could lead to the strengthening of their 

individualised anti-hegemonic messaging, by creating “links that can lead to a more promising 

future” within a city-wide “transnational cultural politics of race” (Condry 2007:664). These 

artists have collaborated with each other across ethnic/cultural lines, seen in songs such as 

SWIDT’s “Off the Top” (2018) which features each artist profiled in Chapter Four and JessB. 

JessB and members of BLKCITY note connections between Black Lives Matter and 
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Indigenous rights in Aotearoa, commenting that “a lot of the fight here” against racism and 

White supremacy “is for all of us” (Martinez 2018). They see potential for unity as they 

challenge racism and White-supremacist structures, seeing the “political possibilities that 

emerge from […] engaging in the process of relation” between Black and Indigenous politics 

(King, Navarro and Smith 2020:2). 

 

Gender 

This research contributes to a greater understanding of the diverse expressions of 

gender in Aotearoa hip-hop, which are likewise situated in global-local contexts of influence 

and relationality. What can be seen across the case study artists are performances of 

masculinities and femininities informed by transnational identities, colonialism and 

Indigeneity, and inspiration from African American popular culture. 

Lugones (2010:745) states that racial differentiation in the “colonial/modern gender 

system” excludes colonised women from hegemonic gender norms: “no women are colonized; 

no colonized females are women”. The continued existence of colonial and racist stereotypes 

of Indigenous/Pacific and Black people is tied to coloniality. The female dancers of the Royal 

Family perform an empowered femininity by merging Black style and hip-hop movement 

patterns with Pasifika culture and experiences. They mix modesty and eroticism to contest the 

history of Pasifika women’s construction as both subject to conservative Christian modesty, 

and paradoxically as ‘exotic’ and sexualised beings subject to the White male gaze, 

“constructed by European and American imperialists” (214) as “property – the feminised, 

exotic possessions of whiteness” (Arvin 2020:215). JessB is contextualised alongside Black 

US women artists who perform against stereotypes of Black women’s perceived hypersexuality 

by wearing masculine, baggier clothing, but also incorporate some feminine sartorial markers 

in ways that subvert Black women’s exclusion from normative femininity, ultimately 
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performing an androgynous or ‘queered’ femininity that challenges the category altogether. 

What ties these women together is that the male gaze in popular culture that sexualises women 

of colour is White; as Lugones (2007:204) states, non-European continents “were figured in 

European lore as libidinously eroticized”. 

Aotearoa women artists undermine the gender hierarchy in the hip-hop genre through 

alternative performances that blur and ‘queer’ boundaries of femininity and masculinity, yet 

express agency and claim self-determination as women. In this way, they contribute to 

transnational hip-hop feminisms, enacting resistance against “(local and global) systems of 

exploitation” (Chew and Mo 2019:47). Women in hip-hop outside the US are implicated in 

“sexual politics […] inscribed on the brown body within and against the black American one 

hypervisible in hip-hop culture” (Durham, Cooper and Morris 2013:730). I believe the 

feminisms of these case studies to be directly related to US Black hip-hop feminism, although 

not necessarily “locat[ed] within it” (Chew and Mo 2019:456). Regarding hip-hop feminism’s 

challenge to binary respectability narratives, Goebel and the Royal Family challenge a 

respectability narrative specific to Pākehā/Palagi hegemony’s interaction with Pasifika 

communities. Saunders (2016) calls for more transnational Black voices in Black women’s 

hip-hop feminisms across the global diaspora; JessB can be seen as adding such a voice, and 

moreover a queer voice. Therefore, what is also revealed are the multiple valences of a possible 

hip-hop feminism in Aotearoa.  

Moana men in rap perform a masculinity that aligns sartorially with the gangsta persona 

in hip-hop influenced by West Coast rap, which includes baggy silhouettes, dark sunglasses, 

sportswear aligned to American teams, hoodies, and workwear/outdoor brands. As explained 

previously, Black (and Brown) men have been argued to perform ‘colonised’ hypermasculinity 

through the gangsta trope, in order to achieve any position of power within White-supremacist 

capitalist patriarchy (hooks 2004; Tengan 2002). Cremin (2021:45–46) theorises that 
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masculinity exists as a spectrum – a “toxicity index” – between two diverging poles of 

“reactive/aggravated masculinities” (RAMs) which “repudiate anything that even vaguely 

connotes femininity” (like the original gangsta), and “reflective/experimental masculinities” 

(REMs) which embrace femininity and “are reflective and critical of their masculine 

gendering”. What falls in-between is a continuum of “avoidant/restrictive masculinities” 

(ARMs), who “calibrate” their masculinity around a shifting hegemonic ideal (Cremin 

2021:47). Cremin (2021:47) suggests that this ideal now, in fact, embraces some self-reflective 

critiques of ‘toxic’ masculinity (RAMs). Chapter Four’s artists could be contextualised as 

ARMs, but nearer to REMs than RAMs. They claim themselves (sartorially) as part of Māori 

and Pasifika heteronormative gender norms in their community. However, they perform 

aesthetic and emotional valences that belie their performance of gangsta hypermasculinity. 

They seem to ‘recalibrate’ Moana masculinity away from the RAMS end of the spectrum by 

re-introducing aesthetic gender fluidity (such as floral shirts which are western-coded as 

‘feminine’) and a duty to family and community (Tengan 2002:248) articulated in their critique 

of ‘toxic’, emotionally-invulnerable masculinity that counters stoicism.  

Cremin’s framework situates the men of the Royal Family as performing gender-

bending REMs by embracing femininity. More than merely “subordinate” masculinities which 

are too feminine to access masculine power (Connell and Messerschmidt 2005:832), they 

perform with “agency” and “stretch” masculinity to interrogate such power relations (Cremin 

2021:73). Cremin posits that femininity can “be resignified as an expression of strength” by 

men, embraced as resistance (2021:13). The Royal Family men use Black queer dance and 

fashion styles to negate similar colonised masculinities as the rappers of Chapter Four. Both 

the Royal Family men and the rappers mount challenges against how ‘colonised’ masculinities 

lead to internalised – and externally-imposed – parameters that lean towards the RAMs end of 

the spectrum. Albeit to varying degrees and with different methods and influences, these 
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groups might both be argued to queer White hegemonic masculine norms by performing 

Moana masculinities that embrace fluidities, and refute dichotomies, between masculinity and 

femininity.  

The contemporary artists in this thesis perform gender through their fashion in 

expansive ways, again demonstrating how diverse and multiple communities and individual 

sensibilities now make up Tāmaki Makaurau’s hip-hop culture. Global-local identities and 

transnational (and transcultural) connections are evident in the gender performances of these 

artists. Their gender performances are influenced by Black popular cultural representations, 

such as practices of ambiguity fundamental to sartorial hip-hop performances of queerness 

(showing how “local sites draw upon translocal histories of queer style” [Taylor 2012:64]), 

empowered “badass” femininities (Johnson 2014), and a nuanced depiction of the gangsta. 

They remix these influences with locally-contingent factors, enacting bricolages of a multitude 

of hip-hop gender performances through their fashion. Underscored by a Eurocentric global 

“system of gendered, raced and classed power relations” (Tengan 2002:247), these artists often 

challenge the unification and singularity of gendered versions of ‘realness’ within hip-hop (and 

western society) by blurring hegemonic and non-hegemonic gender performances in their 

marriage of fashion, movement, and lyrics. They simultaneously highlight the fallacy of racist 

gender stereotypes constructed by White hegemonic notions of the ‘real’. By acknowledging 

intersections of race, gender, and power, I argue that these Tāmaki Makaurau artists ‘queer’ 

hegemonic gender norms. ‘Queer’ can signify resistance to the ways in which 

heteronormativity and White supremacy overlap to deny normative gender to Black and Brown 

people (Ziyad 2017), and connote even heterosexual marginalised people as ‘queerly’ failing 

to perform hegemonic gender (Cohen 1997). This ‘queering’ could even be acknowledged as 

a decolonial position, which is, for Lugones (2010:747), “to enact a critique of racialized, 

colonial, and capitalist heterosexualist gender oppression as a lived transformation”.  
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Capitalism and marginality  

Consumption nurtures the fashion industry’s cyclical trends and change for the sake of 

profit (Craik 1994), and is also important in hip-hop fashion, where differentiation through 

stylistic knowledge and innovation has been vital since its beginning (Romero 2012). 

Positioned at a global-local nexus, these artists negotiate performing “realness” tied to staying 

true to humble origins and representing their ‘hood (Ogbar 2007) by supporting a ‘local’ hip-

hop fashion industry of hyper-local and local brands, with the global hip-hop (capitalist) 

industry which covets international and designer brands and valourises materialism. 

Ultimately, these artists embody subversive positions of marginality from within capitalist 

processes and consumption. 

For a performer’s identity/persona to be ‘profitable’, the creation of a so-called ‘unique’ 

and ‘original’ image through fashion is demanded by the entertainment industry (Miller 2011). 

Commercial fashion activities contribute to how personae are “mediatised” (Rocamora 2017) 

and formed in a dispersed manner across more than just strictly ‘musical’ activities, but also 

through visual elements on social media and Internet arenas (Haynes and Marshall 2018). 

Because audiences now turn to social media “first” when discovering new artists, JessB 

describes Instagram specifically as “a chance to further express to your audience who you are” 

by using clothing to define your “brand” (Gleason 2019). One such example is these artists’ 

own entrepreneurship using social media as a key arena for the promotion and selling of 

merchandise. Their merchandise on a material level include versions of their own clothing – 

such as SWIDT’s ‘Stoneyhunga’ T-shirt and hoodies or the Royal Family’s sportswear 

carrying their crown motif. Merchandise also references elements of the artists’ identities – 

such as Melodownz’s self-drawn visage on novelty socks (see fig. 16), JessB’s T-shirts 

featuring Black women accompanying quotes from her song “From Tha Jump”, or SWIDT’s 

“Hawaiian Shirt Mafia” T-shirt (see fig. 17). As Haynes and Marshall (2018:1976–1977) 
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explain, social media technology allows artists to “sell goods effectively” – to promote 

themselves, but also to build an audience who will monetarily invest in their career. The 

imagery on these items hints at the “balance” of promoting the creative voices of marginalised 

people with the need to make money, finding a compromise through community-embedded 

and enriching entrepreneurship (Gessler 2021). 

 Successful social media merchandise sales indicate a profitable fan community who are 

invested in an artist’s identity “storytelling” (McGowan 2022), which then contributes to 

invitations for paid partnerships from fashion brands, who view an already-proven fan-base as 

a “proxy for market potential” (Haynes and Marshall 2018:1986). Social media theoretically 

allows anyone access to global markets, but the fashion industry provides vital financial and 

promotional support for artists because the Internet is ultimately “driven by commercial 

concerns” (Haynes and Marshall 2018:1988). It is therefore unsurprising that Parris Goebel’s 

personal Instagram has promotional imagery for international luxury and mainstream fashion 

brands (Gucci, Jimmy Choo, Calvin Klein, YSL, Ugg) visible to her 1.6 million followers. The 

rapper case studies all have (still admirable) counts under 35,000 and do promotional 

attachments more often for hyper-local and local brands or mainstream multinational brands 

like JD Sports. Reaching a wider audience as an independent artist may rely on social media 

partnerships with multinational brands. However, even locally based independent artists, who 

represent marginalised communities, can become players in the wider machinations of global 

entertainment and fashion industries because of the ease of dispersion on social media (Haynes 

and Marshall 2018:1976).  

As their careers progress, much of what these artists wear is sourced through 

relationships to brands who make ‘trendy’ or designer versions of streetwear. This has led to a 

more ‘upmarket’ look than previously in Aotearoa, remixing designer and streetwear 

aesthetics. JessB for example, compared to the op-shop outfits in “Mood”, can be seen more 
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recently in her career wearing brands such as Entire Studios or Ingrid Starnes. SWIDT, Diggy 

Dupé, and JessB can often be seen wearing Huffer, a streetwear-inspired local brand with a 

mid-tier price-point (a standard hoodie costs around $130). These brands perhaps provide what 

was described in Chapter Two as a more ‘respectable’ mainstreamed version of hip-hop 

aesthetics, rather than connected to do-it-yourself subcultural ‘street’ techniques. Yet hip-hop 

fashion, as part of Black style politics, has always blurred class boundaries through the 

emulation and appropriation of luxury that blends street and high fashion aesthetics, and a 

defiant joy in consumption and finding status through one’s fashion creativity from a contrary 

position of race and class marginality (Chandler and Chandler-Smith 2005; Romero 2012). 

Even Parris Goebel, who wears and partners with international luxury brands rather than local 

brands in her work in/with the fashion industry, can be seen in this light. She wears both 

experimental high fashion and engages with more casual strands of streetwear in her “Own the 

Floor” campaign with Nike and her own brand Runaway Motel. Hall (1993:106–107) suggests 

that performances of counter-hegemonic marginality from within mainstream popular culture 

and the capitalist entertainment (and fashion) industry, are “changing the dispositions and the 

configurations of cultural power, not getting out of it”. These artists negotiate a performance 

of ‘marginal’ class identity (that can ‘authentically’ represent marginalised communities) 

through this ambiguous blend of luxury and street that is part of the accepted “real” in hip-hop, 

within the context of hip-hop fashion’s mainstream and designer crossovers. The potential for 

resistance from within the ambivalent (both oppositional and complicitous) positioning of hip-

hop in relation to mainstream culture and capitalism remains because of the current dual 

insider/outsider status of hip-hop fashion in relation to commercial industries.  

There are conflicting views on whether materialism and displays of wealth in hip-hop 

still challenge hierarchical structures and Black people’s “exclusion from mainstream society” 

(Swain 2018:486) by providing pathways to entrepreneurship, or now simply serve corporate 
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interests in profit by upholding a capitalist system rife with intersecting race and class 

inequalities, “selling” Black culture (Rabaka 2011; Rose 2008). The reality, at least in Tāmaki 

Makaurau, is perhaps less dichotomous, characterised by “organic open-ended dualities, as 

opposed to rigid corporate-conceived dichotomies” (Rabaka 2011:203). While brands profit 

from the imagery of marginality these artists perform, even the “subcultural incorporation” 

(Lifter 2019) of genres like hip-hop into capitalist/profit interests may create hip-hop’s “own 

symbolic universe and commodities” from which subversive identities and “cultural politics” 

emerge (Watkins 2012:703). This is seen in the emergence of a local hip-hop fashion industry, 

in which both hyper-local Pasifika-owned brands, and mainstream local and international 

brands, support and are supported by these artists, and transmit messaging highlighting the 

prosperity of marginalised communities. 

The mainstreaming and capitalist embrace of hip-hop “enables new repertoires of black 

youth agency and cultural production” (Watkins 2012:702) where participating in capitalism 

becomes an oppositional act that emphasises “industriousness, intelligence” and creativity 

(704), pleasure and opposition. This alters how marginality and struggle is naturalised for 

Black and Brown folks. The Māori and Pasifika rappers perform alterity through the adapted 

trope of the gangsta, yet visions of success, including pleasure in consumption, show an access 

to agency over one’s own representation, and/or to material goods, which continues to 

challenge the intersections of capitalism and racial oppression. While some authors are 

concerned about the links between “capitalist-based materialism” and hypermasculinity that 

conforms to “dominator desire” (hooks 2004:142), consumption here is not used for such 

performances, which perhaps bolsters its subversive potential. For JessB, hip-hop as Black 

culture is adapted to Black lives in Aotearoa, expressing Black joy and success rather than 

“uncommodified Blackness” (Majavu 2017). Goebel prioritises inclusivity of marginalised 

raced, gendered, and plus-sized people in her entrepreneurialism. “Realness” (linked to race 
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and class) in Aotearoa hip-hop utilises prosperity depicted through fashion to question framings 

of “poverty, dysfunction, and pathology” (Ogbar 2007:69), often pointing back at hegemonic 

Whiteness as the structural cause of inequalities. These artists use hip-hop fashion to connect 

with their cultures from within the westernised hegemonic mainstream, thus addressing 

hegemonic Whiteness by consciously performing marginality, and claiming their place and 

belonging as they “decolonise and resist” by supporting marginalised people (Harris 2019:31). 

Prosperity is not just for the betterment of these artists, but for the empowerment of their 

communities, as “if I didn’t have the community behind me I wouldn’t be able to do this kinda 

stuff”, according to Melodownz (Sniffers 2021). Ultimately, even that which is implicated in 

capitalism and/or commercial industries has the potential to perform subversively, including 

rebellion and decolonial politics, from within that system.  
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CONCLUSION 
 
 
There is a belief that Aotearoa hip-hop’s growing diversity has led to a “new golden age” or 

“new renaissance” in local hip-hop, injecting new energy into the scene in Tāmaki Makaurau 

(Shute 2018; Densem 2020). This thesis reveals how this growing diversity is visible through 

fashion. Expanding the survey beyond Māori and Pasifika men to include women, dancers, 

African-Kiwi rappers, and queer performers/performances, shows how hip-hop fashion 

constructs the identities of diverse groups. It reveals both continuity with Aotearoa hip-hop’s 

past, and points to a more racially, ethnically, and gender varied present and future. As part of 

the formation of individual and collective identities, these artists engage with various topics 

and themes through their fashion – including gentrification, racism, feminism, and queerness. 

They expand the ways that hip-hop can voice counter-hegemonic positions by exploring 

struggles and social critiques, but also show that hip-hop fashion projects the joy and creativity 

of marginalised communities asserting their presence in settler-colonial Aotearoa. 

 These artists seek to simultaneously belong to various local hip-hop communities (city-

specific, cultural-specific, and nationally specific) as a localisation of the foundational hip-hop 

idea of ‘representin’ one’s place, and to cross borders and assert allegiance to international hip-

hop culture. Māori and Pasifika, and African-Kiwis, perform transnational and diasporic 

identities through the bricolage of influences evident in their fashion. The polycultural 

bricolage nature of hip-hop culture lends itself to fashion that reflects Tāmaki Makaurau’s 

changing demographics. These artists also negotiate this global-local positioning of their 

identities regarding the commercial entertainment and fashion industries in their formation of 

a public ‘persona’. As I have argued throughout, this can be seen as a push-and-pull, 

multifaceted position similar to US hip-hop culture, including an ambivalent class performance 

of marginality. These artists work within capitalist structures, harnessing the avenues for 
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prosperity it provides, including using global systems of communication such as social media, 

to promote and uplift marginalised communities, experiences, and embodiments. 

The potential for contesting or ‘queering’ both hip-hop’s and hegemonic White norms 

around non-White performances of gender can be seen in US hip-hop. The artists in this study 

perform their identities in light of these precedents, but remix them within local contingencies, 

further expanding the ranges of gender and sexuality seen in global hip-hop. SWIDT, 

Melodownz, and Diggy Dupé perform the gangsta, but are critical of, and sartorially contest, 

reproducing performances of ‘colonised’ masculinity. Parris Goebel and the Royal Family are 

influenced by Black queer styles to bend and disrupt gender hierarchies in hip-hop, and disrupt 

colonial categories of gender. Finally, JessB as a queer Black woman is influenced by the 

performances of US women artists in this category, claiming queerness through queer world-

making in hip-hop. 

These artists are influenced by the aesthetics and politics of Black style in US hip-hop 

and engage with this aspect in various ways: as Black people in Aotearoa, and as Brown people 

with a whakapapa of identity-construction and constitution, and even cultural reconnection, 

based on Black cultural forms. While hip-hop’s status as Black popular culture and style must 

always acknowledge its origin community, the ability for this Black cultural movement to 

continue to empower diverse groups – especially those who have diasporic backgrounds and/or 

are marginalised in settler-colonial states like Aotearoa – should be seen as a vital part of hip-

hop fashion’s globalisation. The globalisation of hip-hop fashion reiterates hip-hop culture’s 

ability to create “connective marginalities” that connect and uplift marginalised communities 

despite concerns over its mainstream ‘co-optation’ (Osumare 2001). People express their 

identities through hip-hop not only through their voices, their music, or the movements of the 

body, but through their fashion, especially as popular music becomes an increasingly visually-

disseminated medium which impacts how artists perform unique hip-hop personae (Railton 
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and Watson 2011). This thesis has argued that hip-hop fashion is an area that deserves specific 

attention in future research on global hip-hop, and that fashion as a methodological lens helps 

us to gain greater insight into the diverse ways that people perform their identities through hip-

hop culture.  
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